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Introduc(on
The Spa(al Cinema
Prologue – Machine Space
Machine Space is an essay ﬁlm that explores the city of Detroit as a space of
movement and circula4on. This city is nego4ated in the moving image as a
palimpsest of maps, spa4al metrics and automo4ve infrastructure; illustra4ng the
material and discursive layers that have constructed this now post-industrial
metropolis. This is a city where, in the words of the urban thinker Henri Lefebvre,
‘the produc4on of space itself replaces - or, rather, is superimposed upon — the
produc4on of things in space.’ (Lefebvre 1991, p.62)
Almost half of Machine Space’s 38 minute screen dura4on is devoted to a panorama
of the Detroit downtown, tracing from street-level the circular route of an elevated
transit train, the People-Mover. As a parallel to this footage, sequences of aerial
images document the unfolding spa4al form of the city. In a second parallel, a
suburban family play the board game LIFE, compe4ng with each other to amass a
fortune. This enactment reﬂects a central theme of the ﬁlm, latent in the built
environment of downtown, that the engines of ﬁnancial accumula4on are spa4ally
pervasive and omnipotent.
Machine Space accompanies its visual panorama of the city with a tangen4al
narra4on by two residents. Their observa4ons and stories uncover how everyday
personal mobility, and histories of community movement, are inscribed in the space
of the automobile in the city. The discrimina4on and inequality that have shaped
today’s segregated, impoverished, African American Detroit are signiﬁcant subtexts.
The ﬁlm is a nuanced explora4on of issues of the spaces of the city as they are
inscribed by race and ﬁnance.
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Key thesis ques(ons - Cri(cal Spa(al Prac(ce
The central ques4on posed by Machine Space is how space as a social construct can
be addressed in moving image. How can this medium be harnessed to address the
complexity of an expanded no4on of the spa4al, in its obscured as well as its visible
dimensions? Furthermore, do issues of media4on, or access to spa4ality, arise from
an address of space as a par4cular site?
This expanded concep4on of the intersec4on of representa4onal media and space,
has prac4cal and ideological implica4ons. It situates space as outwith1 the purview of
landscape, understood as the depic4on of the earth’s surface within an aesthe4c
framework derived from the domain of ﬁne art. Beyond landscape yet s4ll salient to
issues of representa4on, the earth’s surface can be framed as a resource. Issues of
access, of stewardship, of exploita4on, and of land distribu4on thus arise. In
consequence, space is a stage for contesta4on and conﬂict.
Sco8 and Swenson bring an anthropocene framing to space as a resource, and
suggest they are ripe for address by art prac4ces –
In what ways is land, formed over the course of geological 4me, also contemporary,
or formed by the condi4ons of the present? How do environmental and economic
structures correlate? Can art spur more nuanced ways of thinking about and
interac4ng with the land? How might art contribute to the expansion of spa4al and
environmental jus4ce?
(Sco8 and Swenson 2015, p.1)

As a mode of inves4ga4ve prac4ce framing space as a rela4onal, socially produced
terrain, Sco8 and Swenson propose the term cri0cal spa0al prac0ce. (Sco8 and
Swenson 2015, p.1) The role of visual representa4on in rendering space as given, and
as related to power, is at the heart of cri0cal spa0al prac0ces. The cri0cal aspect to
this prac4ce lies in the asser4on that ‘the concept applies not only to “objects” of
study or cri4cism, but to the ways one’s own ac4ons par4cipate in the produc4on of

1

outwith - outside; beyond (Scoush)
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space.’ (Paglen In Sco8 and Swenson 2015, p.38) In other words, cri0cal spa0al
prac0ce is reﬂexive, aware of the produc4on of space itself as it is opera4ve.
The framing of the inves4ga4on of cri0cal spa0al prac0ce is deeply indebted to Henri
Lefebvre’s theory of the produc0on of space, ‘a rapprochement between physical
space (nature), mental space (formal abstrac4ons about space), and social space (the
space of human interac4on).’ (Merriﬁeld 2006, p.104) As contended by MyersSupkita, Lefebvre’s theory is an engine of a cri0cal spa0al prac0ce that explores
space as produc0on; that is as genera0ve, meaning ac0ve, crea0ve; and as a process,
and thus in movement. (Myers-Supkita In Sco8 and Swenson 2015) The produc0on of
space in turn sets the condi4ons for social life; cons4tu4ng in Paglen’s words ‘a
feedback loop between human ac4vity and our material surroundings.’ (Paglen In
Sco8 and Swenson 2015, p.36) Yet artworks are also an interven4on, made by the
agency of ar4sts in one way or another. Taking a cue from Walter Benjamin’s
s4pula4on for artworks as addressing their socio-economic context in Author as
Producer, Paglen contends artworks as cri0cal spa0al prac0ce are imbricated with
the ac4vity and material they speak of. Within the terms suggested by Benjamin,
these artworks ‘take a posi4on’ rather than ‘assume an autude’ towards an ‘subject’
of the work. (Paglen In Sco8 and Swenson 2015; Benjamin 2003)
This prac0ce as research project aims to contribute to a conversa4on around cri0cal
spa0al prac0ce and moving image by an address of content and cinema4c form. To
do this, the project stages an encounter between the theore4cal work of Lefebvre
regarding the produc0on of space and the moving image, in which the formal
proper4es of the cinema are also manifest. It is a tac4cal and impressionis4c use of
Lefebvre in the service of an ar4s4c prac4ce. It is made manifest in the ﬁlm Machine
Space in its explora4on of the nego4a4on of space in city of Detroit. The global claim
of the disserta4on is Lefebvre can oﬀer an account of the percep4ve, cogni4ve and
emo4ve compact between site, ﬁlm, and audience. This is a realisa4on of cri0cal
spa0al prac0ce in the medium of ﬁlm.
As an ar4st, my ambi4on for Machine Space as an artwork is to explore how space
can be the basis for poe4c allegories of the poli4cal in cinema. In the realm of the
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ar0sts’ and the experimental cinema, key concepts include space, temporality,
materiality, embodiment and performance. Spa4al representa4on, as a visual
produc4on of 4me and movement, is apparent across these many contribu4ons to
the conversa4ons ar4st ﬁlmmakers undertake with their medium.
Having said this, an explora4on of space in the ar4sts cinema is not to dream of
unifying agendas; traces of which can be found in some of the literature concerned
with spa4ality and poli4cs. (Harvey 1989; Soja 1989) Duetsche provides a cri4que of
some of the assump4ons this this material invokes. (Deutsche 1996) Rather it is my
belief the cinema, as a collec4ve site of audience recep4on, is the place for the
discussion of urgent ques4ons of space as a realm of social agency and power in the
contemporary urban scene.
Chronology of crea(ve process of the research project
This research was sparked oﬀ from visits to Detroit as a sidebar to my professional
ac4vity as a ﬁlmmaker; my work screened at the nearby Ann Arbor ﬁlm fes4val
almost annually from 2006 to 2015. Informal yet informa4ve tours of Detroit, led by
local academics and ar4sts are a feature of the fes4val; these experiences stoked my
interest in the city.
Produc4on of the Machine Space began around the start of the doctorate in 2013,
focusing ini4ally on the street panorama of the city described above. This approach
was a derived from a previous ﬁlm Zabriskie Point (Redacted) (Connolly 2013), a work
that revisited some of the loca4ons in Los Angeles of the famous Antonioni feature
ﬁlm of the same name. (Antonioni, 1971) The new ﬁlm develops this approach by
inves4ga4ng the history of the mapping of the city, revealing it as a palimpsest of
mul4ple cartographic layers and using this to inform the cinematography. A map
used as a guide to ﬁnancial lending, the HOLC Residen0al Risk Map, was found to
intersect with the equali4es issues beseung the city, thus energising the ﬁlmmaking
in the direc4on of a cri4cal response to the spaces rather than the landscape of the
city.
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This conjoining of cartography and mo4on emerged as an anima4ng tension in the
crea4ve visualisa4on of the ﬁlm. The movement and ﬂuidity of the camera and the
stasis and appeal to certainty of the map are mutually exclusive approaches to spa4al
representa4on. With this crea4ve tension in mind, reading the major western
theorists of the conjunc4on of space and poli4cs diverged in their approaches yet
almost all referenced Henri Lefebvre as founda4onal to contemporary urban studies.
In par4cular, Lefebvre is a source for the work undertaken by Harvey and colleagues
as Marxist geographers since the 1970s. At the same 4me, Lefebvre’s texts are
diﬃcult to parse; hence secondary literature was consulted to clarify issues. This
interpreta4ve work began towards the end of the second year of the doctorate,
hence quite late in the research period. More informa4on on the decision to
concentrate on a singular theorist in the research will be given below.
The interviews with Detroiters that lend a narra4ve spine to the ﬁlm were conducted
late in the research period. By this 4me, the approach to the ﬁlm had been reﬁned;
allowing these conversa4ons to be highly focused and salient to the thema4cs
developed in the moving image. They add to the poe4cs of the ﬁlm, as well as
contribu4ng to the theore4cal work on the everyday experience of space. The edi4ng
of the ﬁlm, the research material and the doctoral text were consolidated at the ﬁnal
stages of this prac4ce as research doctorate.
Lefebvre’s Produc(on of Space
The French intellectual Henri Lefebvre (1901 – 91) was prodigious theorist of space
and everyday life and engaged with many signiﬁcant poli4cal movements in his long
life4me. His work was eclec4c, unbound by academic specialisa4on, and owen ahead
of its 4me. (Merriﬁeld 2006) In the words of his former assistant Manuel Castells,
Lefebvre ‘doesn’t know anything about how the economy works, how technology
works … but he had a genius for intui4ng what really was happening. Almost like an
ar4st …’ (cited in Merriﬁeld 2006, p.xxii) A signiﬁcant thread running through his
work is an interest in the impact of modernity on everyday life; observa4ons
collected in his monumental Cri0que of Everyday Life. (Lefebvre 2014 (1947 - 1984))
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In mapping the impact of modernity on the everyday and the material environment,
Lefebvre’s aim was a ‘”revaloriza4on of subjec4vity” and the quest for spaces that
allow for autonomy and crea4vity.’ (Ronneberger quo4ng Lefebvre, In
Goonewardena et al. 2008, p.135)
Henri Lefebvre’s theory of space is presented in his text The Produc0on of Space,
wri8en in 1974 and translated into English in 1991. (Lefebvre 1991) At its heart,
space is conceived as produced by social prac4ce; the ac4vity of people. Space is
profoundly social in origin, rather than an ontologically dis4nct and suﬃcient object
or a8ribute familiar to the physical sciences. This account of social origins allows
Lefebvre to suggest a theore4cal unity of three ﬁelds of space, ‘usually apprehended
separately: the physical (nature); the mental (logical and formal abstrac4on); and the
social.’ (Dear 2001, p.48) His concep4on of space is based in produc0on; or the
genera4ve processes of the social construc4on of space.
Lefebvre’s no4on of produc0on is as an a8ribute of social being in the world. ‘There
is nothing in history or society, which does not have to be achieved and
produced.’ (Lefebvre 1991, p.68) In this global sense, produc0on begets rela4ons of
4me and space; as ac4vity these rela4ons are in con4nual ﬂux and movement. As a
process therefore, space is not inscribed as ontology, or as an essen4alist a8ribute.
Instead, in Lefebvre’s concep4on, space is a fundamental produc0on of social
prac4ce, and the medium of the social rela4ons of the community. As produc0on,
space has a wide engagement with social ac4vity, beyond the transac4onal exchange
of labour and material goods arising from produc0on centred on the commodity.
(Schmid In Goonewardena et al. 2008) Social rela4ons as culture; or the expressive
produc4ons of subjec4vity, are explicitly included in this framing of produc0on of
space.

Lefebvre contends the social rela4ons implicated in the produc0on of space have
implica4ons for representa0on - the means by which space can be known and shared
in the social world. As representa0on, space is manifest as three moments or
dimensions. Space is produced as (1) spa0al prac0ce, as the embodied habitual
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experience of space; (2) the representa0on of space, as artefacts that ‘stand in’ for
measured and quan4ﬁed spaces; and (3) spaces of representa0on, as artefacts that
‘stand in’ for lived spaces. The three moments of space have mirror deﬁni4ons as
mental processes of (1) perceived space; (2) conceived space; and (3) lived or
endured spaces. (Lefebvre 1991, p.38) 2

In this project, the three moments of space are invoked in the image track of
Machine Space. To reprise the descrip4on of the ﬁlm opening this chapter, the
moment of spa0al prac0ce is registered in the vehicular panorama of Detroit’s
downtown. The representa0on of space is registered in the aerial images of the city’s
downtown; their omniscient viewpoint an a8ribute of the management of the spa4al
by authority. The suburban family game, pictured at the game board, enacts the lived
space of representa0on as a site of play and enjoyment.
Together, these three moments of space comprise Lefebvre’s spa0al triad outlined in
the Produc0on of Space and they explore the perceived, conceived and lived spaces
of Detroit, the site. In Lefebvre’s theory, each moment of space contributes to the
produc0on of space. (Lefebvre 1991) As Lefebvre describes –
… the lived, conceived and perceived realms should be interconnected, so that … the
individual member of a given social group, may move from one to another without
confusion. Whether they cons4tute a coherent whole is another ma8er. They
probably do so only in favourable circumstances, when a common language, a
consensus and a code can be established.
(Lefebvre 1991, p.40)

A ‘common … code’ in Machine Space is a thema4c of movement and circula4on.
This is germane to Detroit, a city built on its contribu4on to human mobility in the
car. In the ﬁlm, mobility is omnipresent in the visual journeys through the
thoroughfares of the downtown; the discussions of the social prac4ce of movement

2 Lefebvre’s spa0al prac0ce is an element of his spa4al analysis – it is to be dis4nguished from cri0cal

spa0al prac0ce as a mode of artwork making discussed above, sourced in Paglen and codiﬁed further
in Sco8 & Swenson. (Paglen In Thompson et al. 2008; Sco8 and Swenson 2015)
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in voiceover; and more abstractly, the highway is invoked as a metaphor for the
unfolding of biography in the game of LIFE played by the suburban family.
The term visual repertoire will apply to the dis4nct groups of visual images in
Machine Space predicated on the moments of space. Repertoires as groups of
moving images share similari4es of semio4c meaning, narra4ve inscrip4on, and/or
depic4ve address of site, object or persons. A precursor for this taxonomy can be
found in David Bordwell’s exposi4on of the spa0alised narra0on he locates in the
work of JL Godard. (Bordwell 1985) Bordwell’s term is a ‘paradigma4c set’ of related
images and sounds. (Bordwell 1985, p.317) His spa0alised descrip4on of diﬀerent
visual approaches to a scene, object or theme in Godard’s work, has analogies to the
repertoire as a set of depic4ve op4ons within spa4al parameters. In the context of
this disserta4on, visual repertoire is preferred to Bordwell’s ‘paradigma4c set’.3
Consequently, as a heterogeneous ensemble of visual repertoires, Machine Space can
be described as a ﬁlmic assemblage. Collec4vely, in a conscious parallel with
Lefebvre’s sugges4on that the three spa4al moments together generate knowledge
of space, the ﬁlm as assemblage achieves eﬀects and aﬀects beyond the powers of
its parts in isola4on. Thus the ﬁlm Machine Space is a genera4ve work of crossreferencing and proximity; as an assemblage, its visual repertoires resonate in
concert. (DeLanda 2011) In combina4on the repertoires contribute to the
assemblage; if separated into the cons4tuent parts, the ﬁlm is incomplete.4
This disserta4on will discuss in three dis4nct chapters the transla0on of the
Lefebvrian spa4al moments into moving image repertoires. Transla0on is here used
as a near analogue of the prac4ce of transcoding suggested by theorist Frederic
Jameson. A compara4ve procedure for assessing the contribu4on of theories in
rela4on to each other when a8emp4ng an analysis, Jameson oﬀered transcoding as
tes4ng the ‘limits of theories and comparing their conceptual possibili4es.’ (Jameson,
3 Two further considera4ons are the poesis of the word repertoire as opposed to the technical term

paradigma0c set; and a necessity for some distance from the ascrip4on of Bordwell’s term to the
work of one ﬁlmmaker.
4 This is a restricted, technical use of the term assemblage, this disserta4on is not concerned with

assemblage theory as elaborated by post-Deleuzian theorists. (eg. DeLanda 2011)
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quoted In Dear 2001, p.52) In this context, transla0on will look for theore4cal
overlaps and cross-references between the produc0on of space and cinema.
The tripar4te moment/repertoire structure is a vehicle for segmen4ng a trajectory
across this terrain in sympathy with Lefebvre. A caveat is devo4ng separate chapters
to spa0al moments/visual repertoires; the eﬀects of proximity and cross-reference,
generated across the work as an assemblage, will need to be conﬁrmed by watching
the ﬁlm. Beyond the caveat of the linear presenta4on of ideas in the thesis form, the
ﬁlm is, ﬁnally, the proof of concept of the intellectual journey of the disserta4on.
Lefebvre as a singular anima(ng theorist in the research project?
The work of Henri Lefebvre, as the central theore4cal engine or armature in this
prac4ce as research doctorate, can be viewed as a surprising choice given the known
obstacles to clarity and concision of some of his texts, and their age. It is beholden to
the researcher here to explain brieﬂy the choice of of single theorist and the
limita4ons of other thinkers in the context of this project.
A key orienta4on of this project is to explore how ﬁlm can be responsive to no4ons
of space in its widest sense. A concern with the temporal has dominated thinking
about cinema and its rela4on to space. With a diﬀerent emphasis, this project is an
encounter between the worlds of ﬁlm and (loosely) the ﬁeld of urban studies,
derived from the speciﬁci4es of the choice of object of study - Detroit. This
theore4cal approach thus needed to be foreground space and be responsive to
issues of representa4on. In this case, the term - representa0on - has a produc4ve
dual meaning in the domains of art on the one hand; and poli4cs or governance on
the other. In a parallel to this, the theore4cal framework adopted needed to
ar4culate the poli4cal in concerns germane to an artwork as well as a subject which
is ‘poli4cal.’
The approach to space ar4culated by Lefebvre allows for these inferences and is
ﬂexible and expansive. To many contemporary urban scholars, Lefebvre’s work
remains produc4ve and informa4ve. A new genera4on of interpreters, notably
collected in the large essay collec4on Implosions/Explosions, con4nues to adapt
17

Lefebvrian thought to an explora4on of the condi4ons of urban life globally. (Brenner
2014) According to Merriﬁeld’s contribu4on, Lefebvre’s moment also ’signiﬁes a
presence … a fullness, a connec4on of like minded people.’ (Merriﬁeld in Brenner
2014 pp531) This concep4on of community and existen4al proximity can be related
to cinema4c prac4ce as applied to the cons4tuents of an urban space; and in the
auditorium at in the recep4on of a ﬁlm. Other theorists do not oﬀer this expansive
openness to representa4on as a means of understanding space, and as a
performa4ve object-as-artwork in circula4on with other artworks and audiences.
As men4oned above, David Harvey is a major ﬁgure in the poli4cal economy of
spa4ality. His considerable and consistent body of work has drawn on classical
Marxist thought to explain and predict the intersec4on between capital and space.
However, as cri4qued by Deutsche, despite the 4tle of his 1989 work The Condi0on
of Postmodernity: An Enquiry into the Origins of Cultural Change, Harvey
demonstrates li8le understanding of culture as an expressive and performa4ve
produc4on of human ac4vity and a necessary condi4on of urban life. (Deutsche
1996, Harvey 1989) In general Harvey’s wri4ng displays a lack of self reﬂexivity; it has
no apprecia4on of its status as discourse that is simultaneously contribu4ve to the
claims it makes. (Deutsche 1996) This is a necessary feature of a Cri0cal Spa0al
Prac0ce as outlined above, and a requirement of this project.
The work of Doreen Massey, and in par4cular her For Space, will be cited and
remembered as a salutary call for space and place to be given equal considera4on to
0me in the study of poli4cs and culture. (Massey 2005) Massy’s insistence on the
importance of space as a medium and host for mul4ple narra4ves could be a
leitmo4f for this project. However, Massey’s work does not oﬀer tools to able to
explore the speciﬁci4es of ﬁlm representa4on as genera4ve and performa4ve. Hence
her work is a source of inspira4on rather than a theore4cal contributor to this
project.
Saskia Sassen is a renowned contemporary theorist of the global city; interroga4ng
the city as a ﬂuid en4ty matrix of immaterial ﬂows and exchanges. Her lens is global
and looks to ci4es as a nodes in global movements of capital and labour. (Robinson
2009) Sassen's scale of interest is perhaps appropriate to an analysis of the global re-
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structuring of the auto industry based in Detroit, a subject on the margins of this
project. In the stead of these thema4c, this research is inten4onally small in spa4al
remit or scale, and invested in modes of situated, adap4ve, and responsive
representa4on as media rather than a descrip4on of urban forms.
These quali4es as ascribed to representa4on were valorised by urban theorist De
Certeau, a doctoral student of Lefebvre in the 1970s, and principally known for his
later The Prac0ce of Everyday Life. (de Certeau 1984) In this text, de Certeau makes
the useful dis4nc4on between ‘strategic’ and ‘tac4cal’ modes of representa4on.
(cited in Deutsche 1996) ‘Strategic representa4on’ is a mode analogous to Lefebvre’s
representa0on of space; ‘tac4cal’ modes closer to spaces of representa0on.
(Deutsche 1996)
These modes are germane to this project, yet in their binary structure they imply a
monolithic approach to an asymmetry of power rela4ons. Lefebvre’s mode of
processual thought is more ﬂexible in this domain; and allows for no4ons of
complicity in the recep4on of representa4on. de Certeau’s focus on the provenance
of representa4on has li8le to oﬀer a project that seeks to acknowledge the space of
media recep4on as a Cri0cal Spa0al Prac0ce. Finally, the strategic/tac4cal binary is
diﬃcult to map onto the tripar4te visual treatment of space in Machine Space as
described above. Given these limita4ons, de Certeau’s contribu4on to urban studies
has been passed over for this project.
Disciplinary Context – space as landscape and the cinema
The rela4onship between space and the cinema is been explored in numerous
collec4ons of academic essays. (Aitken and Zonn 1994; Clarke 1997; Vidler 1999;
Cresswell and Dixon 2002) Wri4ng as geographers, Aitken and Zonn suggest ﬁlm can
facilitate a prac4ce central to their discipline - looking. ‘The very heart of geography
– the search for our sense of place and self in the world – is cons4tuted by the
prac4ce of looking and is, in eﬀect, a study of images.’ (Aitken and Zonn 1994, p.7)
For Hopkins, the ‘depic4on of landscape’ is a ‘logical point of entry into the
geography of ﬁlm.’ (Hopkins In Aitken and Zonn 1994, p.49) As representa4on, or
social prac4ce of depic4on, a landscape is ‘a site of sight, a cultural image that
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represents and structures our surroundings.’ (Hopkins In Aitken and Zonn 1994, p.49)
Hopkins further claims landscape is not a neutral visualisa4on of place; rather it is a
‘charged cultural crea4on whereby meanings of place and society are made,
legi4mised, contested, and obscured.’ (Hopkins In Aitken and Zonn 1994, p.7)
Hopkins argues that semio4cs – the study of signs and communica4on – ‘provides a
means of mapping the cinema4c landscape and thus intervening in the fabrica4on of
the cinema4c place.’ (Hopkins In Aitken and Zonn 1994, p.50) The semio4c
understanding of landscape to which this kind of cinema4c representa4on belongs is
‘a theore4cal terrain triangulated by semio4cs, psychoanalysis, and historical
materialism.’ (Clarke 1997, p.7) However, in the last twenty years, the boundaries of
this theore4cal triangula4on have been breached; more recent ﬁlm theory stresses
embodiment and the material in cinema. These interests are not strictly new;
according to Thomas Elsaesser, theories of ﬁlm have always addressed the
‘rela4onship between cinema, percep4on and the human body.’ (Elsaesser and
Hagener 2015, p.4) The recas4ng used here of cinema as a spa4al concern, invokes a
phenomenological framework, posi4ng analogies between the moving image, the
human senses and the material nature of corporeality. (Sobchack 1992; Shaviro
1993; Marks 2000)
The remit of embodied and material concerns is not restricted to visual and auditory
content. The site of recep4on of the moving image, the cinema auditorium, also
plays a role in ‘the management of [the] ‘unnatural contact between the spectators
space and the space of the image,’ a func4on ascribed to a cinema as depic4ve of
space by Jacques Aumont, encyclopaedic theorist of The Image. (Aumont 1997, p.99)
As Aumont reminds us, an image constructs a spectator as ‘an ac4ve partner … both
emo4onally and cogni4vely.’ (Aumont 1997, p.56) This construc4on, of a produc0on
of pictorial space within the image and a produc0on of experien4al space at the
point of recep4on by the spectator; can be aligned and informed by Lefebvre’s
theory of the produc0on of space.
Lefebvre’s The Produc0on of Space has informed Marxist geographers, urban and
spa4al thinkers, and cri4cs of capitalist poli4cal economy, foremost among them
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David Harvey and Edward Soja. (Harvey 1989; Soja 1989) Michael Dear in The
Postmodern Urban Condi0on (2001) re-evaluates Harvey and Soja’s work as
fundamentally modernist projects, oﬀering li8le room for perspec4ves outside
classical, uniﬁed Marxist poli4cal economy. To Dear, Soja’s work can be read as
‘embracing a fairly conven4onal historical materialism that privileges the economic
over the socio-cultural spheres.’ (Dear 2001, p.77) Harvey strongly polices the
boundaries of Marxism and ‘warns that any further analysis of poli4cs, diﬀerence,
and social theory must be contained within the “more fundamental” categories of
historical materialist inquiry before it can be sanc4oned.’ (Dear 2001, p.81) These
accounts are also strongly deduc4ve in argumenta4ve form. Following Dear, and for
this project wary of the impact deduc4ve thought can have in crea4ve endeavour,
this genera4on of spa4al thinkers will only be referenced sparingly here.
More recent re-readings of Lefebvre’s spa4al theory can be found in the cri4cal
introduc4ons to his life and work by Elden (2004) and Merriﬁeld (2006); the essays in
Goonewardena et al. (2008) and work and essays collected by Stanek (2011, 2014).
(Elden 2004; Merriﬁeld 2006; Goonewardena et al. 2008; Stanek 2011; Stanek,
Moravánszky and Schmid 2014) Stanek claims a contemporary genera4on of
interpreta4ve work on Lefebvre represented has not only … bridged the gap between “poli4cal – economic” and “cultural” readings; but
understood Lefebvre’s consistent integra4on of poli4cal economy, state theory,
language theory, architecture, everyday life and lived experience in an encompassing
materialist and dialec4cal framework as the decisive advantage of his theory.
(Stanek In Stanek, Moravánszky and Schmid 2014, p.5)

In prac4ce, this means that the rela4onships between the spa4al and poli4cal
economy, so empha4c in the interpreta4on in the work of David Harvey, is displaced
in favour of foregrounding the spa4al as socially and culturally nego4ated, allowing
for con4ngency and human agency. Merriﬁeld locates Lefebvre’s theory of the
produc4on of space in an insistence in the ﬁne-grained analysis of everyday life. The
anima4on and prac4ce of Lefebvre’s project is ‘by delving into the atomic structure
of life as it is really lived, you can understand the whole structure of the human
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universe.’ (Merriﬁeld 2006, p.5) An approach to Lefebvre and space acknowledging
this scale of inves4ga4on informs this project.

The Project Site – Detroit as a Produc(on of Space materialised
The encounter of Lefebvre and the cinema, as a prac0ce as research project, requires
a site as a proving ground. As men4oned above, the city of Detroit in the state of
Michigan, North East US was adopted as the site. Lefebvre suggested in 1974 that the
‘the produc4on of space itself replaces … the produc4on of things in space,’
an4cipa4ng a deﬁning and general spa4al feature of globalisa4on, according to the
social scien4st Ash Amin. (Lefebvre 1991, p.62; Amin 1995) In par4cular, Lefebvre’s
provoca4on astutely describes the transforma4on in the industrial landscape of
Detroit over the past seventy years. From a post war zenith as the global centre of
automo4ve engineering; the city today has been described as a ‘poster child of
ruina4on in advanced capitalist countries today.’ (Apel 2015, p.4)
The industrial and economic decline and its eﬀects on the socio-metrics of the
people of the city have been documented by the historian Thomas Sugrue in The
Origins of the Urban Crisis: Race and Inequality in Postwar Detroit (Sugrue 1996). The
ruined material environment has been re-envisioned in works of architectural
research; (Daskalakis, Waldheim and Young 2001); its ruins documented as landscape
photography (Marchand and Meﬀre 2010; Moore and Levine 2010); and inves4gated
in ﬁlm. (Channon and Steinmetz 2005) Narra4ves of residents and public sector
workers facing the widespread aﬄic4ons in the city have been the subject of
reportage (LeDuﬀ 2014) and countless ar4cles and videos in broadcast and social
media. (for a summary, cf. Apel 2015)
Detroit’s decline is also manifest in immense social and residen4al changes. The
South East corner of Michigan has been transformed from the rela4vely dense city
se8lement of 2 million, covering 136 square miles in 1950; to the Detroit Metro
Region, an urban and suburban expanse of of 1337.1 square miles and home to over
5 million in 2010. (US Census 2010) Detroit remains at the centre of the region, yet in
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2010 it was home to 723,000, just 36% of the popula4on sixty years before. (Sugrue
1996; US Census 2010) Today Detroit is an 83% majority black city; by comparison
the State of Michigan has an overall African American popula4on of 13%.5 The
average income within the city limits is half that of the Detroit Metro Region. (US
Census 2010) Detroit is rela4vely African American and impoverished.
The social-economic system in the US is structured to produce results like these. As
summarised by Sugrue Detroit’s postwar urban crisis emerged as the consequence of two of the most
important, interrelated, and unresolved problems in American history: that capitalism
generates economic inequality and that African Americans have dispropor4onally
borne the impact of that inequality.
(Sugrue 1996, p.5)

This strong claim may be true for all of the US, Surge’s work explores the genesis of
the par4cular forms of inequality found in Detroit. Sugrue observes, in this city,
‘blackness and whiteness assumed a spa4al deﬁni4on.’ (Sugrue 1996, p.9) As a
product of a historical narra4ve, this ‘spa4al deﬁni4on’ has come about by the ﬂight
of white residents, from the city of Detroit to new suburban townships outside the
city limits during the post-war period between 1950-80. This white residen4al
movement lew behind low income African American Detroiters. Suburban
neighbourhoods repulsed African American able to move by restric4ve covenants.6
(Sugrue 1996) Emp4ed of more wealthy white residents, Detroit became an
overwhelmingly African American city in popula4on, facing deteriora4ng social
economic condi4ons. For at the same 4me and for many reasons, car manufacturing
plants were moved to to the suburbs in the Detroit Metro Region, and later to other
ci4es in the US, and overseas. (Sugrue 1996; Daskalakis, Waldheim and Young 2001)7

5 h8p://www.psc.isr.umich.edu/dis/census/segrega4on2010.html
6 Covenants in this sense were restric4ve clauses wri8en into property deeds that prevented sale to

African Americans.
7 The evolving geography of the globaliza4on of the auto-Industry appears to be under-inves4gated by

academia; a literature search on this important subject drew a blank. (2016)
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Discrimina4on in housing ﬁnance came to play a role in the spa4al segrega4on of
white and African American communi4es. (Massey and Denton 1993; Sugrue 1996)
Federal mortgage insurance, a measure introduced in the 1930s depression to
stabilise the housing market, was ra4oned along racial and spa4al co-ordinates. Inner
areas of the city of Detroit, home to African Americans in Detroit, were denied
Federal mortgage protec4on. This ra4oning of home ﬁnance support was
documented by maps, applying shading to areas by qualifying and not for mortgage
insurance. The shading of red neighbourhoods on Residen0al Risk Maps, indica4ng
insurance refusal, was widely, and derogatorily, called red-lining. (Sugrue 1996) (cf.
page 50 for the Detroit map)
For many years, African-Americans were shut out of owning their own homes,
denying this community the beneﬁts of wealth accumula4on through housing.
(Shapiro 2004) Although redlining was outlawed in 1977, it had produced the
rela4ve, intergenera4onal impoverishment of the African American community
across US ci4es. (Shapiro 2004)8 The resul4ng segrega4on between black and white
communi4es, evident between Detroit and the surrounding suburban region, has
been compared to that extant under the Apartheid regime in South Africa. (Massey
and Denton 1993)
These condi4ons place formidable challenges to the ﬁlmmaker. How can the city be
visualised in the context of such socio-economic disparity without mirroring these
imbalances in the realm of representa4on? How can symbolic violence, Bourdieu’s
term for the imposi4on of meaning, in the context of diﬀeren4als of power while at
the same 4me concealing their nature, be circumvented? (Bourdieu and Passeron
1990, p.4) These ques4ons inform the representa4onal strategies adopted by
Machine Space in its cinema4c produc0on of space of the city of Detroit. They will be
addressed in the conclusion to the disserta4on.
Structure of the Disserta(on
8 The Community Reinvestment Act 1977 - h8ps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Community_Reinvestment_Act
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The disserta4on is split into three chapters, each devoted to a Lefebvrian moment of
space and its transla0on into a repertoire of moving images in Machine Space. Film
works by James Benning and Chantal Akerman, ar4sts’ ﬁlmmakers, signiﬁcant formal
innovators in the explora4on of space in the medium, and precursors of the subject
of this research, are discussed in the ﬁrst two chapters respec4vely. Chapter three
turns to the context of Detroit and considers the image of the ruin. As a pervasive
trope in the visualisa4on of this city, the image of the ruin is synonymous with the
general socio-economic issues pertaining to the general ‘Rust-Belt’ of the US Great
Lakes region.
This selec4on of visual contexts for ar4sts’ ﬁlm - mainstream media and the artworld - allows for comparisons to be drawn between their visualisa4ons of space and
the current project. The dis4nc4veness of a tac4cal and impressionis4c use of
Lefebvre to inform a ﬁlm, advocated here, will be made apparent. Given the thema4c
organisa4on of the visual repertoires of Machine Space, the contextual informa4on
about Detroit itself will be distributed across the three chapters of the disserta4on.
Chapter One, The Dominant Space, is devoted to the representa0on of space. It
opens with an explora4on of Lefebvre’s theory of the produc0on of space in general.
(Lefebvre 1991) Space is both concrete and abstract, and ‘appears to be a general
means, medium, and milieu of all social prac4ces, and yet it allows accoun4ng for
their speciﬁcity within the society as a whole.’ (Stanek 2011) As produc0on and a
social prac4ce, space is manifest and shared in representa0on.
The representa0on of space itself is the ‘dominant space in any society.’ (Lefebvre
1991, p.39) This spa4al moment is realised in the visualisa4on prac4ces of the spa4al
disciplines; economic planning, urban planning, and architecture. Prac4ces of the
representa0on of space quan4fy it; render it divisible and fragmentable; frame it as a
resource that can be exchanged. Space in this formula4on, is a commodity, and
subject to the exchange rela4ons of capital. (Lefebvre 1991)
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A suite of landscape ﬁlms, The California Trilogy (1999 – 2001) by James Benning, is
discussed as manifes4ng this ‘dominant space’ in the ar4sts cinema. (Benning 2012)
To substan4ate the claim of this body of work to visualise the ‘spa4ality of capital,’
the work of ﬁlm academic David E James is referenced. (James 2005) As James
implies, to make this claim requires capital to be framed as the produc4on of
material commodi4es. Space is yoked to this framing of capital; rather than as
Lefebvre would contend, produced as integral to capitalism.
Providing a brieﬂy a contrast to Benning’s approach, the academic Eyal Weizman and
photographer Fazal Sheikh develop an analysis of the produc0on of space in the Sinai
Desert using mul4ple sources of images and verbal tes4mony. As the visual means
deployed are s4ll images; the site of recep4on is quite diﬀerent, yet Weizmann and
Sheikh are instruc4ve for their close reading of content. This close a8en4on, with
Bennings’ work, is built on and developed by this project. By using a number of
similar techniques, Machine Space addresses the mul4plicity of the social rela4ons of
space using the triad of moments of Lefebvre’s produc0on of space.
The dominant space, as visual repertoire, is registered in Machine Space by aerial
photographs of Detroit. In the cinema4c presenta4on, they visualise change and the
mutability of the urban terrain of the city. However, as ‘omniscient, intellectually
detached’ images, the scope of their depic4ve a8ributes is limited. (Cosgrove 2001,
p.2) In Machine Space, these limita4ons are exposed by a voiceover narra4on added
to the ﬁlm. As spoken by Marsha Music, the narra4on tells of the impact on the
African American community by the construc4on of urban infrastructure in Detroit.
As cri0cal spa0al prac0ce, the assemblage of visual repertoire and narra4on thus
created is an example of a situated or posi4onal knowledge of a space.
Chapter Two, Cinema as a Spa0al Prac0ce, explores the transla4on of the
eponymous Lefebvrian moment to the cinema. Deﬁned as the perceptual
apprehension of space, Lefebvre claims spa0al prac0ce is the ‘secre4on’ of the
spa0al texture of a space to those experiencing it. (Lefebvre 1991, p.173) The
ques4on of what spa0al prac0ce could mean in a Detroit context is directed towards
spa4al experience as part of automo4ve mobility. Mobility in Detroit in literary
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ﬁc4on, social science and the phenomenology of the tool are explored. Mul4ple
sources are mobilised to support a claim for auto-mobility as a dominant spa0al
prac0ce in the city.
An analogue of the apprehension of space as spa0al prac0ce can be found in the
phenomenological approach to ﬁlm as proposed by Vivian Sobchack. To Sobchack,
the cinema is an ‘expression of experience by experience.’ (Sobchack 1992, p.11) The
camera is analogous to the human eye, and engaged in the ac4vity of percep4on.
The resul4ng depic4ons can be considered as hap0c and mime0c.
A material rela4on between object and image can be described as hap0c; that is,
received by the skin as a sensory organ, and an event of touch. (Marks 2000) In a ﬁlm
context, the hap0c invokes the body as the site of recep4on, typically in the cinema
auditorium. This site of spa0al (re)-produc0on is sugges4ve in the cri0cal spa0al
prac0ce context of this research project.
The hap0c is experienced as aﬀect; a sensa4on related to emo0on, yet more
par4cularly deﬁned as intensity by the Deleuzian scholar Massumi. (Massumi 1995)
In his concep4on, aﬀect has no singular ‘event’ or embodied situa4on, rather it is a
more generalised and collec4ve, emo4ve response to a s4mulus. Massumi suggests
aﬀect as intensity by-passes mental cogni4on, as he avers ‘intensity is embodied in
purely autonomic reac4ons most directly manifested in the skin – at the surface of
the body, at its interface with things.’ (Massumi 1995, p.87) Massumi’s no4on of
aﬀect oﬀers no content; it is instead a ‘resonance’ with a source. (Leys 2011, p.434)
In a more expansive deﬁni4on oﬀered by Sullivan, ‘aﬀects are moments of intensity,
a reac4on in/on the body at the level of ma8er.’ (Sullivan 2001, p.126) They can be
responses to par4cular s4muli in artworks. As an embodied responses, they have
concrete materiality, yet aﬀect as human emo0on is also immaterial and ‘immanent
to ma8er.’ (Sullivan 2001, p.126 italics in original) Within the context of the recep4on
of cinema, aﬀect denotes the embodied response in the body in the cinema
auditorium to the presenta4on of hap0c phenomena on screen and in sound.
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The cinema theorist Laura Marks claims mimesis, ‘from the Greek mimeisthai, "to
imitate," suggests that one represents a thing by ac4ng like it.’ (Marks 2000, p.138)
Marks suggests representa4on as mimesis is an opposite form to symbolic
representa4on, whereby a ‘symbolic’ sign or object/thing ‘stands in for’ something
else. Instead she avers, ‘mimesis is thus a form of representa4on based on a
par4cular, material contact at a par4cular moment or ‘representa4on by imita4on or
ac4ng’.’ (Marks 2000, p.138) In an alterna4ve invoca4on of mimesis, the writer David
Clarke points out in his introduc4on to Cinema0c City that the camera has proper4es
of the ‘simulacral as well as representa4onal’; that is, the camera visualises its
engagement with the world through its produc4on of images. (Clarke 1997, p.7) It is
in the visualisa4on of space, as rela4onal to the camera, that this engagement is
apparent.
D’Est, a work by Chantal Akerman, is discussed as a materialisa4on of a mime0c and
hap0c approach to moving image. (Akerman 1995) Akerman’s roving camera
visualises the streetscapes of East European ci4es as spaces of circula4on and
movement. The hap0c and mime0c poten4al of the cinema is realised in an
engagement with urban spa4ality. (Marks 2000) Since the journey-as-movement of
the camera contributes to the content or form of the image, the representa4on is
termed mime0c.
The visual repertoire of spa0al prac0ce in Machine Space has aﬃni4es to Akerman’s
ﬁlm. At the same 4me, Machine Space builds the address of mime0c representa4on
as mobility in D’Est; in the new ﬁlm, the image is linked to social prac4ces of
circula4on in Detroit. A transport infrastructure par4cular to the city provides a
template for movement; by the same ac4on, the camera traces a boundary in the
cartographic palimpsest of the Detroit downtown. This visual repertoire is informed
by the spa4al arrangement of the city and the vehicle; the import of this
conﬁgura4on is deeply embedded in the produc0on of racial segrega4on in the city.
This is an index of the observa4on that, ‘blackness and whiteness assumed a spa4al
deﬁni4on’ in Detroit. (Sugrue 1996, p.9)
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The third and ﬁnal chapter, the Situated Poe0cs of Everyday Space, looks at the
moment of lived space, or the space of representa0on. The context of symbolic
depic4ons of Detroit as a ruin is explored; in mainstream media and the art-world.
However, given the symbolic overheads a8ached to the ruin, the site chosen for this
visual repertoire is a suburban house. A staging of a ‘family group’ playing a board
game animates this space. The game as an enactment of an allegory of spa0al
produc0on is discussed.
The no4on of enac0ng is speciﬁcally applied to the game play in Machine Space. As
enactment, this term speciﬁes the embodied fac4city of human ac4vity recorded by
the camera. The par4cipants in Machine Space are not ac0ng or performing within
the remit of the theatre or narra4ve ﬁc4on; they were asked to play a board game
and were recorded by the camera doing so. As Walter Benjamin suggests, in ﬁlm,
‘the actor represents himself to the public before the camera, rather than
represen4ng someone else.’ (Benjamin 1999, p.229) The second op4on, staged by
actors in a theatrical context, is more familiar in a moving image context; here
enactment will denote Benjamin’s ﬁrst case as presenta4on of self to camera.
The no4on of a ‘self’ as enacted has been explored in the work of Irving Goﬀman.
(Goﬀman 1959) His work posits a bifurcated social subject, con4nually presen4ng a
‘self’ in concordance with the expecta4ons of the social world, while retaining a
rela4vely private ‘self’ away from social interac4on. (Goﬀman 1959; Grennan In
Thomas and Round 2014, pp.79–93) 9 Congruent with Goﬀman’s framework of a
socially constructed world, in a ﬁlm context, the gaze of the camera is the social
nexus that the self is enacted in and for. The ‘private self’ is not at issue here. Rather,
the genera4ve ac4vity of the enactment contributes to the spa4al moment in
Machine Space as lived and encompassing play.
Conven4onally, Detroit is imagined as a city of ruins. The art historian Dora Apel
surveys the pervasive depic4on of the ruina0on of Detroit, and suggests the salience
of this imagery is as materialisa4on of social anxiety. (Apel 2015) Martha Rosler,
9 As Grennan reminds us, Goﬀman’s public and private bifurcated selves are not to be confused with

psycho-analy4c concepts of the id and ego for example. (Grennan In Thomas and Round 2014, p.85)
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exploring similar work in the social context of the art-world, concludes these images
seek aﬃlia4on with the social forma4on of the city in the post-war era, a 4me of
Fordism and inferred working class prosperity. (Rosler 2010) The sociologist
Steinmetz reminds us this era was one of exclusively white prosperity. He suggests in
todays context, images of ruins are framed as touchstones for the structural racism
that aﬄicts the city on the one hand, or as presen4ng evidence of the material
consequences of a majority African American popula4on in the city on the other.
(Steinmetz In Hell and Schonle 2010)
Machine Space frames the inhabited house as space of representa0on. As explored in
the ethnographic work of Julia Yezbick, the house in Detroit is contested, a site of
‘art, crea4ve industries, real estate, philanthropy and urban revitaliza4on.’ (Yezbick
2016) The uneasy juxtaposi4on between these discourses and the norma4vity of the
family home is collected in a ‘family group’ enac0ng the game of LIFE in Machine
Space. The aim of this game ‘the wise player will strive “to gain on his journey that
which shall make him the most prosperous, and to shun that which will retard him in
his progress,’ is a statement of ﬁnancial accumula4on underpinning the rela4ons of
the produc0on of space manifest in the ﬁlm. (Lepore 2007, p.1) The game is an
allegory of these processes, played out in the space of home. As a projected image in
the cinema, the staging of the game in the suburban house can be considered as a
reﬂexive, mirror image of the audience in the auditorium, convened to watch the
ﬁlm; convened to play a parlour game.
The no4on of allegory establishes a link between enactment and mimesis. Allegory is
a special case of the ﬁgura4ve treatment of one subject in the guise of another, a
central signifying prac4ce used by artworks. The modern use of allegory is indebted
to the work of Walter Benjamin. According to Cowan, Benjamin dis4nguishes
allegory from the symbol by framing it as ‘pre-eminently a kind of experience,’ in
rela4on to signiﬁca4on. (Cowan 1981, p.110) This invoca4on of experience as key to
allegory situates representa4on as a process, and suggests the ﬁgura4ve treatment is
genera4ve and con4nuously developing. In the context of Machine Space, the board
game LIFE is presented as an allegory for the remote and eﬀortless nature of
ﬁnancial accumula4on as produc0on of space in suburbia.
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As a conclusion to this outline of the thesis, the caveat regarding its organisa4on
should be re-stated. The arrangement of the visual repertoires into discrete chapters
is a narra4ve ﬁx; a gesture towards a coherence and readability required of a thesis.
The division of the visual repertoires into isolated silos does not reﬂect the
cumula4ve and proximity eﬀects generated by the manifesta4on in Machine Space.
The ﬁlm is layered in composi4on so the visual repertoires and their sounds bleed
and feed into each other through its temporal unfolding. In this way the ﬁlm accords
with Lefebvre’s sugges4on, endorsed by cri0cal spa0al prac0ce, that only through
the registra4on of all three spa4al moments, an understanding of space as social and
rela4onal is achieved.
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Chapter 1
The Dominant Space
The city was here before the freeway system, no doubt, but it now looks as through
the metropolis has actually been built around the arterial network. It is the same
with American reality. It was there before the screen was invented, but everything
about the way it is today suggests it was invented with a screen in mind, that it is the
refrac4on of a giant screen.
(Baudrillard 1989, p.55)

Introduc(on
This chapter begins by exploring Henri Lefebvre’s theory of the produc0on of space
as it relates to representa4on, suﬃcient for an engagement with the medium of ﬁlm
given the overall aim of this research project. The breakdown of the produc0on of
space into three spa4al moments has been iden4ﬁed above; this chapter focuses on
the representa0on of space as the ‘dominant space’ in contemporary, western
society. (Lefebvre 1991, pp.38–9)
Lefebvre considered representa0ons of space as documents of the spa0al disciplines,
or discursive forma4ons that construct space for dominance and control. A prac0ce
assis4ng the visualisa4on of space in this moment is perspec4ve; a ‘geometric
transforma4on which projects a three-dimensional space on to a two dimensional
one (a ﬂat surface).’ (Lefebvre 1991; Aumont 1997, p.160) An early exposi4on of this
prac4ce will be sought in Svetlana Alpers inves4ga4on of Dutch ar4sts at the 4me of
the inven4on of the landscape image. (Alpers 1984)
In ﬁlm, an exemplary visual realisa4on of ‘dominant space’ is evident in the work of
James Benning. His use of this moment of space to visualise the spa0ality of capital
in his California Trilogy will be discussed. (Benning 2012) Situated within the
landscape tradi4on in visual art, a limited concep4on of the rela4onship between
capital and space is evident, in comparison with Lefebvre’s paradigm of the
produc0on of space. Eyal Wiezman and Fazal Sheikhs work will be brieﬂy described
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to open the possibili4es for an expanded no4on of the representa0on of space,
consistent with Lefebvrian ideas. (Wiezman and Sheikh 2015) This concep4on of
spa4al analysis is shown to inform the visual repertoire of the representa0on of
space proposed in Machine Space.

The aerial images form this visual repertoire of the representa0on of space in
Machine Space. Although framed by theorists of the geographic image as a visuality
of a disembodied occularism (Cosgrove), the complemen4ng of these images with
narra4on in the ﬁlm, following the example of Wiezman and Sheikh, is an address of
cri0cal spa0al prac0ce. (Cosgrove 2001, Wiezman and Sheikh 2015) The social
process imbricated in the produc0on of space, shown in part by aerial images, is fully
uncovered by the assemblage of image and text in the ﬁlm.

The material and Immaterial: the three moments of Lefebvrian Space
Henri Lefebvre’s theory of space is oﬀered in his text The Produc0on of Space.
(Lefebvre 1991) At its heart, space is conceived as produced by social prac4ce. Space
is profoundly social in origin, rather than an ontologically dis4nct and suﬃcient
a8ribute arising from a distribu4on of objects. This account of social origins allows
Lefebvre to suggest a theore4cal unity of three ﬁelds of space, ‘usually apprehended
separately: the physical (nature); the mental (logical and formal abstrac4on); and the
social.’ (Dear 2001, p.48) Lefebvre further remarks this unity ‘does not aim to
produce a discourse on space, but rather to expose the actual produc4on of space by
bringing the various modali4es of space … together within a single theory.’ (Lefebvre
1991, p.16)

Dear remarks that for Lefebvre,

Social rela4ons exist to the extent that they possess a spa4al expression: they
project themselves into space, becoming inscribed there, and in the process,
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producing that space itself. Thus social space is both a ﬁeld of ac4on and a basis for
ac4on.
(Dear 2001, p.54)

The ambit of this concep4on of social space as produc0on is wide. Space is a medium
for social existence, yet also an ac4ve creator of the condi4ons for the macro
structures of global poli4cal economy. (Merriﬁeld 2006 Pp106) Lefebvre’s no4on of
produc0on is as a con4nuous, genera4ve process of inven4on and addi4on to the
worlds; an essen4al a8ribute of being in the world. ‘There is nothing in history or
society, which does not have to be achieved and produced.’ (Lefebvre 1991, p.68) He
contends that as a goal driven ac4vity, produc0on invokes further rela4ons of 4me
and space –

… it organizes a sequence of ac4ons with a certain 'objec4ve' (i.e. the object to be
produced) in view. It imposes a temporal and spa4al order upon related opera4ons
whose results are coextensive. From the start of an ac4vity so oriented towards an
objec4ve, spa4al elements - the body, limbs, eyes - are mobilized, including both
materials (stone, wood, bone, leather, etc.) and matériel (tools, arms, language,
instruc4ons and agendas). Rela4ons based on an order to be followed - that is to say,
on simultaneity and synchronicity - are thus set up, by means of intellectual ac4vity,
between the component elements of the ac4on undertaken on the physical plane.
All produc4ve ac4vity is deﬁned less by invariable or constant factors than by the
incessant to-and-fro between temporality (succession, concatena4on) and spa4ality
(simultaneity, synchronicity).
(Lefebvre 1991, p.71 italics in orig)

Hence produc0on begets rela4ons of 4me and space; as ac4vity, produc0on ensures
these rela4ons are in con4nual ﬂux and movement. Produc4on is above all process;
space is not inscribed as ontology or as an essen4alist a8ribute -
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Instead of uncovering the social rela4onships (including class rela4onships) that are
latent in spaces, instead of concentra4ng our a8en4on on the produc4on of space and
the social rela4onships inherent to it—rela4onships which introduce speciﬁc
contradic4ons into produc4on, so echoing the contradic4on between private
ownership of the means of produc4on and the social character of the produc4ve
forces—we fall into the trap of trea4ng space “in itself,” as space as such. We come to
think in terms of spa4ality, and so fe4shize space in a way reminiscent of the old
fe4shism of commodi4es, where the trap lay in exchange, and the error was to
consider “things” in isola4on, as “things in themselves.”
(Lefebvre 1991, p.90)

Instead, in Lefebvre’s concep4on, space is a fundamental produc0on of social
prac4ce, encompassing the material and the mental; both concrete and abstract. It is
responsive to social, loca4ve and historical context. Given this sensi4vity to context
implied, space is never ﬁxed or sta4c, it is open to re-inscrip4on and change by social
agencies. (Lefebvre 1991)

For Lefebvre, space can be construed as a medium of the social rela4ons of the
community. As produc0on, space has a wide engagement with social ac4vity, beyond
the transac4onal exchange of labour and material goods arising from produc0on
centred on the commodity. (Schmid In Goonewardena et al. 2008) Social rela4ons as
culture; the expressive produc4ons of subjec4vity; are explicitly included in this
concep4on of the produc0on of space. Furthermore, Lefebvre’s re-si4ng of space as a
product of social rela4onships also implies this spa4ality is reﬂexive; that its
manifesta4on is imbricated in its produc0on itself. (Lefebvre 1991) As Paglen
remarks, space is imbricated in ‘a feedback loop between human ac4vity and our
material surroundings.’ (Paglen In Sco8 and Swenson 2015, p.36)

Lefebvre contends the social rela4ons implicated in the produc0on of space are
manifest as three moments or dimensions of spa4ality. Space is produced as (1)
spa0al prac0ce, as the embodied habitual experience of space; (2) the
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representa0on of space, as artefacts that ‘stand in’ for measured and quan4ﬁed
spaces; and (3) spaces of representa0on, as artefacts that ‘stand in’ for lived spaces.
The three moments of space have parallel deﬁni4ons as processes of (1) perceived
space; (2) conceived space; and (3) lived or endured spaces. (Lefebvre 1991, p.38)

The produc0on of a spa4al reality is located in percep4on; we also conceive space as
we create, or produce its objects. The prac4ces of representa0on, the genera4on of
linkages as an image or artefact ‘stands in’ for space, are necessarily invoked in the
produc0on of space. Through representa0on, an immaterial artefact can ‘stand in’ for
any form of material and/or imaginary space, allowing it to be shared in the social
sphere. Prac4ces of representa0on are central to the produc0on of space.

As an example of mirroring the triadic unfolding of the produc0on of space, Lefebvre
suggests an analogy with discrete framings of the human body. In his words, spa0al
prac0ce ‘presupposes the use of the body’ and is embodied knowledge of corporeal
experience. (Lefebvre 1991, p.40) The representa0on of the body is ‘derive[d] from
accumulated scien4ﬁc knowledge … from knowledge of anatomy, of physiology, of
sickness and its cure’ and thus can be situated as a abstracted knowledge of the body
as an object. The body’s representa0on is the ‘lived body’ as a symbolic, social being,
and is manifest as ‘culture’. (Lefebvre 1991, p.40) This mapping of the perceived,
conceived and lived, onto the body, is analogous to the discrete realms of the
moments of spa4al produc4on. Lefebvre suggests knowledge of space must address
all of the moments of space, thus invoking spa0al prac0ce, the representa0on of
space, and spaces of representa0on. (Lefebvre 1991, p.39)

Lefebvre’s Representa(on of Space or Conceived Space
Lefebvre expands on the second moment of the spa4al triad, the representa0on of
space or conceived space, as taken by ‘conceptualized space, the space of scien4sts,
planners, urbanists, technocra4c sub-dividers and social engineers…’ (Lefebvre 1991,
p.38) This concep4on of space is a product of the tools that can measure,
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enumerate, valorise, and impose divisions, boundaries and limita4ons on it. As
summarised by Stuart Elden -

… our mental interac4on with the world, our ordering, generalizing, abstrac4ng, and
so on, produces the world that we encounter, as much as the physical objects we
create. This does not simply mean that we produce reality, but that we produce how
we perceive reality.
(Elden 2004, p.44)

The produc0on of percep4ons of reality, as well as subsequent concrete reali4es
themselves, is enabled by the social prac4ces of the spa4al disciplines. These are
architecture, Lefebvre denotes as inscribing the forms habita4on takes; urbanism,
the shaping of town and city se8lements;10and planning and economics, informing
the regional and na4onal organisa4ons of capital. (Lefebvre 2014, p.41) Thus is
created the ‘dominant space’ in any society. (Lefebvre 1991, p.38)

The discipline of architecture, for example, employs quan4ﬁed, abstracted,
representa0ons of space to achieve concrete eﬀects -

… representa4ons of space have a prac4cal impact, that they intervene in and
modify spa4al textures … Their interven4on occurs by way of construc4on - in other
words, by way of architecture, conceived of not as the building of a par4cular
structure, palace or monument, but rather as a project embedded in a spa4al
context and a texture which call for 'representa4ons' that will not vanish into the
symbolic or imaginary realms.
(Lefebvre 1991, p.42)

10 By Urbanism Lefebvre means the disciplines clustered around human se8lements – ‘Towns, ci4es -

urban space - are the bailiwick of the discipline of urbanism.’ (Lefebvre 1991, p.12)
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Lefebvre frames architecture as a discipline of built space as it impacts on the social
domain. This framing is less concerned with the construc4on of individual houses,
more the codiﬁca4on of the built form for dwelling and habita4on, and their shaping
of social ac4vity. Merriﬁeld concludes this concep4on of space is indiﬀerent to the
concerns of human subjec4ve experience. Instead, quan4ﬁca4on and metrics
reframe space as a resource, for the extrac4on of monetary value. Merriﬁeld
expands on the representa0on of space as –

… condi4oned by a logic that shows no real concern for qualita4ve diﬀerence. Its
ul4mate arbiter is value itself, whose universal measure (money) infuses abstract
space. Here exigencies of banks and business centers, produc4ve agglomera4ons and
informa4on highways, law and order all reign supreme—or try to.
(Merriﬁeld 2006, p.112)

For Lefebvre, this abstrac4on of the spa4al, by the imposi4on of quan4ta4ve rubrics,
allows the disciplines of architecture, planning and economics to determine the
spa4al form of the city. Visual images, employed as representa0ons of space, serve as
the handmaidens of these disciplines that deliver quan4ﬁed produc0ons of space as
abstrac4ons. (Lefebvre 1991; Merriﬁeld 2006)

The representa(on of space as visual image

Are there prac4ces of visual representa4on that are intrinsic to the spa4al disciplines
and this moment of space? Lefebvre iden4ﬁed perspec0ve as a central technique of
the representa0ons of space. (Lefebvre 1991) This system is a prac4ce of rules
governing the form of visual images, social in origin and a ‘symbolic choice which
makes sight the measure of any and all representa4on.’ (Aumont 1997, p.162)
Aumont cites the art historian Erwin Panofsky naming these rules as perspec0vaar0ﬁcialis, accoun4ng for their origin as –
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… made possible (necessary) by the birth during the renaissance of what he
called ‘systemic space’, mathema4cally ordered, inﬁnite, homogeneous and
isotropic… this form of perspec4ve appeared not in rela4on to an absolute
visual reality, but as a way of ploung space in terms of a ra4onal grid according
to op4cal geometry.
(Aumont 1997, p.162)

For Lefebvre, this form of imagery is key to the codiﬁca4ons of the spa4al disciplines.
Wri4ng in Space and Poli0cs, Lefebvre suggests of representa0ons of space that they
inform and materialise projects of the built environment - ‘the plan does not rest
innocently on paper - on the ground it is the bulldozer that realizes these
plans.’ (Lefebvre 1996, p.191) Lefebvre goes on to remark ‘drawing (and by this one
must also include design) is not only a skill and a technique… it is a ﬁlter, selec4ve
towards contents, elimina4ng this or that part of the “real”.’ (Lefebvre 1996, p.191)

An exposi4on of this prac4ce of drawing can be seen in the instruc4ons for making
images da4ng from the 4me of the inven4on of landscape as an art form. In The Art
of Describing, Svetlana Alpers explored the visual culture of Dutch ar4sts in the
sixteenth century. (Alpers 1984) She suggests they were inﬂuenced by the sixteenth
century educator Comenius, author of The Visible World Pictured (1658). Comenius
speciﬁes an explicit procedure for obtaining visual apprehension We will now speak of the mode in which objects must be presented to the senses, if
the impression is to be dis4nct. This can be readily understood if we consider the
process of actual vision. If the object is to be clearly seen it is necessary: (1) that it be
placed before the eyes; (2) not far oﬀ, but at a reasonable distance; (3) not on one
side, but straight before the eyes; and (4) so that the front of the objects be not
turned away from, but directed towards the observer; (5) that the eyes ﬁrst take in the
object as a whole; (6) and then proceed to dis4nguish the parts; (7) inspec4ng these in
order from the beginning to the end; (9) that a8en4on be paid to each and every part;
(9) un4l they are all grasped by means of their essen4al a8ributes. If these requisites
be properly observed, vision takes place successfully; but if one be neglected its
success is only par4al.
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(Comenius, cited in Alpers 1984, p.95)

If these requisites are observed, Comenius contends, ‘vision takes place successfully,’
objects are rendered as a ‘dis4nct impression’ and made available for knowledge.
(Comenius cited In Alpers 1984, p.95) The ‘systemic space’ of images generated by
this structured procedure foregrounds the vision of the beholder. Parallel and prior
to the prac4ce of perspec4ve in crea4ng images, this is a codiﬁca4on of vision itself.
Of Comenius’s procedure for vision, it could also be said that it is ‘a symbolic choice
which makes sight the measure of any and all representa4on.’ (Aumont 1997, p.162)

Comenius describes a social prac4ce of vision that begets a visual prac4ce of
landscape as a genre of ar4s4c representa4on. I contend there exist useful analogies
between it and an approach to landscape taken by ﬁlmmaker James Benning. In the
following sec4on, his work will be explored as exemplifying the moment of the
representa0ons of space as speciﬁed by Lefebvre. However, as limited to a singular
moment of space, the limits to the claims that can be made for them as produc0ons
of space will become apparent.

The Representa(on of Space in moving image – James Benning

In his California Trilogy of feature length, landscape ﬁlms, James Benning explores
the urban, rural and wilderness sites of the eponymous US state. (Benning 2012) El
Valley Centro (1999), Los (2000) and Sogobi (2001) are composed of sequences of 35
sta4c landscape shots, each approximately 2 ½ minutes in screen dura4on. At the
close of each ﬁlm, a scrolling list iden4ﬁes the owners of the land and proper4es
presented. The sound is restricted to that recorded at the ﬁlmed loca4ons; a music
track accompanies the closing texts.

Each ﬁlm explores a thema4cally diﬀerent landscape. The ﬁrst ﬁlm El Valley Centro
surveys the inland central valley of the state, home to one of the most produc4ve
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intensive agriculture systems in the world.11 Benning shoots the pa8erns of crop
plan4ng and the machinery of harves4ng and transport of produce. The second ﬁlm
Los surveys the city of Los Angeles, focusing on social ins4tu4ons and the material
infrastructures that support the func4oning of the city. The ﬁnal ﬁlm, Sogobi (soil or
earth in the language of the Shoshone Na4ve People) visualises the wilderness in the
interior of the state, owen shown to be in close proximity to ac4vi4es of resource
extrac4on and tourism.12 Across the three ﬁlms, the places shot are linked by the
presence of water according to Slanar, and -

… landscape is not simply presented according to a roman4c and sublime pictorial
tradi4on, but as permeated by capital and labour, including industry and the
circula4on of goods, and the sparse commodity of water. The Californian waterway is
therefore a central theme connec4ng all three parts of the trilogy and water
con4nually recurs as a visual mo4f.
(Slanar In Pichler and Slanar (eds). 2007, p.171)

Southern California is a dry region; its rain falls in remote valleys far from areas of
se8lement by the Paciﬁc coast. The urban megalopolis of Los Angeles is supported by
a hinterland infrastructure of water transport and distribu4on, as is the intensive
farming in the Central Valley. As cri4cal urbanist Mike Davis in the City of Quartz
argues, water has been central to the poli4cs of the state for the last century. (Davis
1990) Benning’s thema4c of water is a conven4onal trope in the cri4cal literature
concerning the region; and informs the narra4ve ﬁlm Chinatown. (Polanski 1974)

11 h8ps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_Valley_(California)

In general, the inland Central Valley of the state receives scant a8en4on in mainstream media.
12 This deﬁni4on given in (Slanar In Pichler and Slanar (eds). 2007, p.171) The California Shoshone

Na4ve people are associated with Paiute people living in the Owens Valley, source of much of the
water consumed by the city of Los Angeles.
h8ps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paiute#Owens_Valley_Paiute
h8ps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Owens_Valley
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Benning uses a par4cular camera and lens across the Trilogy. This imposes formal
constraints; each image has been registered with the same wide-angle lens (10mm),
each shot has a temporal dura4on of a Bolex camera spool of 16mm celluloid ﬁlm
(approx. 2 ½ minutes). He frames the landscape using composi4onal pa8erns. The
ﬁlm academic, David E James, describes the approach -

Bennings' photography is fairly consistent and deliberate; usually his camera is
posi4oned to face its subject squarely from some distance, minimising diagonals and
emphasizing symmetry. He avoids extreme close-ups, so most frames cover an
extensive visual ﬁeld, and where possible he takes advantage of lines in the
landscape ... that stretch from lens to horizon and the vanishing point and that either
divide the frame ver4cally or generate radial spokes out from the camera-eye.
(James 2005, p.425)

Like Comenius’ observer, the camera ‘is posi4oned to face its subject squarely from
some distance,’ enabling it to ‘cover an extensive visual ﬁeld.’ (James 2005, p.425)
Composi4onal eﬀects of depth and symmetry are emphasised through the
heightened perspec4ve given by the wide-angle lens. James remarks the consistency
of these a8ributes in the Trilogy generates a pictorial grid of landscape depic4ons.
The grid allows the landscapes to be compared with each other. Placed in sequence
in the work, James suggests they generate an eﬀect analogous to an os0nato – a
repeated musical pa8ern, or riﬀ.13 (James 2005, p.425)

Within these constraints imposed on visual composi4on, the choice of subject to
depict lay en4rely with the ﬁlmmaker. James reports Benning ‘followed his intui4on
… un4l he felt a sense of propriety.’ (James 2005, p.424)14 This ‘propriety,’ as aptness
or correctness is a rela4onship, nego4ated by the ﬁlmmaker, between thema4c or

13 The Free dic4onary - h8p://www.thefreedic4onary.com/os4nato
14 Interes4ngly enough, David E James implies this aspect of Bennings prac4ce is not structurally

diﬀerent from the phenomenological cinema of subjec4vity, and the ‘belief in the revelatory poten4al
of present percep4on’ pursued by Stan Brakhage. (James 2005, p.424)
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subject and the landscape to be ﬁlmed. James suggests this aspect of Benning’s
prac4ce has aﬃni4es to the phenomenological cinema of subjec4vity, and the ‘belief
in the revelatory poten4al of present percep4on’ espoused by Stan Brakhage. (James
2005, p.424) At the heart of the work are choices and a conﬁdence that the presence
of the ﬁlmmaker at a site models the percep4on of that landscape, that an audience
thus re-iterates this percep4ve ac4vity in the cinema.

At the level of depic4on, James recognises a consistency to this ‘propriety’ in the
ﬁgura4ve content of the images, claiming they evince Benning’s interest in ‘the
working class, with their places and with the labor that transforms nature into the
spa4ali4es of capitalism … the dialec4cs of human industry’s transforma4on of the
land and its entropy of its dissolu4on back into nature.’ (James 2005, p.428)15 The
‘spa4ali4es of capitalism’ iden4ﬁed by James refer to his depic4ons of the industrial
plant and infrastructures that enable the produc0on and transforma4on of materials
and commodi4es. The services provided directly by labour, in the tending of gardens
and waste, are also shown. These infrastructures are directly referenced in the
opening sequence in Los; an image of a water spillway from a dam, indexing the
water supply to the city, segues into framings of adver4sing billboards, freeways,
highways, the port… The ﬁlm also visits the corporate business district, the central
jail, an oil reﬁnery, the airport, baseball ﬁelds and a gathering of police oﬃcers as
they wait to be deployed to manage a protest march. As noted by James, ‘the
trilogy’s ambi4ons are encyclopedic, it aspires to represent the state as a whole, if
only synecdochically.’ (James 2005, p.426)

15 Later interpreters of the Trilogy (MacDonald In Rust, Monani and Cubi8 2012), quo4ng Benning,

foreground the explora4on of the poli4cs of water and neglect the spa0ali0es of capitalism cited by
James. MacDonald’s framing of Benning’s work emphasises the construc4on of audience rela4onships
with the material environment in the recep4on of the work; and the viewer a8en4on demanded by
the work, as of a diﬀerent order to that of the mainstream media for example. Cf. (Macdonald 2002;
MacDonald In Rust, Monani and Cubi8 2012)
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Bennings work considered as Lefebvrian spa(al produc(on

James’ invoca4on of the ‘spa4ality of capital’ as the subject of Benning’s Trilogy has
close aﬃni4es to a spa4al category Lefebvre terms ‘abstract space’ –

Capitalism and neocapitalism have produced abstract space, which includes the
'world of commodi4es', its 'logic' and its worldwide strategies, as the power of
money and that of the poli4cal state. This space is founded on the vast network of
banks, business centres and major produc4ve en44es, as also on motorways,
airports and informa4on lauces.

(Lefebvre 1991, p.53)

Lefebvre’s ‘abstract spaces’ coincide ﬁgura4vely with the spaces Benning shoots,
itemised above as par4cularly evident in Los. (Benning 2012) The means by which he
does this, as described by James above, are consistent with the visual observa4on in
the manner of Comenius, as ‘dis4nct impressions’. (Comenius In Alpers 1984) There
are clear analogies between Bennings approach and Lefebvre’s moment of the
representa0on of space.

Yet there is a diﬃculty with the equa4on of the ‘spa4ality of capitalism’ and its
visualisa4on in Bennings work, iden4ﬁed by James in his analysis, and mirrored in
the Lefebvre’s construc4on of his theory of the produc0on of space. Genera4ng a
context for Benning, James brieﬂy cites Communist documentaries, made by the
Cinema League in the 1930s, repor4ng on the strikes by agricultural and dock
workers in industrial California. He contends these cinema4c antecedents to Benning
also explored the ‘spa4ali4es of capitalism’ in the state. The diﬀerence of the earlier
work, James contends, is ‘the league’s integra4on in proletarian poli4cal struggle
demanded an agita4onal explicitness that was achieved by inter4tles and the live
commentary by labor ac4vists.’ (James 2005, p.427) In contrast, Bennings visual
record relies on the aesthe4c a8ributes of landscapes to be directly ar4culate about
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the social rela4ons they aim to reveal. This is not just a diﬀerence in ﬁlmmaking
styles; it is fundamental to the a8ributes of the image. As James summarises, ‘the
ﬁlms implica4on that spa4ality is directly ar4culate and social and poli4cal rela4ons
can be read oﬀ the landscape manifests an un-self-conscious and problema4c
empiricism.’ (James 2005, p.427) 16

In other words, ‘empiricism’ dictates that social and poli4cal rela4ons can be
captured in their material forms and registered in an image. However, in prac4ce this
may not be apparent. Consider that a factory may func4on on capitalist, or socialist,
or co-opera4ve principles – the site is home to dis4nct models of social rela4ons in
each case. However, such an industrial plant may yield an iden4cal representa4on of
its physical form.

In his work, the images Benning makes of spaces like this do not present evidence of
the social rela4ons that may pertain to them. As James contends, the social rela4ons
of the ‘spa4ality of capitalism’ need ar4cula4ng by the agents involved in the social
rela4ons of capital and space. This issue, as men4oned in the introduc4on, was
invoked by Benjamin in his Author as Producer text and reﬂected upon by Paglen as a
demand of cri0cal spa0al prac0ce; artworks ‘take a posi4on’ rather than ‘assume an
autude’ towards an ‘subject’ of the work. (Paglen In Sco8 and Swenson 2015) In a
Lefebvrian framework, Benning’s deployment of the singular moment of the
representa0on of space in his work does not ar4culate these social rela4ons of
space.

As has been explained above, Lefebvre considers a wide canvas of social rela4ons as
cons4tu4ve of space. The panoply of social rela4ons in space is met by Lefebvre’s
insistence that the produc0on of space – a process engaging, but not reducible to,
the social rela4ons of capital – is manifest across three moments of spa4al Detroit,

16 As support for this conten4on, James quotes the maxim a8ributed to Brecht by Benjamin – the

social rela0ons of produc0on are not captured by an image of the factory in his footnotes to the
discussion of Bennings work. (James 2005)
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Downtown East Side, Aerial Images, acquired 1947, 1956, 1967, 2010
Sources : h8p://claslinux.clas.wayne.edu/photos/ap_index.htm h8ps://www.usgs.gov

representa4on. As Lefebvre suggests, the rela4ons of the three moments of space
are such that ‘the lived, conceived and perceived realms should be interconnected,
so that … the individual member of a given social group, may move from one to
another without confusion.’ (Lefebvre 1991, p.40)

Benning’s Trilogy is a powerful and exemplary work of cinema0c landscapes and a
signiﬁcant landmark in ar4st’s ﬁlm. A ques4on for this project is how to build on it,
mobilising a Lefebvrian framing of the spa4al to address how the representa0on of
space can ar4culate the social rela4ons of space. As a cri0cal spa0al prac0ce – a
prac4ce that is ar4culate of its construc4on of space - this project needs to be
transparent in the social rela4ons that inform its rela4ons.

A ﬁrst step is to discuss the aerial image, a form of visuality exemplifying a8ributes of
the representa0on of space cri4qued by Lefebvre. The following will be to brieﬂy
consider a project anima4ng the aerial image – Wiezman and Skeikh’s The Conﬂict
Shoreline – before exploring how these images are mobilised and re-contextualised
in Machine Space.

Aerial Photography as Representa(on of Space and Cri(cal Spa(al Prac(ce
Aerial images, or remote photographs of the earth’s surface, are acquired by
cameras mounted on airplanes in the sky. Invented in 1915 by the German Oskar
Messter, the airborne automa4c camera allowed pilots to photograph a ‘60-by-2.4kilometer strip of land surface in a sequence of frames at the scale of conven4onal
topographic maps.’ (Cosgrove 2001, p.239) The date of this inven4on is important –
aerial images were ﬁrst used in the 1914-18 conﬂict in Northern France for the
surveillance of enemy posi4ons. (Cosgrove 2001) Cosgrove suggests that these kinds
of photograph marked ‘a new way of seeing in which . . . the earth became a target
as far removed from the personal experience of the observer . . . as a distant
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planet.’ (Wohl 1983 cited In Cosgrove 2001, p.240) These images are products of an
imagined spectator that Cosgrove names as the Apollonian Eye, described as
‘synop4c and omniscient, intellectually detached.’ (Cosgrove 2001, p.2)
There are parallels between Cosgrove’s descrip4on of the aerial image and Jonathan
Crary’s work in Techniques of the Observer, sugges4ng the camera obscura as a
model of the acquisi4on of knowledge. (Crary 1992) These linkages endow the aerial
images as a form of knowledge, and therefore possessing an a8ributes of power.
Lefebvre is in no doubt about the eﬃcacy of this visual repertoire, wri4ng
‘representa0ons of space have a prac4cal impact, that they intervene in and modify
spa4al textures … [they] have a substan4al role and a speciﬁc inﬂuence in the
produc0on of space.’ (Lefebvre 1991, p.42) Lefebvre suggests these linkages can be
translated into material facts on the ground. He also a8ests to their endurance as
prac4cal documents, as they ‘will not vanish into the symbolic or imaginary
realms.’ (Lefebvre 1991, p.42)
Given their a8ribu4on as knowledge, aerial photographs have been harnessed as
material for techniques of visual analysis and interpreta4on. In an essay collec4on
devoted to the use of aerial images as historical documents and commen4ng on
examples from the 1939-45 conﬂict, Cowley suggests Aerial photographs are uniquely rich and textured sources for the study of landscape
- recording the mul4-temporal environments we occupy in a way that other media
such as maps cannot match. With the ac4on of a camera shu8er, moments in 4me
are frozen and preserved for future study, ranging from the mundane pa8ern of
cul4va4on on a small farm to major historical events of the 20th century.
(Cowley, Standring and Abricht 2010, p.1)

For Cowley et al, the study and comparison of photographs, shot at intervals, informs
the study of material change in on the earth’s surface. The indexical informa4on they
yield, as witness to the materiality of this surface, can be usefully compared with the
symbolic realm of representa4on provided by maps. In The Power of Maps, Dennis
Wood reminds us that cartography presents an accumula4on of ‘codes, laws, ledgers,
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contracts, trea4es, indices, covenants, deals, agreements, in pledges, in promises, in
words given and oaths taken.’ (Wood 1992, p.10) Maps represent a codiﬁca4on of
space in past agreements over how it was understood. Aerial images can document
the traces of actual human ac4vity over periods of 4me if taken at intervals.
An example of a study of a changing environment, foregrounding aerial images with
other sources, is Wiezman and Sheikh’s explora4on of the Sinai Peninsula in The
Conﬂict Shoreline (Weizman and Sheikh 2015) Weizman, a spa4al researcher, and
Sheikh, a photographer, are interested in valida4ng the claims of Bedouins to land
ownership in this part of Israel. In Lefebvrian terms, Weizman and Sheikh seek
evidence of the produc0on of space by the Bedouin in the desert.
In his analysis, Weizman frames the desert is a material palimpsest of human ac4vity,
revealed by the aerial photography of Sheikh. In the absence of maps recording land
ownership, their long-term ac4vity as spa4al agents warrants a case for habita4on
and thus, by precedent, their land claim. Wiezman compares aerial images of the
desert taken at diﬀerent 4mes over the last century and suggests For those willing and able to read photographs closely, the surface of the desert at
this 4me can reveal not only what is present, but also the subtle traces of what has
been erased … taken together, these photographs present us with a palimpsest in
which evidence of earlier pa8erns of habita4on and agricultural use have been
overlaid by successive se8lements, military zones, and areas of cul4va4on. The
interpreta4on of images such as these helps the Bedouins argue their claims.
(Weizman and Sheikh 2015, pp.14–16)

Weizman and Sheikh are careful to point out that material traces of past and present
need to be conﬁrmed by the visual interpreta4on of the images. The evidence
provided by aerial photography is not immediately legible without knowledge of the
ac4vi4es that may leave traces. Furthermore, as Weizman notes, the indexical limits
of analogue photography, as images of a deﬁned resolu4on, limit what can be seen
by size. He cites image analysts, who consider events or objects with a footprint
smaller than 50cm square, as not registering in aerial images. (Sheikh and Weizman
2015, p.70) This size-based exclusion includes people present on the site.
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The aerial images reveal evidence of animal husbandry and cemeteries as the burial
sites of ancestors. These primary ac4vi4es of economic survival, and con4nui4es of
presence through familial genera4ons, evidence past and present habita4on. The
images are supported by tes4mony and land use and tax documents. Collec4vely,
this collage of evidence, from mul4ple and oﬃcial sources, supports the Bedouin’s
claims. (Weizman and Sheikh 2015)
Within a Lefebvrian framework, Weizman and Sheikh’s work can be considered be in
parallel to the claims made for the produc0on of space as a triad of moments. If
signiﬁcant sources in this project are aerial images as exemplary representa0ons of
space, Weizman’s construc4on of his argument references all three moments of
spa4al representa4on within these sources. The moments of space inhere in and
across the visual evidence presented. Within the aerial images, traces of spa0al
prac0ce in animal husbandry can be found. The spaces of representa0on formed by
the rituals of family succession, in the cemeteries, are also present and conﬁrmed by
Bedouin tes4mony.
As a composite whole, Weizman and Sheikh’s work presents an assemblage of
documents and evidence, with mul4ple produc0ons of space. The project is an
example of the poten4al of mul4ple and re-enforcing framings of the spa4al, for in
this case, pushing back against the claims of the Israeli State against the Bedouin.
Their interpreta4ve use of spa4al material is congruent with the methods and aims
of cri0cal spa0al prac0ce. (Sco8 and Swenson 2015)17 Weizman’s interroga4on of
the indexical claims of the analogue image situates representa4on itself as central to
landscape.18
Weizman and Sheikh work with an expanded concep4on of the surface of the earth,
considering it a produc0on of space; a conjunc4on of power, contest and conﬂict,
17 Weizman’s analysis of this site is also enriched by its analysis of the history of Israeli State policy

concerning the desert, and the place of the Bedouin there, and the signiﬁcance of a climate boundary
(rainfall) that bisects the site. (Weizman and Sheikh 2015)
18

As opposed to portraiture for example, where the claims of the medium are rarely central to the
representa4onal prac4ce.
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and representa4on. In their work, mul4ple objects and materials are mobilised to
visualise the site as a space of contested representa4ons. As an engagement with
Lefebvre, it de-centres the ‘dominance’ of representa0ons of space, and looks to
mul4plicity and the inclusion of narra4ve and tes4mony in the produc0on of space.
The representa(on of space in Machine Space and witness
Aerial images of Detroit are presented as a visual repertoire of the moment of
representa0on of space in Machine Space. Monochrome analogue photographs,
taken in 1947, 1956 and 1967, are presented in sequence; colour aerial images, taken
in 2011 and hosted online by the US Geological Survey. 19 20 The more recent are
digital images; acquired by an aerial scanning of the earth’s surface and an
automated, post-produc4on processes.
The ﬁrst instance of aerial images in Machine Space is as a sequence of depic4ons of
the same site. Shown in order by acquisi4on date, these images trace the razing of
the eastern boundary of the downtown for the construc4on of the I-75 urban
freeway. They are accompanied by Marsha describing, in voiceover, the vibrant and
busy street life of the African American community she experienced as a child, before
its destruc4on by the urban re-building programme documented.
The con4nuity of the Detroit street grid pa8ern across the 4me period covered by
the sequence of the analogue photographs guides their alignment within the ﬁlm
frame. This grid con4nuity is a pa8ern against which signiﬁcant changes in built
environment can be iden4ﬁed. Hypotheses about changes in the presence of
community can be intuited from interpreta4ons of land use and evidence of ac4vity
as evidenced by the aerial photographs. Each photograph will be shortly described in
turn.

18 Hosted online by Wayne State University - h8p://claslinux.clas.wayne.edu/photos/ap_index.htm

The appropriate images for the city of Detroit are the Wayne County resources.
19 Accessed - h8ps://www.usgs.gov
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The 1947 image shows a densely woven streetscape in a regular pa8ern in each
street of the grid. The buildings have varied footprints within their small lot sizes,
with backyards and small fore and awer-courts. The presence of cars in the courts
suggests residence and/or small shops. 21 The streets evidence a signiﬁcant volume
ambulant traﬃc and dense kerb-side parking. This parking can be interpreted as
evidence of small business and residen4al ac4vi4es in the area covered by the
image; albeit this may be dependant on the 4me of image acquisi4on. In general, the
image evidences a residen4al community on the fringes of the downtown area.
The 1956 image shows many of the 1947 buildings have been removed. The few
structures on the downtown side, or lew of the image, are post 1947, larger in
footprint, and feature ﬂat, rather than pitched, roofs. Empty city blocks, devoid of
built structures, line the on-going construc4on of a freeway, a zone two vacant blocks
wide. The freeway displays an anthropomorphic footprint, with feeder lanes and
access ramps sugges4ve of the shape of a body with arms. Very li8le auto traﬃc is
evident, yet this may be a consequence of the 4me and day of photography. In
contrast to 1947, there is almost no kerb-side parking.22 The image shows a blighted
area now solely devoted to the infrastructures for vehicular circula4on and
movement. The resident community, exhibi4ng a streetscape of mixed ac4vi4es
evident in the 1947 image, has gone.
The 1967 image shows the freeway has been completed; it’s present iden4ty is the
Chrysler Freeway or Interstate (I)75. Mul4-story buildings with larger ground
footprints have been built on the blocks adjacent to the freeway service roads. The
image shows a streetscape dominated by oﬃces and ins4tu4onal structures. The
spa4al arrangements of the downtown have expanded across the area covered by
the image. Between the oﬃces, city blocks are given over to car parks, highly
organised into pa8erns of individual parking bays. Kerb parking is non-existent and
li8le road traﬃc is evident, again possibly a consequence of the 4me and day of
photography.
21 A ‘shop’ in the US is an auto repair garage.
22 There could be other explana4ons for this – image could have been taken on a Sunday/non

business day; city parking regula4ons could be prohibi4ve of parking.
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Detroit, Downtown East Side; Aerial Images, acquired 1947, 1956, 1967, 2010
Sources : h8p://claslinux.clas.wayne.edu/photos/ap_index.htm h8ps://www.usgs.gov
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This sequence of images presented in Machine Space index the produc0on of space
in this corner of the Detroit downtown. This loca4on is shown by the sequence to
have changed from a mul4ply inscribed space suppor4ng a plurality of social
rela4ons; to a planned space, suppor4ng ‘localised’ and singular ac4vi4es favouring
the vehicle. (Lefebvre 1991, p.44) The images in sequence document the spa0ality of
capital as a temporal process, using like Benning, a depic4ve rubric of the
representa0on of space. However, the (re)-produc0on of this space in the cinema is
not complete, because there is no recogni4on of the status of these images as
representa4ons. As a produc4on of cri0cal spa0al prac0ce, the media requires
recogni4on of its status as ‘stand in’ for spa4al knowledge. This is provided in
Machine Space by the narra4on of a context to these images.
Providing Context to the Aerial Images in Machine Space
The sequence of aerial images registers the changes in the spa4al conﬁgura4on of
this side of the downtown of the city. However, the images do not register the impact
and speciﬁcity of the changes they document on the residents of this part of the city.
The remit of aerial images only extends to what can be inferred from the material
evidence of the environment they depict. Thus the produc0on of space as revealed
by aerial images is only apparent through a chain of deduc4ons from the
interpreta4on of material traces in the images. As suggested earlier in the discussion
of Bennings work, an image of the material environment cannot make claims about
the social rela4ons in that space. As reported above, only the most general of claims
regarding the likely ownership and use of the physical structures can be inferred from
the images.
Hence in Machine Space, the sequence of aerial images is accompanied by a spoken
tes4mony by Marsha in voiceover. Marsha is a resident of Detroit, who grew up in
the neighbourhood shown in the aerial images, the predominantly African American
district of Black Bo8om to the east side of the downtown.23 Her contribu4on begins
by iden4fying Has4ngs Street, a thoroughfare that bisects the aerial images -

23 This area was so named for the excep4onal fer4lity of its soil. (Sugrue 1996)
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09’06”

MARSHA MUSIC
So Has0ngs Street was the main thoroughfare
That ran through Black Boaom
And because of black people having to make
An en0re life in this 0ny area,
It was also the place where black people
Began to develop businesses.
So in the period of about a decade,
Both Black Boaom,
The centre for African American living And - Has0ngs Street,
The main thoroughfare - were destroyed.
And in its place was going to be put a freeway What we call the I-75 –
It was later named the Chrysler freeway.
Machine Space Connolly 2016 24

Marsha limits her contribu4on to facts. She asserts the freeway construc4on, on the
East side of downtown Detroit, displaced the businesses of the city’s black
community. As described above, although the social prac4ces evident in the area of
the aerial images can be intuited; the community residing in the area depicted
cannot be iden4ﬁed from the evidence given. Marsha’s tes4mony iden4ﬁes the area
as the centre for African American business ac4vi4es in the city, and a centre for this
community.

24

Marsha’s contribu4on has poe4c quali4es in its spoken performance, as might be expected of a
writer and raconteur. Her material has been edited to bring these a8ributes of her text to the fore. Cf.
Appendix 1
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As documented in the images and like so many ‘urban renewal’ projects in the postwar US, The I-75 freeway was built through the black districts in the city. 25 The writer
and ac4vist James Baldwin famously referred to programmes of ‘urban renewal’ –
the euphemism for urban freeway projects - as ‘negro removal’ in a 1963 interview
on na4onal television. (Baldwin 1963) 26 Wri4ng recently, David Harvey has suggested
these freeways ‘create major physical highway barriers - moats, in eﬀect - between
the citadels of high-value downtown property and impoverished inner-city
neighborhoods.’ (Harvey 2012, p.117) From the evidence of aerial images, coindicated by the Residen0al Security maps discussed in the following chapter, the
physical form taken by east side of downtown Detroit matches Harvey’s descrip4on.
Given this train of events registered by the images shown in Machine Space, a
register of aﬀect in an audience could be fostered by a descrip4on of the residen4al
displacement of the community. The loss of individual home and place of memory,
and iden4ty could have been invoked in the voiceover. Instead, Marsha’s account
focuses on the eﬀects on black businesses in the area. Her account directs a8en4on
to the loss of the Black communi4es investment in commercial and cultural ac4vity
as ‘living’; the loss incurred is economic and community – wide, it is social. 27
Marsha’s account frames the construc4on of the Chrysler freeway as a site and event
of spa0al contesta0on – a conﬂict between the city authori4es and the black
business community over the use of urban space. Her tes4mony is a riposte to the
concealment, in the aerial images as representa0on of space, of these conﬂicts in this
produc0on of space on the ground. The art historian Roslyn Deutsche studied
artworks invested in the context of spa4al conﬂict in lower Manha8an, New York, in
25 Cf. The Power Broker for a biographical treatment of Robert Moses, the principal ﬁgure behind

urban renewal in North America as head of public works in post war New York City. (Caro 2015)
Harvey contends ‘Moses changed the scale of thinking about the urban process and-through the
system of (debt-ﬁnanced) highways and infrastructural transforma4ons, through suburbaniza4on, and
through the total re-engineering not just of the city but of the whole metropolitan region.’ (Harvey
2012, p.9)
26 h8ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T8Abhj17kYU
27 In fact Marsha’s father, Joe Von Ba8le, the proprietor of a recording studio in the area, was

impacted severely by the dispossession of his business in this ‘urban renewal’ project. See further –
h8ps://marshamusic.wordpress.com
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the 1990s. As Deutsche remarked of these processes of what became known as
gentriﬁca4on, ‘conﬂict, heterogeneity and par4cularity’ is cons4tu4ve of urban
spaces. (Deutsche 1996, p.xxiii) Deutsche, informed by Lefebvre, suggests that ‘space
is … poli4cal, inseparable from the conﬂictual and uneven social rela4ons that
structure speciﬁc socie4es at speciﬁc historical moments.’ (Deutsche 1996, p.xiv)
Following Deutsche therefore, it is hard not to see this instance of ‘urban renewal’ as
a spa4al allegory of the uneven social rela4ons between the city authori4es and
black community in Detroit. In his history of the genesis of the crisis condi4ons in the
city, Sugrue recounts in detail the mul4ple areas of conﬂict between the black
community and the city’s elected representa4ves. (Sugrue 1996) Issues of housing
segrega4on, employment discrimina4on and the violence meted out to African
Americans by the Detroit Police Department reveal long-standing prac4ces of
systemic racism in the city. (Sugrue 1996)28
Marsha’s tes4mony establishes that the produc0on of space in the city is a register of
these rela4ons. Her focus on ‘living’ as the business and commerce of the Black
community iden4ﬁes this as a collec4ve narra4ve of hardship. Marsha’s account is
tes4mony to the systemic nature of these uneven social rela4ons. She provides
evidence of Sugrue's asser4on in his work that ‘blackness and whiteness assumed a
spa4al deﬁni4on’ in the city. (Sugrue 1996, p.9)
Marsha makes connec4ons between her experience and the spa4al domain in her
voiceover narra4on. Her account of the destruc4on of Black Bo8om is prefaced by a
recall of a childhood memory of the streets of Detroit. The following are her opening
remarks, introducing the ﬁlm’s audience to her acous4c, vocal presence in the work 08’06”

MARSHA MUSIC
I remember as a child, that you literally, when you jaywalked,

28 The violent and discriminatory everyday behaviour of the city’s Police force led to the 1967 Detroit

Rebellion; 10 days of public disorder, 43 deaths and billions in economic damage. Kathryn Bigelow’s
Detroit (2017) recounts the rebellion in an admirable blend of documentary material and (drama) ﬁc4onaliza4on. Cf. for the Detroit rebellion - h8ps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1967_Detroit_riot
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you were taking your life in your hands.
And this is why your parents always cau0oned you against jaywalking.
Because the traﬃc was so great on the main streets,
that you literally were in danger, trying to cross a street,
because there were so many cars.
Machine Space, Connolly 2016

This short text is rich in spa4al analogies, invoking each of Lefebvre’s moments.
Marsha associates an ac4vity of spa0al prac0ce – jaywalking – as a measure of the
representa0on of space – the quan4ta4ve volume of traﬃc on the street – in a
memory, or a space of representa0on as a rela4on of aﬀect – in her recall of place.
(Marsha Music In Machine Space, Connolly 2016) This is a ﬂuid realisa4on of
Lefebvre’s proposi4on that ‘the lived, conceived and perceived realms should be
interconnected, so that … the individual member of a given social group, may move
from one to another without confusion.’ (Lefebvre 1991, p.40)
Manipulated digital aerial image – the transform fault
Around the temporal centre of Machine Space, a colour digital image of the North
East corner of the downtown is shown. Awer thirty seconds, part of the image begins
to move across the screen. The image is split into two sec4ons, joining along the
central reserva4on of a large thoroughfare that bisects it. The upper-screen sec4on
moves slowly past the sta4onary, lower screen sec4on. The terrain in the image can
be described as rent or torn, and compared in analogy to a transform fault or
boundary between two tectonic plates.29
This transform fault created in post-produc4on of the ﬁlm mimics common artefacts
in digital aerial image scans. Those used in Machine Space are sourced from a
tranche of images of the Detroit area; a quality control note for the ﬁles summarises
- ‘I found some 4lt in tall building 2 oﬀset roads and 1 warped bridges.’ (sic) (Imagery
Quality Assessment Summary (Gpsc) USGS 2012) The ar4st Clement Valla has
29 cf. h8ps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transform_fault
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Frame-grabs showing the transform fault, Machine Space (Connolly 2016)
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collected examples of image oﬀsets and warps generated in Google Earth. He
contends they should not be classiﬁed as visual errors. (Valla 2012) Instead, for Valla
they illustrate the boundary condi4ons of the ‘Universal Texture’ data engineering in
sowware. For Valla, these artefacts in these visualiza4ons of landscape -

… expose how Google Earth works, focusing our a8en4on on the sowware. They are
seams which reveal a new model of seeing and of represen4ng our world - as
dynamic, ever-changing data from a myriad of diﬀerent sources – endlessly
combined, constantly updated, crea4ng a seamless illusion.
(Valla 2012)

Here Valla is asser4ng a radically diﬀerent paradigm for producing singular
representa4ons of the material environment, a parallel discussion to the mul4ple
registers of informa4on for spa4al representa4on invoked by Lefebvre.
In this case, the manipula4on of the image as a transform fault operates on the
spa4al register of the image, bringing disparate areas of the city into physical
proximity in the depic4on. As the upper por4on of the screen slides across the
image, the visible landscape begins to exhibit features of derelic4on and
abandonment. The city’s downtown is thus brought into in4mate proximity with
neighbourhoods that have seen homes falling into derelic4on and destroyed,
residen4al lots now visible as empty grass spaces.
The eﬀect of this transform fault using these images is to change the loca4on of the
devastated areas of North Eastern Detroit along Gra0ot – the major thoroughfare on
this side of the city – to be in close spa4al proximity to the corporate built spaces of
the downtown. In eﬀect, these outlying neighbourhoods have overcome the ‘major
physical highway barriers - moats, in eﬀect,’ cited by Harvey above, as insula4ng
them from the downtown. (Harvey 2012, p.117) Sugrue furnishes a historical account
of the racism and negligence of industrial and corporate Detroit towards the African
American community over the past seventy years. (Sugrue 1996) This transform
fault, applied to the aerial image within the ﬁlm, in visual terms returns the eﬀects of
these prac4ces to the visual ﬁeld and proximity of the downtown.
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Conclusion
This chapter has discussed the general overview of Lefebvre’s theory of the
Produc0on of Space, a framing of space as socially constructed, processual and
informed by the rela4ons of produc4on pertaining to its social, geographical and
historical context. Lefebvre contends that spa0al produc0on is manifest in three
moments; of percep0ve, cogni0ve and lived space; or the correlates spa0al prac0ce;
the representa0on of space; and spaces of representa0on. Spa4al knowledge is
generated by the contribu4ons of all three moments of space. The produc0on of
space informs processes at diﬀerent scales of social life and organisa4on; for
Lefebvre space is a key agent in social arrangements.
Representa0ons of space are made manifest through the use of prac4ces such as
perspec4ve, and asserted by Lefebvre as the enablers of the spa4al disciplines. These
prac4ces of rendering space as an image were developed by ar4sts to generate
landscapes, the aesthe4c depic4on of space. The work of James Benning lies in this
tradi4on, and was explored here as a contemporary landscape prac4ce in in ar4sts
ﬁlm.
As a puta4ve examina4on of the ‘spa4ality of capital’, in subject Bennings’ work is
exemplary in the interests of this project the encounter of Lefebvre and the cinema.
However, the Lefebvrian framework has consequences as to how space can be
conceived. Mul4ple approaches to the produc0on of space are required to warrant
spa4al knowledge. The current project builds on the work of Benning to mobilise
contribu4ons from all three moments of space.
Machine Space builds on Benning’s work through a visual repertoire and sequence of
aerial images. Albeit a singular moment of the representa0on of space, they are
accompanied on the soundtrack by narra4on, addressing the social processes and
prac4ces invoked by the produc0on of space documented. The construc4on of an
urban freeway is with further informa4on on the social rela4ons aﬀected by this
produc0on of space. In the narra4on, Marsha notes this manifesta4on of spa0al
produc0on as a contest and conﬂict is realised in the ﬁlm.
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The addi4on of the narra4on is a concession that the visual repertoire alone is
insuﬃcient as a representa4on of space as a social process. And as theorised by
Lefebvre, a singular spa4al moment cannot account for the produc0on of space. In
conclusion, an assembly of visual and narra4ve techniques, married in moving image,
can address the complexity of Lefebvre’s invoca4on of space.

The embrace of this understanding of space by the ﬁlm warrants this visual
repertoire in the ﬁlm as a cri0cal spa0al prac0ce. The use of visual representa4on for
the examina4on of spa0al jus0ce jus4ﬁes this claim. Furthermore, as explored above
in rela4on to the work of Benning, the use of voiceover as an adjunct to aerial
images is evidence of cognisance of the limita4ons of visual representa4on, true to
the reﬂexive impulses that inform the cri0cal in cri0cal spa0al prac0ce.

The disserta4on will now turn its a8en4on to the ar4cula4on of the ﬁrst moment of
the Lefebvrian produc4on of space, spa0al prac0ce. An examina4on of spa0al
prac0ce will further the mul4ple ar4cula4on of the processes of the produc0on of
space in Machine Space.
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Chapter 2
The Cinema as Spa(al Prac(ce
All ci4es are geological. You cannot take three steps without encountering ghosts
bearing all the pres4ge of their legends. Certain shiwing angles, certain receding
perspec4ves, allow us to glimpse original concep4ons of space, but this version
remains fragmentary.
(Ivan Chtcheglov In Knabb 2007, p.13)

Introduc(on
This chapter deepens the engagement of Lefebvre’s theory of the produc0on of
space with the moving image. The spa4al moment Lefebvre dedicates to the sensory
percep4on of space, spa0al prac0ce, is here at issue. A claim that spa0al prac0ce can
be realised in moving image will be made, evidenced in Machine Space by a hap0c
and mime0c panorama of the Detroit downtown.

To begin, the deﬁni4on of spa0al prac0ce within the framework of the Produc0on of
Space will be discussed. (Lefebvre 1991) Lefebvre deﬁnes spa0al prac0ce as arising in
the habitual movement and nego4a4on of space by people. This establishes the
basis for the conﬂuence of spa0al prac0ce with the camera as a phenomenological
machine. It will engage the work of ﬁlm theorist Vivian Sobchack, posi4ng camera
vision as an address of the eye, and the moving image as an expression of
‘experience by experience.’ (Sobchack 1992, p.4) She contends the spectator, as an
embodied being, is transported into the spa4al world of the ﬁlm. (Sobchack 1992) In
this framing of the moving image, the perceptual a8ributes of spa0al prac0ce ﬁnd
analogues in the audience recep4on in the ﬁlm theatre.

A cinema4c visualisa4on of spa0al prac0ce is modelled in Chantal Akerman’s 1995
ﬁlm and installa4on work D’Est. (Akerman 1995) Akerman realises a form of
cinema4c mimesis, or representa4on by doing, by driving her camera on a roving
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i4nerary through the ci4es of Eastern Europe. (Akerman 1995; Marks 2000, p.138)
This work exempliﬁes how a mime0c visualisa4on can be forged in a material
engagement between representa4on and the world. This linkage generates the
analogue between spa0al prac0ce and the sensory cinema and is posited as a
realisa4on of Sobchack’s ideas. (Sobchack 1992)

The chapter will then explore how the example oﬀered by Akerman’s D’Est is built
upon in a visual repertoire of cinema4c spa0al prac0ce in Machine Space. A
jus4ﬁca4on for the mobility of the camera in this visual repertoire will be ﬁrst
considered in rela4on to the speciﬁcity of the site of Detroit. (Cresswell 2006) First
hand material and perspec4ves from ﬁc4on and the social sciences will be sourced as
oﬀering rich accounts of the perceptual ac4vity in automo4ve mobility. A
phenomenology of technology forges material links between the vehicle and the
moment of spa0al prac0ce. (Ihde 1977; Lefebvre 1991; Urry 2004)

The transla0on of spa0al prac0ce into the cinema4c images of Machine Space will be
explored through descrip4on of their quali4es and their recep4on in the ﬁlm theatre.
This automo4ve visuality indexes the material environment yet also fragments and
obscures the space of the city. The conﬁgura4on of views, situa4ng the spectator,
transpose the implied spa4al immersion of the vehicle to the ﬁlm theatre. The hap0c
quali4es of the image add to the degree of immersion oﬀered by the image.

Given the movement of the vehicle, shadowing the downtown public transit, the
panorama unfolds as a mimesis of habitual movement through the motor city. This
route also traces a ﬁnancial demarca4on between downtown and the inner-city
neighbourhoods; the la8er have been designated as red-lined for much of the
modern city’s history. The combina4on of these mul4ple rela4onships and linkages
transla4on of the produc0on of space warrants Machine Space as a work of cri0cal
spa0al prac0ce.
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Spa(al Produc(on in the everyday: Spa(al Prac(ce

The perceptual apprehension of space is addressed in the moment of Lefebvre’s
spa4al triad termed spa0al prac0ce. ‘Apprehension’ denotes the ﬂow of sensory
data generated in material engagement with the proximate surroundings of the
perceiver. Spa0al prac0ce is processual. It is located in the body as the embodied
percep4on of space. Spa0al prac0ce is phenomenological knowledge, premised on
the asser4on that the world is known ﬁrst and foremost through an embodied,
material connec4on with the world. As the philosopher of phenomenology Maurice
Merleau-Ponty asserts –

The thing, and the world, are given to me along with the parts of my body, not by
any ‘natural geometry’, but in a living connec4on comparable, or rather iden4cal,
with that exis4ng between the parts of my body itself.
(Merleau-Ponty 1945, p.237)

The material con4nuity between body and world is, according to Merleau-Ponty, the
basis for the percep4ve knowing of the structures that make the world. ‘It is star4ng
from percep4on and its variants, … that we shall try to understand how the universe
of knowledge could be constructed’ he says as a statement of the intent of his
phenomenology. (Merleau-Ponty 1969, p.157)

Lefebvre elaborates the spa4al implica4ons of Merleau-Ponty’s scheme. He invokes
material engagement in his asser4on that ‘the spa0al prac0ce of a society secretes
that socie4es’ space’. (Lefebvre 1991, p.38) Within spa0al prac0ce, ‘secret[ions]’ of
space inform percep4on. (Lefebvre 1991, p.38) The term ‘secrete,’ is sugges4ve of
produc0on and communica0on through a material or substance, emblema4cally the
opera4ve mode of the hormone, or signalling molecule.30 Arising in the social

30 h8ps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hormone
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nego4a4on of space and informed by complex aggrega4ons of the material
environment, Lefebvre suggests spa0al prac0ce -

… embodies a close associa4on, within perceived space, between daily reality (daily
rou4ne) and urban reality (the routes and networks which link up the places set aside
for work, 'private' life and leisure) … the daily life of a tenant in a governmentsubsidized high-rise housing project. Which should not be taken to mean that
motorways or the poli4cs of air transport can be lew out of the picture.
(Lefebvre 1991, p.38)

Lefebvre describes ‘society’s space’ as the material infrastructure of the present day
West, and it implies movement. In Merriﬁeld’s reading, spa0al prac0ce has ‘close
aﬃni4es with … people’s percep4ons of the world, of their world, par4cularly its
everyday ordinariness.’ (Merriﬁeld 2006, p.110)

A realisa4on of the associa4on, between ‘perceived space’ and ‘urban reality,’
claimed by Lefebvre as spa0al prac0ce, is provided in the work of urban planner
Kevin Lynch. (Lynch 1960) In The Image of the City, Lynch suggests percep4on is
shaped by spa4al features; speciﬁcally the path, edge, landmark, node and region.
(Lynch 1960) Path denotes a route, and edge a boundary between diﬀeren4ated
spaces; the region applies to dis4nct areas or districts of a city; nodes are ‘anchor
points,’ their ‘essence … a dis4nct and unforge8able place.’ (Lynch 1960, p.102)
Lynch avers this typology of features ‘facilitate[s] the visual iden4ﬁca4on and
structuring’ of the city as ‘building blocks of the process of making ﬁrm diﬀeren4ated
structures on an urban scale.’ (Lynch 1960, p.95)

While Lynch’s framework and typology is not directly useful here; it suggests the
‘secre4on of space’ suggested by Lefebvre is a shared register of spa4al percep4on.
Can analogies to spa0al prac0ce be found in the cinema? Is there a perceptual
framing of the moving image that can address spa0al prac0ce as a produc0on of
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space? The encounter of the moving image with such a framework is discussed in the
following.

Moving Image as genera(ve of spa(al experience –
The space of produc(on begets the produc(on of space

As an opening gambit to an alignment of spa0al prac0ce and the cinema, we can
note again Aumont’s func4onal descrip4on of the cinema4c apparatus as ‘oﬀer[ing]
concrete solu4ons to the management of [the] unnatural contact between the
spectators space and the space of the image,’ was advanced but not developed.
(Aumont 1997) Here the encounter of the moment of spa0al prac0ce with moving
image can be deepened.

For the moving image to address the perceptual aspect of spa0al prac0ce, ﬁlm must
be considered a sensory medium. This is the premise of The Address of the Eye, by
ﬁlm theorist Vivian Sobchack. (Sobchack 1992) This approach to the cinema
‘a8empt[s] to understand the senses in their interplay and percep4on as embodied,
as well as to theorise this embodiment in it’s own complexity;’ situa4ng it
experien4ally as the recep4on of the ﬁlm image and sound in the auditorium.
(Elsaesser and Hagener 2015, p.110)

Sobchack considers the moving image as a visual address of a rela0onal space
between the body and its surroundings -

It is the embodied and enworlded "address of the eye" that structures and gives
signiﬁcance to the ﬁlm experience for ﬁlmmaker, ﬁlm, and spectator alike. The
embodied eye materially presents and represents intending consciousness: the "I"
aﬃrmed as a subject of (and for) vision not abstractly, but concretely, in lived-space,
at an address, as an address. … Vision is an act that occurs from somewhere in
par4cular; its requisites are both a body and a world. Thus, address, as noun and
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verb, both denotes a loca4on where one resides and the ac4vity of transcending the
body's loca4on, origina4ng from it to exceed beyond it as a projec4on bent on
spanning the worldly space between one body-subject and another.
(Sobchack 1992, pp.24–25)

Sobchack invokes the spa0al as implicated in the address of vision, the situa4on of
vision as embodiment, and the expanse over which vision operates. The address of
vision is both situated and open to the world as space. The ‘intending consciousness’
cited by Sobchack is the idea, informed by Merleau-Ponty, that the ac4vity of sensory
percep4on is directed to objects, and is selec4ve of received informa4on from the
environment. (Merleau-Ponty 1945) This ‘inten4on’ of the eye can be shared by the
camera in a rendering of the world as a representa0on, and made available to the
spectator as moving image. (Sobchack 1992)

Sound is a component of spa0al prac0ce. As the name suggests, auditorium is a
space designed for hearing as well as a site for visual spectatorship. Sound brings
dimensions to the depic4ve spaces of the moving image beyond that of carrying
spoken informa4on or as complement to the visual track. Elsaesser suggests sound in
the cinema has an -

… encompassing role of actually and metaphorically anchoring and stablizing the
spectator’s body (and self-percep4on as a perceiving subject) in space. … a focus on
the ear and sound directly emphasizes the spa4ality of the cinema experience; we
can hear around corners and through walls, in complete darkness and in blinding
brightness, even when we cannot see anything. … The spectator is no longer a
passive recipient of images at the pointed end of the op4cal pyramid, but rather a
body being enmeshed acous4cally, spa4ally and aﬀec4vely in the ﬁlmic texture.
(Elsaesser and Hagener 2015, pp.131–2)

This enveloping of the audience by sound in the auditorium is cons4tu4ve of a
material rela4onship with space, a warrant of the embodied, enfolded rela4onship
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with the screen.31 Further analogues between worldly experience and the cinema
emerge in the impact of spa4o-temporal a8ributes of moving image. Sobchack
contends the body of the spectator is restless, as embodied experience in the world
implies mobility. The -

… temporal and spa4al limita4ons of embodied consciousness inaugurate a need for
movement in the world—fulﬁlled by the power of movement made possible through
the agency of the material and enworlded lived-body. Thus, in existence, the body's
ﬁnitude and situa4on and its power of movement transform the abstrac4ons of 4me
and space, informing them with the weight of choice and the thickness of movement
…
(Sobchack 1992, p.59)

Embodied mobility implies the on-going genera4on of space, primarily the
rela4onship between body and world. This rela4onship has an analogue in ﬁlm; the
moving image can be a genera4ve process of spa0al produc0on in its ‘enworlded’
depic4on as the ‘camera-eye.’ (Sobchack 1992) Sobchack explores this in more detail
in the following passage -

… space is dynamized as habitable, as "lived in” as described in the depth that lived
movement, not geometry, confers upon the world. Thus, space in the ﬁlm becomes
the situa4on of an existence, and objects and landscapes take on a thickness and
substan4ality, an always emerging meaning that is chosen in the diacri4cal marking
of movement (whether cinematographic or editorial). The ﬁlm, then, oﬀers us the
existen4al actualiza4on of meaning, not just the structure and poten4al for its being.
Its signiﬁcance is cons4tuted in its emergence and existence to a world that is
encountered through an ac4ve and embodied gaze that shares the materiality of the
world and inscribes temporality as the concrete spa4ality of its situa4on.
(Sobchack 1992, pp.61–2)
31 In The “Return” of 3-D: On Some of the Logics and Genealogies of the Image in the Twenty-First

Century, Elsaesser foregrounds the importance of the technical evolu4on of sound in cinema,
enhancing immersion and complemen4ng the visual depic4on. (Elsaesser 2013)
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In this invoca4on parallel to Merleau-Ponty’s idea of the ‘sensible’; ‘being’ is in
rela4on to given spa4al and material dimensions. (Merleau-Ponty 1969) The
‘sensible’ situates moving image as a direct analogue to spa0al prac0ce, also a
produc4on of ‘being’ realised in the percep4on of space. As cited above, Lefebvre
describes spa0al prac0ce in terms of ‘habitual being;’ with a material claim in ‘the
use of the hands, members and sensory organs, and the gestures of work as of
ac4vity unrelated to work’. (Lefebvre 1991, pp.38 & 40) 32 These invoca4ons of
spa0al prac0ce translate to the cinema ‘as space in the ﬁlm becomes the situa4on of
an existence.’ (Sobchack 1992, pp.61–62)

If the moving image is considered as an address of the world from a situated,
embodied being in space, it becomes a close analogue to spa0al prac0ce as deﬁned
by Lefebvre. In this phenomenological concep4on, the percep4ve is the source of
sensory data registered as image and sound in cinema4c media. By these means, the
moving image can ‘stand in’ for the percep4ve process that is spa0al prac0ce.

The Sensory Cinema, spa(al prac(ce & mimesis

Within a sensory cinema, the comparison of the camera to the ‘eye’, and the moving
image as an expression of ‘experience by experience,’ implies processes of imita4on.
(Sobchack 1992, p.3) How imita4on is made manifest in cinema is a subject of the
work of Laura U Marks, a researcher of ar4st and world cinema. (Marks 2000) Marks
invokes mimesis as a form of representa4on by imita4on –

Mimesis, from the Greek mimeisthai, "to imitate," suggests that one represents a

32 Given the ﬂavour of these habitual experiences cited by Lefebvre, we should note an agenda

pursued by him arising from his dismay at the technocra4c changes to the peripheries of urban
centres of France at the 4me of wri4ng of The Produc0on of Space in the early 1970s, an agenda
pointed out by both surveys of his work, Elden 2004, and Merriﬁeld 2006. Incidentally, the dismay of
Lefebvre, amongst many, has been vindicated by the recent history of violence, and the on-going
social exclusion and depriva4on issues in these places.
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thing by ac4ng like it. Mimesis, in which one calls up the presence of the other
materially, is an indexical, rather than iconic, rela4on of similarity. … According to
Erich Auerbach (1953), mimesis requires a lively and responsive rela4onship
between listener/reader and story/text, such that each 4me a story is retold it is
sensuously remade in the body of the listener. Auerbach was describing the
rela4onship between reader and wri8en text; we might expect the rela4onship
between "viewer" and the more physical object of cinema to be more convincingly
mime4c.
(Marks 2004 pp138)

Marks highlights examples of mimesis given by other writers – ‘that between a child
at play and an airplane’ (Benjamin and Demetz 1986), ‘a moth and the bark of a tree
… or a Songhay sorcerer and a spirit.’ (Marks 2000, p.138) An ac4on or ac4vity is
inscribed as part of the symbolic These rela4onships are hap0c and indexical; they
combine contribu4ons from both elements. Marks suggests that ‘Hap0c cinema, by
appearing to us as an object with which we interact rather than an illusion into which
we enter, calls upon this … embodied and mime0c intelligence.’ (Marks 2000, p.190)
Shaviro, wri4ng in The Cinema0c Body, echoes this and suggests mimesis ‘involves a
par4cipatory and tac4le contact between what post-Cartesian thought calls the
object and the subject…’ (Shaviro 1993, p.52) Mimesis, claims Marks, enables a
rela4onship with the world that is co-cons4tu4ve … through mimesis we cannot only understand our world, but create a transformed
rela4onship to it—or restore a forgo8en rela4onship. Mimesis shiws the hierarchical
rela4onship between subject and object, indeed dissolves the dichotomy between the
two, such that erstwhile subjects take on the physical, material quali4es of objects,
while objects take on the percep4ve and knowledgeable quali4es of subjects. Mimesis
is an immanent way of being in the world, whereby the subject comes into being not
through abstrac4on from the world but compassionate involvement in it.
(Marks 2000, pp.139 & 141–2)

Marks makes the sugges4on that mimesis reconﬁgures the ‘standing in’ process of
representa0on as a material ‘enmeshing’ with the world. (Sobchack 1992; Marks
2000) This ‘standing in’ or ‘for’ is par4cipatory and co-extensive, and oﬀers an
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alterna4ve to the distance and abstrac4on implied by the semio4c basis of symbolic
representa4ons as landscapes for instance. Lefebvre’s invoca4on of ‘secre4on’ as the
imbrica4on of spa0al prac0ce and the ‘spa4al textures’ of the built environment
points to a mechanism of material contact. (Lefebvre 1991)

Chantal Akerman’s D’Est (1992)

Chantal Akerman (1950-2015) became known for her ﬁlm Jeanne Dielman, 23 quai
du Commerce, 1080 Bruxelles (1975), a close observa4on of the daily life of Jeanne, a
homemaker and sex worker. (Akerman 1975) Using a looping structure, the ﬁlm is a
relentless portrayal of the rou4nes of a conﬁned, gendered, domes4c space. The
importance of the spa4ality of urban life has been a constant in Akerman’s work,
thema4cally evident in her early works Hotel Monterey and News from Home.
(Akerman 1972; 1976)

Akerman’s later D’Est/From the East (1995) is a visual journey through East Germany,
Poland and Russia. (Akerman 1995) Shot in 1992, the ﬁlm documents the spaces of
Eastern Europe before their transi4ons to a post-communist states. Akerman’s
journey east was freighted with familial resonances – her mother survived Auschwitz
and migrated west to Belgium to make her home in the post-war period. In her
proposal for the ﬁlm, Akerman speciﬁed an interest in ﬁlming the everyday. In an
echo of Lefebvrian interests and spa0al prac0ce, she stated -

I’d like to shoot everything. Everything that moves me. Faces, streets, cars going by
and buses, train sta4ons and plains, rivers and oceans, streams and brooks, trees and
forests. Fields and factories and yet more faces. Food, interiors, doors, windows, meals
being prepared.
(Akerman quoted In Akerman 2012)
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True to her proposal, the shots of the opening third of the ﬁlm depict roadways, rural
ﬁelds and se8lements, and holiday resorts, evoking a visual record of a visit to
somewhere new. The second third of the ﬁlm registers urban environments, in
winter and at nigh†all. Here Akerman’s dura4onal images coalesce into two types of
mobile camera shot, alterna4ng in sequence. Both depict aspects of quo4dian
movement, or ‘the routes and networks which link up the places set aside for work,
'private' life and leisure’; Lefebvre’s descrip4on of spa0al prac0ce. (Lefebvre 1991, p.
38)

In the ﬁrst type of mobile shot we will call the wake, the camera was ﬁxed to a
vehicle driven through the thoroughfares of a signiﬁcant sized city. The camera
covers the visual ﬁeld out from the rear of the vehicle, visualizing the space the car
has just moved through. Given the nocturnal shoo4ng and a paucity of ambient
street ligh4ng in the pro-ﬁlmic space, li8le detail of the streetscape or other vehicles
is revealed apart from their three dimensional form and volume.

The second kind of mobile camera shots are lateral camera movements. The frame
of the visual image scans a scene in a sideways mo4on, maintaining a consistent
distance from signiﬁcant features in the ﬁeld of view. This consistent spa4al
rela4onship between camera and scene is deployed to visualise sites such as railway
sta4on concourses; crowds of people wai4ng for public transport at exterior bus
sta4ons or interchanges; and lines of people standing at the side of the road,
hawking goods. In each case, the linear axis of the scene is ﬁlmed by a parallel,
lateral camera trajectory. This camera/object combina4on produces a moving image
unfolding like a scrolling frieze, a form of decora4ve depic4on of the ci4zenry of the
polis, common to the facades of ancient Greek architecture.

The materiality of these environments is evidenced in the grimy and distressed walls
and furniture of the public areas of the transport infrastructure and the textured
winter coats of the crowds present in them. The camera is directed to register the
undula4ons and ﬂaws in these surfaces, of the bundled shapes of people in their
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thick clothes, and the sculptural massing of the built forms of the streetscape. These
quali4es are emphasised by the ‘natural’ yet crepuscular ligh4ng condi4ons.

Wri4ng about the work, the theorist of visual culture Giuliana Bruno suggests
Akerman’s approach to ﬁlming space –

… hap4cally takes us into a world of images that become labored, textured, and
nuanced as they ﬂoat in a precise and speciﬁc way. In her work, we travel through an
architecture of atmosphere, a formally rigorous aesthe4c of frontal long takes with
sta4onary and moving camera, owen made of symmetrical composi4ons. With these
frames ﬁxed as if to seize mo4on, Akerman constructs a geometry of passages and a
rela4onal form of screening that empathe4cally includes us. By virtue of the camera
posi4on, which owen refuses to move with the characters and rolls independently,
remaining steady in 4me, we cannot pry. We are simply there.
(Bruno In Akerman 2012, p.20)

The vehicles and streetscapes are rendered as visual ﬁelds of massed objects,
dis4nguishable in form by the luminescence of the thick snow on the ground. The
lack of light, obscuring deﬁni4on and detail, invites percep4ve work by the audience
to discern the content in the image. Shorn of the tokens of explicit iden4ty, these
images foreground the materiality of the forms shaping the space and registered on
ﬁlm, without a ﬁrm commitment to the discernment of their iden4ty.

The movement of Akerman’s camera/eye needs to be considered. The wake camera
is taken on a journey through the city. Its trajectory is dependent on other road users
and traﬃc management. The visual image thus is con4ngent on pa8erns of vehicular
circula4on. It has an explicit rela4onship with the environment – the streetscape,
other vehicles – that interact with the mobility of the camera, beyond the control of
the ﬁlmmaker. This arrangement of visual acquisi4on forges material links between
the pro-ﬁlmic urban space and the image.
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In a similar manner, people depicted in the lateral shots respond to the camera.
People in the crowds, wai4ng for something; the bus, a buyer of their goods, their
train; their family members; ges4culate to, and speak with, the camera crew. As
described by Stephen Barber, ‘the individual gazes of the wai4ng ﬁgures lock
together into a mass gaze of blank hos4lity at the ﬁlm-maker’s visible
camera.’ (Barber 2002, p.74) This response to the camera is a material index in the
image, a con4ngent response to the hic et nunc of the image acquisi4on. In a
treatment of the sound in post-produc4on, Akerman obscures the auditory content
of the spoken exchanges. In this way, the materiality of the scene is foregrounded,
unleavened by the intrusion of the discursive in the form of speech. (Akerman 1995)

This approach to registering and trea4ng the image and sound foregrounds the
materiality of the image and engages with the tenets of spa0al prac0ce. The clarity
of ﬁgura4ve content in the image is a secondary. These visual strategies foreground
the percep4ve, by insis4ng on the apprehension of image content by an audience. In
this way, materiality and movement as key a8ributes of spa0al prac0ce, are realised
in the cinema4c image.

Spa(al prac(ce in Detroit
Today, we experience an ease of mo4on unknown to any prior urban civiliza4on … we
take unrestricted mo4on of the individual to be an absolute right. The private
motorcar is the logical instrument for exercising that right, and the eﬀect on public
space, especially the space of the urban street, is that the space becomes meaningless
or even maddening unless it can be subordinated to free movement.
(Senne8 1992, p.8)

As observed by Richard Senne8, this ‘right’ to mobility by car as an en4tlement, is a
framing of the pervasiveness of the automobile in everyday experience in North
American. In a parallel with Lefebvre’s spa4al ‘secre4on,’ Senne8 suggests that space
is rendered intelligible and of value by the mobility enabled by the car. The
‘en4tlement’ to auto-mobility is a privilege enabled and manufactured in Detroit,
and a leitmo4f to the material that follows.
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In The Produc0on of Space, Lefebvre invokes mobility in the daily rou4ne; the ‘urban
reality (the routes and networks which link up the places set aside for work, 'private'
life and leisure),’ as the raw material of spa4al prac4ce. (Lefebvre 1991, p.38)
Cresswell in On the Move dis4nguishes between human mobility and movement.
(Cresswell 2006) Movement is ‘an act of displacement that allows people to move
between loca4ons’ in an abstracted, and technical sense. (Cresswell 2006, p.2)
Mobility is socially inﬂected mo4on, shaped according to Cresswell, by three dis4nct
rela4ons. First, mo4on can be quan4ﬁed; second, it can be the basis of
representa0on in visual media; and ‘Third, mobility is prac4ced, it is experienced, it is
embodied.’ (Cresswell 2006, p.3) He suggests that mobility can be understood as the
interface between the movement of physical bodies and material environments and
the representa0on of mobility as a register of experience. (Cresswell 2006)
Following Senne8 above, a claim will be made that in Detroit, mobility has been
captured by the vehicle and produces the space of the city. To explore how the
spa0al prac0ce of mobility in this environment is ‘secreted’ as experience, an extract
from crime ﬁc4on writer Elmore Leonard, and an interview with Detriot resident
Lauren Hood, conducted for Machine Space (2016), will be oﬀered and discussed.
Finally, the sociological perspec4ve of John Urry, exploring sociability as enabled by
car use, will merit a brief men4on.
Leonard is a Detroit na4ve and his early work is noted for its seung there. His novel
City Primeval follows the adventures of a criminal couple, Clement and Sandy, as
they a8empt to stay one step ahead of the police. (Leonard 1980) This vigne8e
features Clement, driving a car in pursuit of Sandy and the Albanian, the la8er he
reasons will lead both of them to a stash of money. In this extract, passages
concerned with symbolism and characterisa4on have been excised to foreground the
descrip4ons of Clement’s percep4on of movement, indica4ve of spa0al prac0ce Leaving the track, all Clement wanted to do was keep Sandy and the Albanian in
sight.
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Forget the silver Mark VI.33
Follow the black Cadillac, the Albanian s4ﬀ-arming the wheel like a student driver
taking his road test, hugging the inside lane in the night traﬃc. It should’ve been easy.
…
But this silver Mark was something else, poking along in the centre lane with half a
block of clear road ahead, holding Clement back while the Cadillac got lost up there
amongst all the red taillights.
Sandy and the Albanian turned right on Nine Mile. Clement got into the right lane.
When he was almost to the corner the silver Mark cut in front of him and made the
turn.
Clement said, You believe it?
He followed the taillights around the corner and gunned it, wan4ng to run up the
guy’s silver end. But ins4nct saved him. Something cau4oned Clement to take it easy
and, sure enough, there was a dark blue Hazel Park police car up ahead. …
The Eight Mile light showed green. Clement gave the car some gas. He glanced over,
surprised, feeling a car passing him on the right – the Mark, the silver boat gliding by,
the driwing in front of him as Clement tried to speed up, seeing the light turn to
amber. There was s4ll 4me for both of them to skin through; but the chicken-fat jig 34
braked at the intersec4on and Clement had to jam his foot down, felt his rearend
break loose and heard his 4res scream and saw that big silver deck right in front of him
as he nailed his car to a stop.
Sandy and the Albanian were gone. Nowhere in sight.
(Leonard 1980, pp.2–5)

Clement’s freedom of vehicular movement is obstructed by the Lincoln Mark VI
constantly ahead of him.35 His responsive, ﬁne-tuned driving nego4ates his progress

33 A ‘silver Lincoln Mark VI’ (ibid pp1) More precisely, a Lincoln Con0nental Mark VI Signature Series 4-

door – Ford’s ﬂagship car in 1980 with many luxury op4onal extras.
34 Jig is short for Jigaboo, a racial slur deno4ng an African American. It has been linked to a Bantu

(African) word meaning meek, or servile (i.e. a slave). For a contemporary use and context - see here h8ps://www.washingtonpost.com/news/morning-mix/wp/2016/09/02/a-texas-teacher-named-herclass-the-j-word-her-racial-slur-defense ignorance/?4d=sm_‡&utm_term=.6‡f5e0644c6
35 Cars owen play prominent roles in narra4ves set in the city. The car is also a central mo4f in

Leonard’s Swag / Ryans Rules, a tale of a highly mobile career in crime of a team of used car salesman
and car thief. (Leonard 1976)
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through the unpredictable road space of fast moving vehicles, people and traﬃc
signals. At this moment in the narra4ve, Clement is s4ll trying to avoid conﬂicts with
the other vehicle; in further developments in the story this changes.36
On two occasions, Clement’s ‘ins4nct’ alerts him to the proximity of others; the
presence of a police car, and the Mark VI overtaking on (unexpected) in or right side.
(Leonard 1980) In this context, ‘ins4nct’ is a short circuit response to percep4on, not
accessible to conscious thought. The philosopher Bergson elaborates on ‘ins4nct’ as
opposed to ‘intelligence’, sugges4ng that ‘Ins4nct is sympathy… intelligence and
ins4nct are turned in opposite direc4ons, the former towards inert ma8er, the la8er
towards life.’ (Bergson 1911, p.176) ‘Ins4nct’, unlike intui4on, does not reﬂect on
itself. (Bergson 1911) Both framings of ‘ins4nct’ rest in an expanded no4on of
prac0ce as ‘life’ and concerned with space, if not conﬁrming ‘ins4nct’ as a variant of
spa0al prac0ce.
Clement’s ‘ins4ncts,’ framed as spa0al prac0ce are con4ngent responses; they are
unforeseeable and genera4ve moments that arise from spa4al interac4on. They
evidence his percep4ve processing of the proximate surroundings of his vehicle as it
moves through, and thus spa4ally nego4ates, the world. This is spa0al prac0ce.
Spa0al prac0ce as the everyday ac4vity of driving is per4nent to Detroit in terms of
its history with the car, yet a brief men4on of current transport research will situate
it in the present everyday. In a study of residents’ access to vehicles in the city, the
transport scholar Grengs suggests ‘what travellers want is interac4on, in the form of
personal contact with people and places with which they like to engage.’ (Grengs In
Thomas 2015, p.101) Accessibility to mobility is deﬁned as ‘the “poten4al of
opportuni4es for interac4on” or the ease of reaching places” as opposed to mobility
on its own, which is the “ease of movement.”’ (Grengs In Thomas 2015, p.101)
Access to an automobile is extremely important to residents of Detroit. As
men4oned above, the city covers a large area – 137 square miles – spanning
36 The ‘obstruc4ve’ driving has fatal consequences for the black driver, a circuit judge called Alvin Guy,

in the novel. Maddened by losing his tail on Sandy and the Albanian, Clement runs Guy oﬀ the road,
shoots him and, awer a chase, the white woman passenger. (Leonard 1980)
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Machine Space (automobile territory) Detroit Downtown 1974 & 2011
(Horvath 1974; Connolly 2017)
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approximately 17 miles east to west, 8 miles north to south. It is no longer densely
populated.37 According to Grengs, ‘Detroit is largest urban area in the county without
… rail transit so residents [without cars] must rely exclusively on buses.’ (Grengs In
Thomas 2015, p.103)
Living in the city without a car and relying on buses is problema4c, as Lauren, one of
the Detroit respondents for the voiceover in Machine Space points out –
I don’t think we can get out of our cars. Public transporta4on is unreliable – I’ve heard
stories of people that wait two or three hours for a bus for a short manageable
distance in a car … I know people who have been mugged or assaulted on buses so it
makes me not want to take public transporta4on …
Lauren Hood, Machine Space ou8akes, 2016

In Lauren’s view, public transport is unreliable and dangerous. Cars are associated
with safety; their passenger compartments are lockable, protec4ve enclosures,
insula4ng their occupants from poten4al dangers. Lauren con4nues –
I like to take adventures around the city but I feel safe because I am in my car… I like to
go to diﬀerent neighbourhoods and take pictures but I do think I have my li8le
personal coat of armour, and that is my car … because I have grown up in this car
centric environment …
Lauren Hood, Machine Space ou8akes, 2016

A concern for personal safety is not surprising. In 2014, the city of Detroit registered
the highest rate of violent crime in the US. 38 (cf. LeDuﬀ 2014) Vehicles guarantee
safety in mobility for their occupants, an aspect of spa0al prac0ce far from unique,
but certainly salutary in Detroit.39 For Lauren, her car enables her to interact with
37 As a comparison, the similarly sized are of Inner London (123 square miles) is home to a popula4on

of 3.5 million, ﬁve 4mes that of Detroit in 2011 (723,000).
38 h8ps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_United_States_ci4es_by_crime_rate These crime rates are

the raw data compiled by the FBI.
39 For the record, in my six visits to the city undertaking this project, I have never witnessed any crime

whatsoever nor felt theatened.
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people and places in the city she likes; a vivid manifesta4on of the ‘accessibility
perspec4ve’ as described by Grengs. (Grengs In Thomas 2015)
Following Lefebvre’s scheme, the centrality of vehicles to everyday experience has
implica4ons for spa0al prac0ce and percep4on. Lauren suggests it is city speciﬁc; this
‘secre4on’ of spa0al prac0ce is related to the presence of the ‘Big Three’ auto
companies – Ford, General Motors and Chrysler –
We are the home of the Big Three … it is so entrenched in our being, we are so used to
not walking much and being in our li8le transporta4on vehicles - it is just who we are
here … so although it may seem that manufacturing got shipped away … so it seems
like we are not so auto-centric … … It’s engrained in who we are as a city so I don’t
think we can ever… I would love to get away from [it] …
Lauren, Machine Space ou8akes, 2016

Lauren avers that, despite the de-industrialisa4on of the city, the contribu4on of
vehicular mobility to percep4on remains, it is ‘entrenched in our – being.’ In Lauren’s
opinion, the percep4on of urban space, in terms of embodied access and safety, is
informed by vehicle use.
The sociologist John Urry uses automobility to deﬁne social experience enabled by
vehicles. (Urry 2004) At the level of ‘habit and the everyday’ invoked by the spa4al
conﬁgura4on of the city, Urry claims -

… Automobility has irreversibly set in train new sociali4es, of commu4ng, family life,
community, leisure, the pleasures of movement and so on. … These new mobili4es
result from how the car is immensely ﬂexible and wholly coercive. … Cars extend
where people can go to and hence what they are literally able to do. Much ‘social life’
could not be undertaken without the ﬂexibili4es of the car and its 24- hour availability.
(Urry 2004, p.28)
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Urry’s claim for the inﬂuence of the ‘car’ can be expanded if the vehicle itself is seen
as part of a system of ﬂuid interchanges. The ‘car’ presupposes a context and a
system of spa4ali4es ‘Auto’ mobility thus involves autonomous humans combined with machines with
capacity for autonomous movement along the paths, lanes, streets and routeways …
What is key is not the ‘car’ as such but the system of these ﬂuid interconnec4ons.
Slater argues that: ‘a car is not a car because of its physicality but because systems of
provision and categories of things are “materialized” in a stable form’… About onequarter of the land in London and nearly one-half of that in LA [Los Angeles] is
devoted to car-only environments.
(Urry 2004, p.30)

The impact of car-only environments is par4cularly evident in Detroit, a city with a
higher propor4on of its surface area devoted to cars (Machine Space) than cited by
Urry for Los Angeles.40 (Horvath 1974) The rela4onship between car and the driver
as an embodied being, has been explored by Don Ihde, a philosopher and
phenomenologist of technology. To Ihde, the material contact between a piece of
chalk and a blackboard is a localized example of the sensory apprehension of the
world through a simple machine. ‘I experience the blackboard through the chalk, the
chalk being taken into my “self-experiencing,”’ he explains. A ‘good’ simple machine
becomes ‘transparent’ in the sensory linkage between body and material world.
(Ihde 1977, p.271) The rela4ons oﬀered by simple machines can be extended to
complex machines –
A series of varia4ons would show that such rela4ons are widespread and encompass a
wide variety of human-machine rela4ons. Furthermore, experienced uses of machines
of this sort are not restricted to simple machines, but include a vast number of highly
complex machines as well. For example, even driving an automobile includes rela4ons
of this type. The expert driver when parallel parking needs very li8le by way of visual
clues to back himself into the small place - he ’feels’ the very extension of himself
through the car as the car becomes a symbio4c extension of his own embodiedness.
39 Machine Space was the term given by Horvath (1974) to this space in Detroit, measured at 65% of

the surface area bounded by the downtown. See illustra4on.
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(Ihde 1977, p.272)

This observa4on mirrors the descrip4on of Clement’s driving cited above. Performing
the simple ac4on of parking involves for Ihde a material link between the sensory
apparatus of the body, auto-mobility and space. Through these linkages, automobility can be considered a conduit for the ‘secre4on’ of the spa4al texture as
spa0al prac0ce. (Lefebvre 1991, p.173) In Detroit, the car is the machine for
producing the space of the city.

Machine Space & the city panorama - a realiza(on of spa(al prac(ce

The ﬁlm Machine Space mounts the camera on a car and drives around downtown
Detroit. By shoo4ng from a vehicle, with the axis of the lens aimed through the
windows of the cab, a complex, composite image of reﬂec4on and refrac4ons of the
built environment is created. It is arguably the most iconic of the three visual
repertoires that alternate and develop in sequence throughout Machine Space, and
car footage consumes almost half of the total screen 4me of the ﬁlm.

Camera/Vehicle I, visual pyramids; Spa0al Prac0ce visual repertoire (Connolly 2016)
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Camera/Vehicle II, visual pyramids; Spa0al Prac0ce visual repertoire (Connolly 2016)
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Camera/Vehicle III frame-grabs; Spa0al Prac0ce visual repertoire (Connolly 2016)
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This visual repertoire is composed of an image with a ﬁxed framing with three spa0al
ﬁelds inset and layered over each over. The forward spa0al ﬁeld covers the
streetscape in front of the car, through the windshield of the camera/vehicle. This
ﬁeld has a central perspec4ve or vanishing point. Bounding the forward spa0al ﬁeld
and within the expanse of the screen, the windshield frame generates a frame as a
dark hued mask.

In the upper third of the screen, alterna4ng close lew and right of the centre axis, the
rear view mirror of the vehicle generates a second rear spa0al ﬁeld. Placed within
and obstruc4ng the forward ﬁeld, the rear ﬁeld produces a 4ghtly bounded and
framed image; featuring the cab and driver if the mirror is situated screen right; and
featuring the rear of the vehicle cab if situated screen lew. This rear spa0al ﬁeld
covers the proximal space of the driver and passenger, occupants of the cab of the
vehicle. 41

A third elevated rear spa0al ﬁeld is manifest as a wash of visual informa4on across
the expanse of the image; it is translucent trace image, layered over the other spa0al
ﬁelds. The elevated rear ﬁeld gathers light and shadow from the upper rear prospect
of the camera/ vehicle. As the incident light varies, the elevated rear ﬁeld bleeds over
the windscreen mask and creates a darkened layer of graphic forms and colour. The
massed forms of the built environment in this no4onal space provide the image
content of this ﬁeld. The wash of the elevated rear ﬁeld across the screen image
obscures but does not mask the other spa0al ﬁelds.

The three spa0al ﬁelds construct an image with three perspec4ves. The image is
constantly in mo4on, the ﬁelds sliding over each other, as the camera/vehicle
nego4ates the streets. The visual contents of the spa0al ﬁelds intersect, as elements
in the streetscape slide from the forward, to the rear and rear elevated ﬁelds in
succession. Each spa0al ﬁeld is a registra4on of a material feature of the vehicle; the
41 The camera/vehicle is a pickup truck – the camera is mounted on a tripod close to the cab rear

window.
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front windscreen has a frame; the rear-view mirror is a reﬂec4ve object; the rear cab
window is a screen, capturing an image but also a medium through which the other
ﬁelds are registered. These supports generate material linkages between cinema4c
image and camera/vehicle.

By these means, the city-panorama is enmeshed and ‘en-worlded’ in its ‘address’ of
the surroundings, a feature of the sensory cinema claimed by Sobchack. (Sobchack
1992) This is premised on the images of this visual repertoire displaying hap0c visual
characteris4cs. Marks sources the hap0c in art history –

In hap4c visuality, the eyes themselves func4on like organs of touch. I derive the term
from nineteenth-century art historian Alois Riegl's dis4nc4on between hap4c and
op4cal images. Riegl borrowed the term hap4c from physiology (from haptein, to
fasten), since the term tac4le might be taken too literally as "touching". … Hap4c
visuality is dis4nguished from op4cal visuality, which sees things from enough distance
to perceive them as dis4nct forms in deep space: in other words, how we usually
conceive of vision. Op4cal visuality depends on a separa4on between the viewing
subject and the object. Hap4c looking tends to move over the surface of its object
rather than to plunge into illusionis4c depth, not to dis4nguish form so much as to
discern texture. It is more inclined to move than to focus, more inclined to graze than
to gaze.
(Marks 2000, p.162)

Hap0c vision is the apprehension of ‘textural’ quali4es in an image. The hap0c is a
visualisa4on of the materiality of an object or surface depicted in the image. (Marks
2000) In Machine Space, the rear spa0al ﬁeld, located in the textural visual wash
across the screen, is hap0c, a8enua4ng the spa4al rela4onships between the objects
of its depic4on.

In parallel with the nocturnal photography of Akermans D’Est, the obscured nature of
the panorama image demands the audience devote perceptual labour to decipher
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the rela4onships between image content, and the spa4al orienta4on of the three
spa0al ﬁelds. Laura Marks makes the claim that spectators must work to iden4fy the
content of hap0c images. She suggests the apprehension of these images develops
from a percep4on of visual material as textural -

The works I propose to call hap4c invite a look that moves on the surface plane of the
screen for some 4me before the viewer realizes what she or he is beholding. Such
images resolve into ﬁgura4on only gradually, if at all. Conversely, a hap4c work may
create an image of such detail, some4mes through miniaturism, that it evades a
distanced view, instead pulling the viewer in close. Such images oﬀer such a
prolifera4on of ﬁgures that the viewer perceives the texture as much as the objects
imaged. While op4cal percep4on privileges the representa4onal power of the image,
hap4c percep4on privileges the material presence of the image.
(Marks 2000, pp.162–3)

As the wilfully obscured process of apprehension is bypassed by op0cal images, in
this cita4on Marks suggests that hap0c and op0cal images demand diﬀerent
perceptual engagements from their viewers. A manifesta4on of this altered form of
engagement can be found in its implica4ons for the spa4al engagement of viewers of
images. The conven4onally termed visual pyramid spa4ally locates a viewer by the
reverse perspec4val projec4on of an image. (Aumont 1997) The spa4al situa4ng of
an audience by an image, is also central to the ‘un-natural’ spa4al interface in the
auditorium; between audience and image in the cinema. (Aumont 1997, p.99)

Marks iden4ﬁes the visual pyramid as a condi4on of the op0cal image. Given their
lack of explicit delinea4on of objects and their spa4al environment, Marks’
descrip4on of hap0c images implies they do not generate visual pyramids and
therefore do not generate spa4al rela4onships with an audience -

The ideal rela4onship between viewer and image in op4cal visuality tends to be one of
mastery, in which the viewer isolates and comprehends the objects of vision. The ideal
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rela4onship between viewer and image in hap4c visuality is one of mutuality, in which
the viewer is more likely to lose herself in the image, to lose her sense of propor4on.
(Marks 2000, p.184)

This loss of spa4al bearings, in rela4on to an image, implies an audience that situates
themselves as co-extensive with the space implied by the image. Hap0c images
engender rela4onships with viewers that reconﬁgure the ‘un-natural’ contact
between image and audience in cinema and suggest the spaces of screen and
recep4on are co-extensive.

This condi4on is foregrounded in this visual repertoire in Machine Space. Viewers
take some 4me to align the spa0al ﬁelds of the panorama image into a coherent
rendering of a space. The process of spa4ally posi4oning oneself, as a spectator
within the three ﬁelds of the panorama, requires a nego4a4on of spa4al-perceptual
loca4on. If the spa4al posi4on suggested by the apexes of the ‘visual pyramids’ is
followed, the spectator is sited inside the vehicle, within the implied space of the
image on screen and enfolded within the rear and rear elevated spa0al ﬁelds. That is,
the spa4al loca4on of an audience is suggested as within the plane of the cinema
screen, as part of the image, and not in the auditorium at all. The intersec4on of
visual pyramids sugges4ng this posi4oning is shown in the diagram (above on page
77).

A further possibility is that the auditorium takes on the dimension of the vehicle cab
itself. The seats of an audience, in the cinema auditorium, occupy the places of driver
and passengers of the vehicle. This loca4ve solu4on to the spa4al puzzle of the
panorama image is a ‘transport’ of the audience into the spa4al realm of the moving
image. Giuliana Bruno links the linguis4c roots of ‘emo4on’ as a ‘mo4ve force’ within
the manifesta4on of aﬀect. (Bruno 2007, pp.6–7) The ‘transport,’ generated by the
panorama as product of the camera/vehicle, is an invita4on to the cinema audience
to share the spa0al prac0ce of the vehicle as it nego4ates the streetscape of the city.
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Tracing the map in downtown Detroit – the mime(c image

The spa4al puzzle evident in the downtown visual repertoire in Machine Space builds
on the hap0c and sensory engagements realised by Akerman in D’Est. Yet a
deepening of this engagement is apparent in Machine Space. Ques4ons of ‘where
are we going; where is this image taking us and why?’ - legi4mate concerns of image
content - are not addressed in D’Est. This property of the image is, however,
developed in Machine Space. There is a ﬁgura4ve, cartographic and spa4al ra4onale
for this sequencing and the route of the vehicle in Machine Space. It is signalled in
the camera/vehicles apparent shadowing of the overhead public transit visible in the
downtown panorama.

The ﬁgura4ve element of the transit is key to the trajectory or journey of the
camera/vehicle. This public transit, known as the People Mover, circles the
downtown on an elevated track. The ﬁrst itera4on of the footage sets a pa8ern
whereby the appearance of the transit, moving across the screen, ini4ates the
forward movement of the camera/vehicle. As the People Mover comes to a halt at a
sta4on stop, the camera/vehicle, on the street below follows suit. This alignment of
mo4on between camera/vehicle and People Mover is repeated throughout the
image repertoire. The dis4nc4ve red transit is a visual mo4f woven into the
panorama’s trajectory around the city. It is a ‘speciﬁc and mobile engagement,’ of
camera/vehicle and a pro-ﬁlmic feature. (Sobchack 1992, p.62)

The engagement of camera/vehicle and People Mover deepens the con4ngent
linkage between image and world. As men4oned above, Marks reﬁnes the concept
of mimesis as a calling up of ‘the presence of the other materially … an indexical,
rather than iconic, rela4on of similarity. (Marks 2000, p.138) In Machine Space, the
conjuncture of the trajectories of camera/vehicle and People Mover - and the other
events in the street – generates these indexical linkages. In the ﬁlm a spa0al prac0ce
– a habitual and everyday ac4vity – is reproduced by the mimesis enacted by the
camera/vehicle journey.
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Marks suggest that importance of mime0c representa4on lies in its diﬀerence from
symbolic forms of representa4on. In this case, the mime0c trajectory, fashioned into
a sequen4al representa4on does further work of ‘standing in’ for the city’s space.
Marks suggests an ‘excess’ given by the mime0c over and above the symbolic aligned
with abstrac4on thus -

Mime4c representa4on, then, exists on a con4nuum with more symbolic forms of
representa4on. It lies at the other pole from the symbolic representa4on characteris4c
of contemporary urban and post-industrial society. The highly symbolic world in which
we ﬁnd ourselves nowadays is in part a func4on of the capitalist tendency to render
meanings as easily consumable and translatable signs, a tendency that in turn ﬁnds its
roots in Enlightenment idealism. Consequently, cri4cs of capitalism owen seek a return
to mime4c representa4on in order to shiw the emphasis from the world of abstrac4on
to the concrete here-and-now. Because vision is the sense that best lends itself to
symboliza4on, contemporary forays in Western scholarship into a tac4le epistemology
are generally rooted in cri4ques of the current state of visuality in post-industrial,
capitalist society.
(Marks 2000, p.139)

In this cita4on, Laura Marks opposes mime0c and symbolic representa4on, and
situates the la8er as a prevalent mode of visualisa4on in post-industrial capitalism.
Her preferred foregrounding of tac4le representa4on is, in this scheme, a counter
strategy against the symbolic as a translatable, exchangeable, currency of the
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HOLC Residen0al Security Map for Detroit; Hearne Brothers 1937 sourced online
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semio4c. For Marks, the mime0c can displace the symbolic sign and its co-op4on by
capital. This displacement is realised in Machine Space by the spa0al prac0ce of the
camera/vehicle in tracing a boundary of the spa4al distribu4on of capital. By the
presenta4on of a panorama of the city in this way, ﬁnance capital as an organising
feature of the city is made evident. The impact on the residents of the city of the
strictures of this organisa4on will be explored in the following sec4on.

Red-Lining and mime(c representa(on

The route of the People Mover around downtown Detroit closely follows a
cartographic demarca4on of zones of ﬁnancial-spa4al risk. This co-incidence of
transit route and ﬁnancial risk demarca4on can be revealed by superimposing maps
from diﬀerent 4me periods over the city. If the 1937 HOLC Residen0al Security Map
of the city is laid over a map of contemporary Detroit, the route of the transit can
roughly be seen to shadow the demarca4on between the risk exempt downtown,
and the red-lined inner-inner city residen4al zone.42 Red-lining is the term, coined by
the communi4es impacted, for the designa4on of zones as a lending risk and thus
the refusal of credit by ﬁnancial ins4tu4ons.

The conceptual basis for making this superimposi4on lies with the fact that the
Residen0al Security Map guided, for nearly forty years (1937- 1977)43, mortgage
lending for proper4es in the African American districts of the city. The previous
chapter discussed the traces of human ac4vi4es lew as material evidence on the
earth’s surface and revealed by aerial photography. In this case, the Residen0al
Security Map, through the refusal of ﬁnance, has material consequences that have
persisted into the present. (Massey and Denton 1993; Wood 1992; Shapiro 2004)
42 HOLC – Home Owners Loan Corpora4on was a government-sponsored corpora4on created as part

of the New Deal. It was established in 1933 to reﬁnance home mortgages currently in default to
prevent foreclosure. It invented the modern mortgage, essen4al normalising the long term, amor4zed
ﬁnancing of land. The corpora4on was closed in 1951. h8ps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Home_Owners
%27_Loan_Corpora4on
43 HOLC Residen0al Security Map for Detroit is dated 1937. Red-lining was outlawed by the

Community Reinvestment Act 1977. cf h8ps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Community_Reinvestment_Act
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This prac4ce of superimposi4on recognises the space of the city as a palimpsest, a
representa4on composed of layers that has been inscribed and overwri8en by
diﬀerent hands and authori4es.

Decades of under-investment in the material environment of inner city
neighbourhoods in Detroit have contributed to the devastated materiality of this
landscape, now inhabited by pauperised communi4es. (Sugrue 1996) The ownership
of real estate is implicated in the distribu4on of wealth in the community. Shapiro’s
study of wealth and ethnicity in the US contends that ‘Homeownership is by far the
single most important way families accumulate wealth,’ and goes on to support this
with numerous examples of how leveraging a spa4al asset can assure security, safety
and further accumula4on. (Shapiro 2004, p.3) In the east side of Detroit, as shown in
Machine Space by the sliding aerial images described in the previous chapter, this
disparity is vividly evidenced in the material environment. As this illustrates, the
devasta4on begins in the residen4al streets just beyond the freeway perimeter of the
downtown.

Following a circuit of the downtown, the People-Mover co-incidentally traces these
boundaries of red-lined residen4al areas. In Detroit, residents beyond the boundary
of the downtown have lived without access to mainstream sources of credit oﬀered
by banking and mortgage ins4tu4ons for two genera4ons. Mapped onto the
Machine Space image as seen in the cinema, this community resides oﬀ-screen to
the lew hand side of the auditorium.

At the same 4me, access to ﬁnance is generally controlled by the ins4tu4ons located
in the Detroit downtown. For example, a signiﬁcant employer and investor in the city
centre is Quicken Loans, the second largest mortgage retailer in the US. As a nonbank and private company, Quicken Loans is the currently the largest par4cipant in
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the FHA insurance scheme, the ra4onales of which generated red-lining.44 45 46
Quicken’s holding company, Rock Ventures, is solely owned by billionaire Dan Gilbert
and has extensive real estate holdings in the downtown.47 The buildings housing
ﬁnancial ins4tu4ons such as Quicken feature in the panorama of the city as a visual
repertoire in Machine Space. In general, these ins4tu4ons are located oﬀ-screen, to
the right hand side of the visual image.

In the screen image, the implied loca4on of these dis4nct spaces of loanee and
lender, to either side of the perspec4ve registered by the camera, is determined by
the clockwise trajectory of the camera/vehicle as it circles the Detroit downtown.
The trajectory of the camera thus inscribes the red-lining boundary as it is extant in
Detroit.

A further way of conceptualising the camera is as a technology of remote, live vision.
The camera/vehicle is a pla†orm for the trajectory of vision, and can be described as
a surveillance or patrol of the boundary. This framing of the camera as ‘opera4ve;’ a
broad deﬁni4on of a ‘vision machine,’ is summarised by Elsaesser as -

… the technologies of imaging today are not means of assis4ng sight, whether of real
or imagined things, but technologies of probing and penetra4on. As vision machines,

44 FHA – The Federal Housing Administra4on is a United States government agency created in part by

the Na4onal Housing Act of 1934. It sets standards for construc4on, underwri4ng, and insures loans
made by banks and other private lenders for home building. The goals of this organiza4on are to
improve housing standards and condi4ons, provide an adequate home ﬁnancing system through
insurance of mortgage loans, and to stabilize the mortgage market. See further - h8ps://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Housing_Administra4on
45 This means the ﬁnancial products sold by Quicken are underwri8en by Federal ﬁnance. An on-going

lawsuit alleges Quicken mis-represented mortgage holder’s income before the ﬁnancial crisis of
2007-8, and claimed millions of dollars of compensa4on from the FHA.
46Employees of Quicken have been unable to access mortgages for proper4es in inner city Detroit in a

widely believed instance of the persistence of red-lining. First reported in the Detroit News some
years ago, this story has now become apocryphal.
47 h8ps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quicken_Loans See further - h8ps://www.ny4mes.com/2017/01/21/

business/dealbook/quicken-loans-dan-gilbert-mortgage-lender.html?_r=0
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Detroit PeopleMover & Machine Space camera route superimposed over Downtown Map.
Also accessible in an interac4ve version online here - h8p://www.bubbleﬁlm.net/projects/
machine_space_spa4al-prac4ce.htm

they generate knowledge that has li8le to do with human percep4on or seeing, in
the sense of “I see” meaning “I know,” and more to do with controlling territory,
occupying space, monitoring a situa4on, and mining it for useful informa4on or
ac4ve interven4on.
(Elsaesser 2013)
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If the camera is inspec4ng the boundary in its movement of spa0al prac0ce, this
inspec4on is at the behest of some authority or power. Given this visual repertoire is
mime0c, the cinema audience are thus complicit with the patrol of the boundary. In
the image itself, an implica4on of the translucency of these images suggests we are
apprehending the city through ﬁnancial ins4tu4ons.

Thus in this visual repertoire, the city is apprehended through a double moment of
spa4al visuality; by means of the hap0c image of mobility, reﬂec4on and refrac4on;
and by the mimesis of movement along the ﬁnancial/spa4al boundary, part of the
palimpsest of the spa4al representa4on of the city. How is this made explicit in the
ﬁlm? The linkage between the People Mover transit route and the red-line boundary
is ﬁrst signalled in the opening image of the ﬁlm. Shot in close up, human ﬁngers are
depicted tracing the transit route as a solid red-line on a composite, touch screen
image, of the city. This touch screen image is layered; part transit diagram, part map,
and part aerial image. It can be described as a spa4al palimpsest, referencing
diﬀerent strategies of represen4ng space. In this context, ac4va4ng or recovering the
palimpsest tes4ﬁes to the con4nuing traces of ﬁnancial/spa4al discrimina4on across
the produc0on of space in Detroit.

!
Frame-grab of opening image of Machine Space – ﬁngers manipulate map of downtown
Detroit (Connolly 2016)
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Conclusion

This chapter has staged an encounter between the phenomenological cinema, as
conceived by Sobchack, and Lefebvre’s no4on of spa0al prac0ce. A hallmark of
Sobchack’s theories of the moving image is an emphasis on the situa4on of the
camera and thus, by analogy of the eye, the spectator, receiving the moving image.
The situa4on of camera/spectator in the encounter staged in the cinema models the
in4mate contact between body and space as the basis for spa4al percep4on. This is a
projec4on of the spectator, as ‘an ac4ve partner in the image, both emo4onally and
cogni4vely,’ into the domains of space and 4me registered in the moving image.
(Aumont 1997, p.56) The analogies so constructed, bonding ﬁlm image and
spectator, suggest possibili4es for cinema as a moving image transla4on of Lefebvre’s
spa0al prac0ce, the percep4ve apprehension of space in everyday, habitual ac4vity.

Given the strong analogies between Lefebvre’s produc0on of space and Sobchack’s
invoca4on of the cinema, this chapter has proposed this oﬀers a framework for an
actual visual artefact. The chain of arguments construc4ng this conten4on begins
with iden4fying spa0al prac0ce with mobility, or the experience of movement. A link
has been established with a spa0al prac0ce speciﬁc to Detroit, where the nature of
mobility is overwhelmingly vehicular, described by Urry as ‘auto-mobility.’ (Urry
2004) Realised as a mobile, vehicular mounted visual depic4on, spa0al prac0ce can
be realised in a panorama, genera4ve of an aﬀec0ve, cinema4c spectatorship or
‘transport’ by image. (Bruno 2007) Given the ra4onale for the movement in Machine
Space, this panorama is a representa4on as mimesis or ‘imita4on’ by doing.

The hap0c quali4es of Akerman’s D’Est foreground the material features, surfaces
and peoples of the post-Soviet urban cityscape in the ﬁlm. (Akerman 1995) In its
layered presenta4on of the horizontal and ver4cal spaces and inters4ces of the built
environment of the Detroit downtown, Machine Space accesses similar hap0c
quali4es of the image. These hap0c investments inform the spectator experience of
the work in the cinema. In a development of the reach of the hap0c, this visual
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repertoire in Machine Space is a8en4ve to the spa4al conﬁgura4on of the
auditorium. The image is composed of three perspec4ves, implying three visual
pyramids, or subtended views in the image. If, as Aumont a8ests, an image spa4ally
situates its spectator, in this case the auditorium stands in for the space of the
automobile interior projected by the image. (Aumont 1997)

This visual repertoire of spa0al prac0ce inscribes an addi4onal produc0on of space in
its trajectory around the downtown. The inscrip4on of the cartographic palimpsest in
the route of the visual repertoire is referenced by images of the Residen0al Risk or
red-lining map in the ﬁlm. These references introduced in ﬁrst shot of the ﬁlm
depic4ng a hand moving the map, and re-enforced through direct illustra4on in the
bridging sec4ons in Machine Space.

There are mul4ple and layered rela4onships between spa0al prac0ce, the cinema,
and the speciﬁcity of Detroit as a site. They are demonstrated in Machine Space as an
assemblage of mime0c and hap0c visual images that, in combina4on, can be
understood as a representa4on of spa0al prac0ce. Lefebvre’s produc0on of space has
been shown to be genera4ve how the moving image can address the mul4-discursive
nature of urban space as exempliﬁed in Detroit.

The a8en4veness of this address of the produc4on of space in Detroit warrants the
conclusion that Machine Space, as an artwork, fulﬁls the criteria as cri0cal spa0al
prac0ce. The rich, fer4le, mul4ply coded rendi4on of the produc0on of space in
Detroit, informed by the social rela4ons of the city, is a claim for the salience of
cri0cal spa0al prac0ce to ﬁlm as an artwork. In a development of the explora4on of
the previous chapter, the discussion of spa0al prac0ce as representa4on has shiwed
focus to consider the aesthe4c a8ributes of the image.

The mobile panorama of the Detroit downtown in this visual repertoire has been
framed as mime0c and hap0c, quali4es that transport an audience. (Bruno 2007)
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This transport invokes spaces of human freedom and libera4on, an essen4al aim of
Lefebvre’s intellectual project, but also an aspect of cri0cal spa0al prac0ce that
claims to mobilise space to ‘detonate’ it and consider how it can be constructed
otherwise. (Sco8 and Swenson 2015) The invoca4on of aﬀect and pleasure in the
recep4on of the work is an aspect of cri0cal spa0al prac0ce that will be further
developed in the thesis conclusion.

The following chapter explores Lefebvre’s ﬁnal moment of spaces of representa0on,
the invoca4on of art and poesis in the depic4on of the space. A signiﬁcant thema4c
to the explora4on ahead is the wider social context within visual depic4ons of
material ascribed and related to Detroit operate. This wider social context includes
understandings of the history and the contemporary state of economic and social
condi4ons of the ‘Rust-Belt,’ the former industrial heartland of North America.48 In
spa4al terms, the ‘Rust Belt’ is distributed across the Great Lakes; Detroit is near the
centre of this economic geography.

48 Cf. h8ps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rust_Belt
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Chapter 3

Situa(ng the poe(cs of Everyday Space
“No one sees the barn,” he said ﬁnally.
A long silence followed.
“Once you’ve seen the signs about the barn, it becomes impossible to see the barn.”
He fell silent once more. People with cameras lew the elevated site, replaced by
others.
We’re not here to capture an image, we’re here to maintain one. Every photograph
reinforces the aura. Can you feel it, Jack? An accumula4on of nameless energies.” …
Another silence ensued.
“They are taking pictures of taking pictures,” he said.
(DeLillo 1986, p.13)

Introduc(on
This chapter completes the encounter of Lefebvre’s Produc0on of Space and the
moving image as realised in the prac4cal output of the research, the ﬁlm Machine
Space. The ﬁnal spa4al moment Lefebvre dedicates to the ‘lived’ experience of space,
termed spaces of representa0on, is explored in this chapter. The intersec4on of this
moment of spa0al produc0on with the cultural context of the ‘Rust Belt’ is a domain
of contest however. This contest has guided the realisa4on of spaces of
representa0on in Machine Space and will be discussed below.

This chapter ﬁrst explores Lefebvre’s spaces of representa0on with reference to the
no4on of place, signiﬁcant in the spa4al discipline of cultural geography and a key
idea informing the visual arts. The work of Yi-Fu Tuan and Doreen Massey, and the
poe4c approach to place exempliﬁed by the work of Gaston Bachelard, will be brieﬂy
men4oned. (Lefebvre 1991; Tuan 1977; Bachelard 1992; Massey 2005)
Secondly, the intersec4on of spaces of representa0on with the context of the shared
symbolic visualisa4on of Detroit as ruin will be explored. The ruin is a powerful visual
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meme in contemporary North America; its realisa4on in popular media is surveyed
by art historian Dora Apel; its parallel manifesta4on in the art world is cri4qued by
Martha Rosler. (Rosler 2010; Apel 2015) For both writers, ruin imagery is concerned
with loss, and speciﬁc framings of the past. These framings can imply no4ons of
social rela4ons and causa4on that, as evidenced in a Detroit context, can be divisive
and unfounded. As poli4cal commitments, these framings of the ruin, as ascribed by
Apel, Rosler and more forcefully by Steinmetz, are an4the4cal to the research aims
of this project. (Steinmetz In Hell and Schonle 2010)
Given this impasse, the ﬁlm locates a space of representa0on in the home or house,
a space that is also a place, ‘lived’ in, and subject to change over 4me. In Detroit, the
home as symbolic place, a material structure, a ﬁnancial asset and as spa4al resource
has been contested; reference is made to the work of Julia Yezbick whose
Domes0ca0ng Detroit: An Ethnography of Crea0vity in a Post-Industrial Fron0er
explores these topics. (Yezbick 2016) Yezbick’s invoca4on of the house as a resource
informs the space of representa0on as a visual repertoire in Machine Space. This
repertoire of the suburban house stages the playing of a board game, LIFE, itself a
symbolic representa4on of the suburban environment, by three onscreen players.
This game as an allegory of the produc0on of space will be discussed.
Spaces of Representa(on – the poe(cs of space in Lefebvre

The third moment of Lefebvre’s triad of spa0al produc0on is devoted to spaces of
representa0on, or lived spaces. These depic4ons as lived means they are invested
with human experience and are informed by subjec4vity. As symbolically invested
spaces, they are inscrip4ons of imagina4on and spa4al inhabita4on. As symbols, the
meaning of these spaces is augmented by a property of ‘standing in’ for something
else. Lefebvre considers this poesis of spa4al depic4on as he writes of -

… space as directly lived through its associated images and symbols, and hence the
space of 'inhabitants' and 'users', but also of some ar4sts and perhaps of those, such
as a few writers and philosophers, who describe… space which the imagina4on seeks
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to change and appropriate. … [these spaces] overlay physical space, making symbolic
use of it’s objects. [they] tend towards … systems of nonverbal symbols and signs.
(Lefebvre 1991, p.38)

Lefebvre suggests spaces of representa0on have symbolic characteris4cs generated
in the encounter of people and space. As described by the Lefebvre interpreter and
academic Schmid, a space of representa0on -

… refers to the process of signiﬁca4on that links itself to a (material) symbol. The
symbols of space could be taken from nature, such as trees or prominent
topographical forma4ons; or they could be artefacts, buildings, and monuments;
they could also develop out of a combina4on of both, for example as “landscapes” …
the material “order” that emerges on the ground can itself become the vehicle
conveying meaning. In this way a (spa4al) symbolism develops that expresses and
evokes social norms, values, and experiences.
(Schmid In Goonewardena et al. 2008, p.37)

Schmid suggests spaces of representa0on are ubiquitous within the symbolic
exchanges that are evident in everyday sociality. Allegories, as narra4ves with
obscured meanings, are also included in spaces of representa0on. (Lefebvre 1991)
This moment of space fulﬁls Lefebvre’s aim of addressing the gamut of social
rela4ons as produc0ons of space. Merriﬁeld invokes this range and richness of his
concep4on of space in his biographically inﬂected account of Lefebvre’s thought -

… Spaces of representa4on are the café on the corner, the block facing the park, the
third street on the right awer the Cedar Tavern, near the post oﬃce. Spaces of
representa4on may equally be linked to underground and clandes4ne sides of life and
don’t obey rules of consistency or cohesiveness, and they don’t involve too much
head: they’re felt more than thought. A space of representa4on is alive: “it speaks. It
has an aﬀec4ve kernel or centre: Ego, bed, bedroom, dwelling, house; or, square,
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church, graveyard. It embraces the loci of passion, of ac4on and of lived situa4ons,
and thus immediately implies 4me.”
(Merriﬁeld 2006, p.110 quo4ng Lefebvre 1991 p. 42)

Spaces of representa0on are analogous to places; loca4ons invested in the
subjec4ve, the experien4al, and aﬀect. This concep4on of spaces of representa0on
has parallels in geography. The work of Yi-Fu Tuan explores place as an aﬀec0ve
register of loca4on; Doreen Massey’s dialogic concep4on of space as narra4vely
inscribed exhibits many of the genera4ve features of place. (Tuan 1977; Massey
2005) Tuan’s work isolates the qualia, or the qualita4ve registers of sensa4on,49 as
the basis for an understanding of place. Inseparable from subjec4vity and biography,
place for Tuan is cons4tu4ve of human existence in the world. (Tuan 1977)

Massey emphasises a dialogic approach, loca4ng space in the unfolding of social
rela4ons and the enuncia4on of shared narra4ves. Space is mul4ple, plural and never
completed, always under construc4on as a ‘simultaneity of stories so far.’ (Massey
2005, p.9) Massey’s concep4on of space as place is similar to Lefebvre’s spaces of
representa0on; both are held to be products of discursive processes and realised
over 4me. In For Space, Massey foregrounds the discursive rather than the aﬀec0ve –
or emo4ve – registra4on of space as evidenced in Tuan and Lefebvre’s accounts.
(Massey 2005)

The aﬀect of place is central to Gaston Bachelard’s The Poe0cs of Space, a key text in
the arts. (Bachelard 1992) Lefebvre cites this work in The Produc0on of Space -

With his 'poe4cs of space' … Bachelard links representa0onal spaces, which he
travels through as he dreams (and which he dis4nguishes from representa0ons of
space, as developed by science), with this in4mate and absolute space. The contents

49 Sensa4on as experience, as posited in philosophy and psychology – see for instance – h8ps://

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qualia
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of the House have an almost ontological dignity: drawers, chests and cabinets are
not far removed from their natural analogues … namely, the basic ﬁgures of nest,
shell, corner, roundness. … The House is as much cosmic as human. … The shell, a
secret and directly experienced space, for Bachelard epitomizes the virtues of
human ‘space.’
(Lefebvre 1991, p.121)

Further on, Lefebvre concurs with Bachelard in his descrip4on of the provenance of
spaces of representa0on: ‘Redolent with imaginary and symbolic elements, they have
their source in history — in the history of a people as well as in the history of each
individual belonging to that people.’ (Lefebvre 1991, p.41) Bachelard’s concentra4on
on the ‘a8achment that is na4ve in some way to the primary func4on of inhabi4ng’
illuminates the human rela4onship with space at the heart of spaces of
representa0on. (Bachelard 1992, p.1) Yet mindful of the expansive remit of his
Produc0on of Space, Lefebvre suggests The Poe0cs of Space ‘stands opposed to any
analy4c approach and even more to any global account of the genera4ve process in
which we are interested.’ (Lefebvre 1991, p.122) Given the Marxist grounding of his
theore4cal framework, Lefebvre claims for his work a perspec4ve that relates space
to produc4on, as informed by social process, and thus also open to social change.

Bachelard’s work has interes4ng implica4ons for Lefebvre’s spaces of representa0on.
The phenomenological investments in this concep4on of place suggest aﬃni4es
between this moment and spa0al prac0ce. Yet the symbolic and allegorical forms
and realisa4ons of lived space iden4fy cogni4on as the diﬀerence between them. As
the perceptual apprehension of space, spa0al prac0ce is pre-cogni4ve, and invested
in the primary encounter with the spa4al. Cogni4ve opera4ons generate symbolic
meanings. It is in the realisa4on of spaces of representa0on as symbolic and
allegorical that the dis4nc4veness of this moment of space is apparent.
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Place and the Space of Representa(on in Detroit – the Ruin

How does the symbolism of spaces of representa0on relate to Detroit? The art
historian Dora Apel locates the visual iden4ty of the city in the media as ‘a vast
network of ruin images, making the former Motor City the poster child of ruina4on in
the advanced capitalist countries today.’ (Apel 2015, p.4) The city is symbolised by
the ruin, a building or environment in a state of decay or material distress. The
Detroit ruin is a derelict house; an administra4ve building or school; a modern
factory, built in the last century. These ruins are near contemporary buildings that
have been abandoned, not tumbledown structures from an4quity.

Apel claims the abundance and symbolic value of ruin images lies in their
manifesta4on of widespread social anxie4es in material form. (Apel 2015) Ruins, she
suggests, symbolise concerns about ‘increasing poverty, declining wages and social
services, inadequate health care, unemployment, homelessness, ecological disaster
and degrada4on, and fear of the other.’ (Apel 2015, p.3) For Apel, these images enact
a feedback loop between image and audience; ‘ruin imagery constructs the nature of
modern decline and shape collec4ve ways of seeing.’ (Apel 2015, p.4)

A discourse around ruins has a long provenance in the arts; invoca4ons of 4me and
materiality in ruins have large literatures. (Flam 1996; Schama 2004; Dillon 2011;
Dillon 2014) Introducing a useful survey of ruins as artwork, the contemporary cri4c
and writer Brian Dillon suggests -

It seems the harder we think about destruc4on and decay, the closer we stare at this
or that crumbling mass of stone or concrete or steel, and the further we explore the
very idea of the ruin itself, the less the whole category holds together. … We ask a
great deal from ruins, and divine a lot of sense from their silence.
(Dillon 2014 p5)
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Wri4ng in a Detroit context, George Steinmetz echoes Dillon, no4ng ‘if all material
objects are semio4cally underdetermined, the ruin is par4cularly open to diﬀering
representa4ons.’ (Steinmetz In Hell and Schonle 2010, p.294) So how does a prac4ce
of ruin depic4on speak of the mo4va4ons of ar4sts and their audiences? This
ques4on has par4cular resonances in Detroit.

A signiﬁcant pla†orm for images of Detroit ruina4on is the large photo-book.
Marchand and Meﬀre’s The Ruins of Detroit presents monumental, formally
composed vistas of architectural decay. (Marchand and Meﬀre 2010) They
photographed abandoned and decaying public ins4tu4ons (schools, libraries, police
and railway sta4ons), luxury hotels, small businesses, and industrial plants. In the
accompanying text the photographers invoke the ruins of an4quity, describing the
city as a ‘contemporary Pompeii, with all the archetypical buildings of an American
city in a state of mummiﬁca4on.’ (Marchand and Meﬀre 2010 n.p.) 50

The photographs of Andrew Moore’s Detroit Disassembled (Moore and Levine 2010)
focus on the interface between nature and culture evident in abandoned buildings in
the city. Moore says of his work ‘Where others see an end, I see a beginning. The
potent forces of nature and entropy are star4ng reclaim and transform the Motor
City.’ (Moore and Levine 2010, p.21) Images such as Walden Street and Couch in the
Trees, Detroit depict the ves4ges of dwellings and furniture consumed by vegeta4on,
their materiality in transi4on between an assignment as cultural or natural objects.
(Moore – website 2008-9) 51
In Apel’s es4ma4on, these photographers oﬀer opposing yet oddly parallel depic4ve
strategies. Marchand and Meﬀre’s work presents ‘a lamenta4on for irreversible
decline and mortal rigor, while Moore’s photographs … oﬀer a commemora4ve
tribute to the beauty of decay and the resurgence of nature.’ (Apel 2015, p.90)
Although contras4ng these approaches to photography are contrasted as on the one

50 Marchand/Meﬀre - h8p://www.marchandmeﬀre.com/bio.html
51 Andrew Moore - h8p://andrewlmoore.com/cv/
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hand ‘laments’; on the other ‘roman4cised reveries’; both allow for the inscrip4on of
subjec4vity and iden4ty in the material environment, qualifying them as spaces of
representa0on.
Lefebvre suggests lived space is host to the ‘clandes4ne or underground side of social
life,’ an ac4vity literally manifest in the contemporary urban explorer movement.
(Lefebvre 1991, p.33) Generally deﬁned as the entry and explora4on of the built
environment, owen by stealth and trespass, ruins are of par4cular interest to urban
explorers. (Apel 2015) The blogger ‘Ninjalicious’ is cited by Apel as explaining the
urban explorer movement as a search for excitement, laced with aﬀec4on. ‘We’re in
it for the thrill of explora4on and a few nice pictures… We love the places we
explore.’ (quoted In Apel 2015, p.59) Websites like detroiturbex.com present
informa4on about entering and exploring the ruins of Detroit; the most visited are
the former Michigan Central Rail Sta0on (1914 closed in 1988); the Packard
Automo0ve Plant (1905 produc4on ceased in 1958, the building has been mostly
derelict since the mid-1990s) and the Michigan Theatre in the Michigan Building
(1926, 4000 seat cinema, concert venue 1971-6, now a car park).

The ruin as object of mourning in Detroit

Martha Rosler’s text Culture Class: Art, Crea0vity, Urbanism is a wide-ranging
inves4ga4on into the links between ar4sts prac4ce, urban change, and gentriﬁca4on
in North America. (Rosler 2010) A central observa4on is that ar4sts’ prac4ce has
contributed to ‘the growing role of the visual – and its rela4on to spa4ality – in
modern capitalism, and thus the complicit role of art in systems of
exploita4on.’ (Rosler 2010) This is a large claim, grounded in Guy Debord’s no4on
that images mediate the social rela4ons of capital. (Rosler 2010) As producers of
images, ar4sts supply the raw materials for this media4on and are thus complicit
with it. By situa4ng the social rela4ons of images as inﬂected by Debord, Rosler
suggests that spaces of representa0on have social-poli4cal implica4ons; in par4cular
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they are implicated in produc0ons of space in major metropolises such as
gentriﬁca4on.52 (Rosler 2010)

In Rosler’s concep4on, the city of Detroit represents ‘one of the great triumphs of
capitalist manufacturing but also one of the great compromises between capital and
labor.’ (Rosler 2010) The ruin image is a ves4ge of this ‘state-of-economic-grace,’ and
as an economic system, is implicated as traces in the produc0on of space in the city.
Rosler is interested in our access to this past mediated by the ruin. Ruina4on as a
trace of the past implies loss, invoking mourning, and processes of imaginary
possession. (Rosler 2010) For Rosler, these processes are ac4vated by the depic4on
of ruins -

… only through the act of mourning something as having been lost can the
melancholic possess that which he or she may never have had; the contours of
absence provide a kind of echo or relief of what is imagined lost, allowing it to be held.
In this respect, most art- world projects centring on decaying places like Detroit are
melancholic monuments to capital, in the sense of depic4ng both the devasta4on lew
in its absence but also the poli4cs it provoked. … To be upper middle class and
melancholic about Detroit is to ﬁrmly ﬁx one’s poli4cal responsibili4es to a now absent
past; mourning Detroit is a gesture that simultaneously evidences one’s social
conscience and tes4ﬁes to its absolute impotence.
(Rosler 2010)

The social rela4ons of ruins, Rosler suggests, manifest ascrip4ons, on behalf of ar4sts
and the art-world, to the absent people of past, Fordist-era Detroit. In other words,
52 The process of ‘gentriﬁca4on’ was ﬁrst iden4ﬁed by the sociologist Ruth Glass in the London of the

1960s, describing how ‘One by one, many of the working-class quarters of London have been invaded
by the middle classes-upper and lower. Shabby, modest mews and co8ages-two rooms up and two
down-have been taken over, when their leases have expired, and have become elegant, expensive
residences. Larger Victorian houses, downgraded in an earlier or recent period-which were used as
lodging houses or were otherwise in mul4ple occupa4on-have been upgraded once again ... Once this
process of "gentriﬁca4on" starts in a district it goes on rapidly un4l all or most of the original workingclass occupiers are displaced and the whole social character of the district is changed.’ (Glass In
MacGibbon and Kee 1964, p.xviii)
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as the depic4on of former spaces of work, play and dwelling in the city; images of
ruins are the symbolic spaces of representa0on of the industrial working class. Yet
Rosler maintains that however persistent and desired, the people and ac4vity
invoked by these images are no longer extant in Detroit. (Rosler 2010) The Fordist
working class city of Detroit, a city of mass employment, high wages and union
membership, is a social forma4on of the past.53 (Sugrue 1996; Amin 1995;
Daskalakis, Waldheim and Young 2001; Rosler 2010)

In this context, Rosler’s ﬁnal observa4on implies ruin depic4ons func4on as doubled
signiﬁers of loss in an art-world context. Not only do ruin depic4ons symbolise a
vanished working class; the reminder of this disappearance also signiﬁes a loss of
class agency in a contemporary era of unfe8ered capital exploita4on and
globaliza4on. Steinmetz suggests that a feature of the lost world/object of the
melancholic is the absence of social conﬂict. (Steinmetz In Hell and Schonle 2010, p.
318) This is an innova4ve framing of the city’s history, given the degree of conﬂict
over unionisa4on of the workforce in the auto industry from the 1930s to the 1950s,
as documented by Widick in his Detroit: City of Race and Class Violence. (Widick
1989)54 Steinmetz supports his conten4on that an idyllic past is invoked by the
nostalgia a8endant on the ruins of Detroit in the footnotes to his essay -

… what is dis4nc4ve about the cultural system of Fordism and the present day
nostalgia for that system is the belief that it a8enuated social stra4ﬁca4on. Nostalgic
ac4vi4es around Detroit’s industrial history, such as Ford’s oﬃcial presenta4on at the
company’s River Rouge plant tour, tap into and nourish neocorpora4st public
memories in which class diﬀerences are symbolically overcome.
(Steinmetz In Hell and Schonle 2010, p.318)

53 UAW – Union of Auto Workers; a signiﬁcant Union for autoworkers with a powerful mandate under

the leadership of Walter Reuther 1946 – 1970. Membership, once 1.5 million is now 390k. Source –
h8ps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Automobile_Workers
54 Widespread violence in connec4on with unioniza4on of Ford was exempliﬁed by the Ba8le of the

Overpass in 1937, between the UAW and up to forty Ford Company thugs. Three years later, the UAW
was ﬁnally recognized by Ford. For the full narra4ve, cf (Widick 1989)
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Steinmetz suggests that in a Detroit context, recalling the corporate achievements of
Fordism is exclusive of the memory of the struggles of labour and unionisa4on in the
city. Apart from the omission of the long struggle with the UAW, there is no men4on
at the River Rouge Visitors facility of Ford’s role in pioneering the de-centralisa4on of
auto produc4on from its base in Detroit in the early 1950s, a na4onal precursor to
the processes of interna4onal globalisa4on thirty years later.55

From a Lefebvrian perspec4ve, this framing of spaces as the repositories of loss may
not make genera4ve contribu4ons to knowledge of the produc0on of space, as
informed by on-going processes of capital. It is worth poin4ng out that the subjec4ve
locus of loss, as informing the experience of spa4al produc0on of the ruin, may be
temporally con4ngent. It is salient that the speciﬁci4es of union membership and
stable employment of ‘Fordist’ Detroit are increasingly remote from contemporary
lived experience. Steinmetz is forthright; in a Detroit context, ruins are vessels for
nostalgia, or ‘the sense of having lost an en4re socio-historical context and the
iden4ﬁca4ons that accompany it, and the related desire to re-experience that
past.’ (Steinmetz In Hell and Schonle 2010, p.299) Given present condi4ons in the
city, Steinmetz goes on to claim that while ‘some acknowledge the racism and class
exploita4on that pervaded everyday life in Detroit during the Fordist era … others
blame the African American majority for Detroit’s deteriora4on.’ (Steinmetz In Hell
and Schonle 2010, p.299)

As discussed in the ﬁrst chapter, Marsha provides a voiceover contribu4on to
Machine Space with a reminder that the urban freeways were constructed at the
expense of the hub of African American life in Detroit. Marsha’s voiceover follows
this with a statement on the tensions, revolving around the space of residence, in the
social rela4ons of the city. Living in the city, she suggests, was con4ngent on
segrega4on and the ﬁnancial interests imbricated in space as real estate –

55 Personal visit to Ford Company Museum and Rouge Plant Visitor Centre with family, August 20

2016.
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08’06”

MARSHA MUSIC
There were interests that were driving autudes, fears…
Real Estate companies would call people in the neighbourhoods
and basically terrify them.

They would tell them - you know, a black moved on the next block, you be8er sell your home
right now and get out before its too late –
your home will not be worth anything.
And you have to realise, this is during a 4me in the late 1940s and the early 1950s where
what we understand as urban crime today and crime in the ci4es was not a factor.
You know many people sort of create memories about this,
and talk about how their people moved out because of crime
and fear your schools,
things that happened at the de-stabilisa4on of the city.
But in those early 4mes of the city - those weren’t factors.
So it was mostly the fear that was drummed
throughout the city in all areas of the city.
By describing them as having been driven out of the city,
I was trying to describe this tremendous cloud of fear
that permeated the city to try to compel whites to leave their homes.
And to turn this real estate over; and to make a lot of people rich.

Machine Space, Connolly 2016

Marsha is describing the manipula4on of ‘fear’ of African American residents of the
city, powered by real estate and ﬁnancial interests. She suggests that this ‘fear’ was a
causa4ve factor in the movement of whites to the suburbs, as reﬂected by Sugrue’s
observa4on of Detroit that ‘blackness and whiteness assumed a spa4al
deﬁni4on.’ (Sugrue 1996, p.9) Marsha also cau4ons against a tendency to ‘create
memories,’ remarking of this migra4on of whites, that it occurred before the city
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witnessed a turn to crime, and educa4on standards in the city’s schools declined.
(Marsha In Connolly 2016) It should also be noted that Marsha speaks of the period
from the 1940s to the early 1950s, a 4me of peak popula4on of Detroit (2 million)
and the height of Fordism, the ‘economic state of grace,’ invoked by Rosler as a
mourned lost object of nostalgia. (Rosler 2010)

The work of exploring the basis for ‘fears’ is beyond the remit of Machine Space as a
cinema4c encounter with the spa4al theory of Lefebvre. Although ruins oﬀer a
perspec4ve on the produc0on of spaces of Detroit, the conceptual basis of Lefebvre
cannot address this ‘fear.’ The context in which Marsha’s tes4mony is given in
Machine Space is one of spa0al prac0ce. As described in the last chapter, Marsha
speaks over a camera/vehicle journey through the downtown at night. This
cinema4c, nocturnal sally, is a sugges4ve accompaniment to the invoca4on of ‘fear.’
The wider point is that, per4nent to the moment of space under considera4on here,
Machine Space has thus avoided engaging with the ruin in its symbolic realisa4on of
this par4cular city. Instead, Machine Space is invested in exploring the on-going
produc0on of space of Detroit.

The House as space of representa(on and dwelling in Detroit

A8en4on can be turned to the house as a space of representa0on. As a dwelling, the
house is inscribed by con4nuously unfolding social life and change. Over the past
century, the house in residen4al Detroit has been con4nuously reimagined, and
more recently reclaimed and re-appropriated into new spaces of produc0on. (Yezbick
2016) Inscrip4ons of the house are rich in associa4on and poten4al as a space of
representa0on in Machine Space.

Yezbick’s account of the material history of the Detroit house begins a century ago in
1915. At a period of rapid industrial expansion in the city, the emerging Ford Motor
Company supported a housing market for autoworkers. The high wages paid by Ford
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included op4ons to ﬁnance the purchase and improvement of dwellings. Signiﬁcant
social obliga4ons with regard to standards of dwelling were mandated for
employees, enforced by the company’s Welfare Department. (Yezbick 2016) Ford’s
prescrip4ons for the home and its linkage with supposed social virtues were
illustrated in publica4ons. As described by Yezbick -

Ford's utopic vision for his employees was laid out in (these) booklets, clearly
showing in words and images the changes wrought through his largess. The images
showing the homes of Ford employees who passed the inspec4ons of the proﬁtsharing plan made an unmistakable connec4on between a clearly illustrated no4on
of domes4c righteousness, good ci4zenship, and proﬁt. This corporate welfare
scheme placed a social value on the object of the single-family home, extending it
beyond simply a symbol of economic class, thus linking the single-family home with
other social values such as employment, nuclear families, and sobriety, and marking
individuals as not only produc4ve workers ("Ford men"), but as produc4ve members
of society contribu4ng to the well-being of their families and communi4es.
(Yezbick 2016, pp.47–8)

Yezbick suggests the house as material and ﬁnancial object contributed to the social
rela4ons and economic system of Fordism, the ‘economic state of grace’ as invoked
by Rosler above. (Rosler 2010) Keller Easterling, in her explora4on of Subtrac0on, or
the architecture of demoli4on, writes –

In 1934 the FHA (Federal Housing Administra4on) legally transformed houses into a
kind of currency … the house connected two areas of distress; jobs and banks.
Construc4on was a big employer at the 4me, and the house created jobs while
s4mula4ng banking. The FHA developed a mortgage formula whereby the house
became a commercial mul4plier by developing a streamlined ﬁnancial organ – the
long term, low-interest loan. … Economic science dictates that the house should
behave in two ways. It should be an immaterial node in the pulsing global networks
of ﬁnance, but it should also be a stable space to which a very agreeable inhabitant
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returns and sleeps night awer night. This dual role maximises proﬁtability for the
ﬁnancial ins4tu4on.
(Easterling 2014, pp.19–20)

This dual index of the house as a realisable, standardised asset, contributes to the
produc0on of space in residen4al Detroit. However, these spaces as realisable
ﬁnancial assets excluded African Americans, as men4oned in the previous chapter.56
(Easterling 2014; Yezbick 2016) The house as a materialisa4on of ‘domes4c
righteousness, good ci4zenship, and proﬁt’ – a triangula4on of property, banking and
employment, was beyond most African Americans during the ‘economic state of
grace’ of Fordism. (Rosler 2010; Yezbick 2016) Around the same period as noted
before, African Americans as a propor4on of the residen4al popula4on in Detroit
grew from 12% in 1950 to 83% in 2010. (Sugrue 1996; US Census 2010) These
inscrip4ons within the domain of the representa0on of space, as explored in previous
chapters, are a foil to the image of the suburban house in Machine Space.

Spaces of representa(on in the house of Machine Space

A sta4c, interior tableau shot of three people siung around an occasional or side
table, introduces the house as a visual repertoire in Machine Space. The content of
the four segments of this repertoire will be described, star4ng with the ‘master shot’
of a three member ‘family’ playing the board game of LIFE.

The camera viewpoint is low, approximately at waist height, and a large picture
window stretches across the image behind the ‘family’. At the centre of the
composi4on, a young boy sits with his back to us, facing a board game on the side
56 FHA – The Federal Housing Administra4on is a United States government agency created in part by

the Na4onal Housing Act of 1934. It sets standards for construc4on, underwri4ng, and insures loans
made by banks and other private lenders for home building. The goals of this organiza4on are to
improve housing standards and condi4ons, provide an adequate home ﬁnancing system through
insurance of mortgage loans, and to stabilize the mortgage market. See further - h8ps://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Housing_Administra4on
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table. A middle-aged man is sat to the lew, across the table a woman is sat to the
right. The three ﬁgures are backlit by the natural light streaming through the window
and appear as silhoue8es or outlines, with features of iden4ty masked. Through the
window, a screen of trees can be seen; beyond them a body of water may be
discerned in the far background. This ‘master shot’ recurs throughout the LIFE
segments in the ﬁlm. The players will be referred to as MAN, CHILD and WOMAN
consistent with the discussion of the script to come.

Space of Representa0on in Machine Space - the Suburban Home (Connolly 2016)

The three people are playing a board game called LIFE, a staple family ac4vity in
North American households (sales of the game amount to over 35 million). 57 The
inven4on of LIFE can be traced to 1860; the company named for the inventor, Milton
Bradley (MBM), revived it on the centenary of the game in 1960.58 The object of LIFE
is enfolded within an invita4on to play; ‘You too can be a Millionaire in this game of
Life’ assures the instruc4onal text. (MBM Games 1963) As described by a writer in
the magazine The New Yorker, the game –

57 h8ps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Game_of_Life
58 h8ps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Game_of_Life
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… was reinvented as a lesson in Cold War consumerist conformity, a kind of twodimensional Levi8own, complete with paychecks and re4rement homes and dental
bills. Inside the game box are piles and piles of paper (Life is . . . paperwork!): fake
automobile insurance, phony stock cer4ﬁcates, pretend promissory notes, and play
money, seven and a half million dollars of it, including a heap of mint-green ﬁwythousand-dollar bills, each featuring a portrait of Milton Bradley near the end of his
days—bearded, aged, an4que.
(Lepore 2007, p.2) 59

Lepore situates LIFE in a genre of ‘square board race games’ and claims it is related to
‘snakes and ladders.’ (Lepore 2007, p.3) These games originate in India as the
‘Knowledge Game,’ brieﬂy summarised as ‘land on a virtue and you get to climb a
ladder toward the god Vishnu and karmic libera4on; land on a vice—or karmic
impediment—and you’re swallowed by a snake.’ (Lepore 2007, p.3) In place of
‘karmic libera4on’, LIFE is invested in the social rela4ons of Fordism, the ‘economic
state of grace’ invoked above. By steady accumula4on of money and assets in
player’s progress through the game, the aim is to achieve millionaire status rather
than the grace of god Vishnu. (Lepore 2007, p.3)

In the ﬁlm, the game play unfolds in four scenes distributed through the running
length of the work. The importance of rules that govern and guide play make a case
for the game of LIFE as enactment, a rou4ne performance of ac4vity captured by the
camera. As a board game with a journey or ‘race’ like route, it has an inherent
narra4ve arc from start to the conclusion of play. (Lepore 2007, p.3) In a parallel to
the progression of the game, each segment in the ﬁlm features new visualisa4ons of
the game play or enactment. In the second and third segments for example, hand
held, close-up, insert shots document the handling of the game objects and coun4ng
money. Facsimile-framings of paper bills of exchange, similar in appearance to
banknotes, punctuate the images of game play. Named Promissary Notes and Fire

59 Levi8own was a 1947 se8lement of factory built, single-family dwellings built by a single developer,

a prototype for subsequent suburban expansion in North America. h8ps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Levi8own,_New_York
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Insurance Cer0ﬁcates, these insert images are given hap0c a8ributes by being shown
as material objects, handled and exchanged by visible human hands. The mobility of
the camera implied by these alternate framings model tac0le and par4cipatory
audience spectatorship. (Marks 2000)

The produc4on process of realising the game as moving image also featured
repe44on. The screen enactment of LIFE has been assembled in post-produc4on
from three itera4ons of pro-ﬁlmic game play.60 The ﬁlmmaker’s family were ﬁrst
gathered to play the game and ﬁlmed. Their dialogue on the sound track was
subs4tuted by Automa4c Dialogue Replacement (ADR), the process of subs4tu4ng
speech, recorded with visual image, with a new performance – this 4me enacted by
staﬀ and friends at the Wexner Centre in Ohio. This group also played a further, free
itera4on of the game. Both of these subs4tute sound performances feature on the
soundtrack in Machine Space. Small mismatches of dialogue in rela4on to the visual
image may be apparent to a highly a8en4ve audience in a cinema. Incidentally, both
free performances returned an iden4cal result - the boy beat the adults at the game
by a large margin.

The space of representa(on as allegory

How can the house and the game in Machine Space be framed as a space of
representa0on? Within the terms of the visual repertoire of this spa0al moment, the
staging in the house is symbolic; the enactment of the game as the narra4ve engine
of the staging is allegorical. In other words, the staging in the suburban house, as a
visual repertoire, is a symbolic ‘standing in’ for a conﬁgura4on of the house as
‘Fordist’ material commodity and asset. Following Benjamin, as an ac4vity - or
experience - the game is an allegory. (Cowan 1981) In this case, the allegorical
60 The image and sound was recorded in summer 2014 in St Catharines, Canada in the loca4on

indicated. Sound for the game was recorded in two further itera4ons of the game at the Wexner
Centre in Columbus Ohio, in spring 2015. As men4oned, the ﬁrst and second itera4ons of the game
were free form; the ﬁnal itera4on was a sound-only session following a script extracted from the ﬁrst
itera4on.
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content in the game lies in its imita4on – or mimesis – of processes of remote
accumula4on by rents on ﬁnancial investments. The game is re-imagined as the
collec4on and exploita4on of ﬁnancial assets.

Lefebvre frames spaces of representa0on as conven4onal and norma4ve, as shared,
expressive registers of space. (Lefebvre 1991; Merriﬁeld 2006) In enacted terms, the
ﬁrst segment features the players, MAN, CHILD, WOMAN seated lew to right in the
visual image, seung up the gameplay. The WOMAN takes the role of the banker; she
will control and monitor the exchanges of money in the game. Gameplay
commences, and players move their counters around the board. Early on, the CHILD
is fortunate, gaining ﬁnancial windfalls. As the game progresses, it becomes evident
the MAN will lose. His assets are destroyed in acts of natural disaster; consequently
the MAN borrows money and complains about his misfortune. In the ﬁnal segment,
the CHILD is heard coun4ng his winnings. The large margin of the CHILD’s victory is
given emphasis by the length of the sound recording of this tallying of banknotes; the
WOMAN and MAN then congratulate him on his success in the game.

In the game instruc4ons, the aims of play are given as –

You too can be a Millionaire in this Game of Life. That’s the object of the game. It all
centres around the Wheel of Fate. You start out on Life’s highway, just out of high
school, with a car and $2000. As you travel, you will meet with success, failure and
revenge. Your luck – your decisions – may give you more than one chance to make
good.
(MBM 1960)

The goals of the game are explicit – to amass wealth. The instruc4ons use a spa4al
metaphor – ‘Life’s highway’ - to compliment the temporal development implied in
the biography. (MBM 1960) In this metaphor, 4me is repurposed as movement
through space, and the game tokens are automobiles. ‘Fate’ is appended to a
spinning wheel, genera4ng outcomes as products of chance. Game success and
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failure, quan4ﬁed as wealth, are stages along an implied biography, symbolically
represented as traversal of space by a model car. Hence biography as a space of
representa0on, mediated through the symbol of the road, is a central framing device
in the game. The trajectory of the game is an enactment of a schema4c biography,
however ‘lacking in choices and one-dimensional’. (Lepore 2007, p.1)

In this staging of the game, the players – WOMAN, MAN and CHILD - replicate in
gender assignment and age a norma4ve ‘family’ structure. Situated in the ‘family’,
the game enacts social reproduc0on, or the transmission of social conduct from
adults to children. An extension of the no4on of produc0on in the thought of Marx
and Lefebvre, social reproduc0on explains enduring stra4ﬁca4ons of wealth, power
and inﬂuence across 4me and familial genera4ons.

The mechanisms of inter-genera4onal transmission were developed by the
sociologist Pierre Bourdieu as processes of symbolic violence; the imposi4on of
meaning while concealing the uneven power rela4ons and the force of its
applica4on. This the ﬁrst axiom of his work Reproduc0on in Educa0on, Society and
Culture (1979) -

Every power to exert symbolic violence, i.e. every power which manages to impose
meanings and to impose them as legi4mate by concealing the power rela4ons which
are the basis of its force, adds its own speciﬁcally symbolic force to those power
rela4ons.
(Bourdieu and Passeron 1990, p.4)

Bourdieu considers that symbolic violence lies at the heart of social reproduc0on;
speciﬁcally focusing on educa4on as a site for this process. This visual repertoire in
Machine Space presents framings of capital, space and biography constructed by
LIFE, as content for symbolic violence to be enacted in a space or leisure or game. The
fourth and last segment of the game in the ﬁlm conﬁrms symbolic violence as a
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process of social reproduc4on has been successfully achieved – the CHILD wins the
game by a large margin.61

In the following exchange from segments 2 and 3, the ﬁnancialised and transac4onal
nature of every exchange is foregrounded. In the ﬁrst, the CHILD and MAN receive
chance ﬁnancial windfalls, while in segment 3 the prospect of debt and natural
disaster aﬄicts a player –

GAME SEGMENT 02
CHILD
Weekend in Las Vegas – collect ﬁwy thousand dollars.
WOMAN
Shazzam! That’s why it pays not to go to college.
MAN
What! Fiwy Thousand dollars! Why did I go to college…
WOMAN
I collect my salary though which is a
measly ﬁve thousand dollars because I passed payday…
MAN
One – can’t land there so I go there. Find Uranium deposit
– collect one hundred thousand dollars!
CHILD
Geez!

61 In both enactments of the game for the produc4on of the ﬁlm, with completely diﬀerent players,

the child won the game. In the author’s opinion having witnessed (and recorded) them, the adults
were not visibly ‘allowing’ the child to win.
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WOMAN
Be8er ﬁnd the big bills for that. Here you go sir.
MAN
Thank you.
…
GAME SEGMENT 03
CHILD
One two three four ﬁve six seven eight nine
Sweepstakes winner! Collect hundred and ﬁwy thousand dollars!
WOMAN
We are breaking the bank boy.
MAN
Nice job Michael – you really earned that.
CHILD
I know – right.
WOMAN
My turn?
MAN
One; two; three; four; ﬁve; six.
Cyclone. Wrecks home.
Pay forty thousand.
Can I get some more promissory notes?

Machine Space Connolly 2017
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The goal of amassing wealth in LIFE is explicitly demonstrated by the obvious
pleasure the players exhibit as they gain large sums of money. The game clearly
references a capitalist domain of diﬀeren4ated spaces, where accumula4on is
enabled and sanc4oned, and ﬂows to distant investors. Secondly, the gains in wealth
modelled in the game do not arise as a consequence of skill or work in the gameplay,
a norma4ve explana4on for wealth. In the enactment, the MAN acknowledges this,
commen4ng on the CHILD’s windfall - ‘Nice job, Michael – you really earned
that.’ (Machine Space 2017) This irony in this exchange issues from a dissocia4on of
monetary gain from labour or the applica4on of skill or talent.

As the game of LIFE is being set up and organised amongst the players, there is also a
heightened sense of a ‘scene of ﬁc4on’ under construc4on. This is foregrounded by
the ac4on of the CHILD who turns to camera and addresses the cinema audience
directly. This exchange traverses the boundary between the spa4al domains
occupied by the enactment, and the space of spectatorship or cinema auditorium. As
a spa4ally transgressive event in the enactment, it acknowledges this separa4on of
audience from the reserved space of the screen.

In the visual repertoire of spa0al prac0ce, the downtown of the city is seen through
translucent images of oﬃces of the corporate America. This hub of the auto industry
is apprehended through the ﬁnancial and abstracted opera4ons of business, rather
than the material opera4ons of produc4on. 62 As cited above, Lefebvre suggested as
early as 1971 that ‘the produc4on of space itself replaces - or, rather, is
superimposed upon — the produc4on of things in space.’ (Lefebvre 1991, p.62) As a
re-itera4on of this perspec4ve, the historic red-lining interface between the
downtown and nearby neighbourhoods, a ﬁnancial boundary, is invoked by mimesis
in the journey around the downtown. In other segments of the ﬁlm, aerial images, as
a visual repertoire, ‘stand in’ as fully quan4ﬁed registers of the moment of
representa0ons of space. Aerial images document the impact of the disciplines of
62 The center of Detroit has largely been purchased by the owner of a real-estate mortgage company

– Dan Gilbert of Quicken Loans and owns over 60 million square feet of oﬃce space. Cf. Quicken
Loans, the New Mortgage Machine, New York Times (Creswell 2017)
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urban and economic planning and generate a discourse of space as a quan4ﬁable,
ﬁnancialised resource.

Through this pervasive thema0c of imbrica4on of ﬁnance and space, Machine Space
suggests a con4nuum of resource quan4ﬁca4on throughout public, urban space, and
the private, domes0c domain. All spaces are implicated in monetary quan4ﬁca4on.
As cited above, Easterling frames the house as the material manifesta4on of ‘a
streamlined ﬁnancial organ – the long term, low-interest loan.’ (Easterling 2014, pp.
19–20) The pervasive nature of this prac4ce lends credence to Lefebvre’s claim that
the produc0on of space is deeply informed by the social forma4on of produc4on, in
this case organised by capital. (Lefebvre 1991)

As has been men4oned, a ‘social dynamic’ of the Detroit Metro region can be found
in the bifurca4on between city and suburb; the la8er exhibi4ng favourable metrics of
social well being; the former exis4ng in a state of extreme poverty and depriva4on.
(US Census 2010) Harvey suggests the diﬀerence between these spaces has
consequences for the environment and the North American polity –

… suburban separa4sm in the US - based upon class and racial antagonisms increases car dependency, generates greenhouse gasses, diminishes air quality and
encourages the proﬂigate use of land, fossil fuels and other agricultural and mineral
resources. Militant par4cularism here func4ons as a seemingly immovable
conserva4ve force to guarantee the preserva4on of the exis4ng order of things. Even
when such a poli4cs dresses up in democra4c or radical clothing, its driw lies towards
exclusionary and authoritarian prac4ces.
(Harvey 2001, pp.190–91)

In the case of the ﬁlm, a number of visual cues locate the staging of this visual
repertoire in a no4onal suburbia of the Detroit Region. The grounds of the house,
visible through the picture window, and the lake in the far background of this image
have been described; as a contrast to the downtown they reference Metro Detroit.
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That is, they are dis4nct from the residen4al neighbourhoods of the city,
dis4nguished by the scale of the grounds (far beyond the lot), and the presence of
water. Linkages of dis4nc4on between this site and the downtown space that is seen
in much of Machine Space may be invoked by this opera4on of diﬀerence; but is
there another means by which an audience, unfamiliar with the spa4al structure of
US ci4es, can be made aware of these connec4ons?

I contend that the spa4al co-ordinates of the staging of game, before the picture
window, mimic the spa4al co-ordinates of the space of spectatorship in the cinema
auditorium itself. In an instance of spa0al (re)-produc0on, the space of the recep4on
of the cinema4c image is also depicted in the visual image of the suburban house.
Rather than the invita4on, given in the repertoire of spa0al prac0ce, to consider the
cinema as a mobile pla†orm to view the city, the depic4on of the act of cinema
spectatorship is brought to this space of representa0on. The conﬁgura4on of the
screen image can be taken as a visualisa4on of its own projec4on in the cinema
auditorium.

How is this image of cinema spectatorship achieved? The diagram below oﬀers an
exploded view of the spa4al depth of the ‘master shot’ in this visual repertoire. In
the foreground, closest in this virtual space to the audience in the cinema, sit the
‘family,’ playing the game. Behind them, in the medium ground, the window frame of
the house is separates the inside from the outside space. Furthest away from the
audience, is the spa4al plane of the garden grounds and lake, in deep space behind
the window frame. The co-ordinates of the visual pyramid, centred on the spa4al
organisa4on of the cinema audience, are indicated in the diagram by the sketched
cone.

The window as an aperture has long served as a metaphor for cinema as a oﬀering a
view onto the world. Elsaesser reminds us that projec4ng a ﬁlm in the cinema –
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Spa4al perspec4ve diagram of Suburban House staging – Machine Space
(Connolly 2016)

… the (real) two dimensional screen transforms in the act of looking into an
(imaginary) three dimensional space which seems to open up beyond the screen.
And … (real and metaphorical) distance from the events depicted in the ﬁlm
renderthe act of looking safe for the spectator, sheltered as s/he is by the darkness
inside the auditorium.
(Elsaesser and Hagener 2015, p.14)

This descrip4on of the window and spectator in cinema are reﬂected in the staging in
this space of representa0on. In this depic4on, the window is a visual portal onto a
further spa4al domain, a garden. These two spaces are separated by the glass screen
of the window; the garden outside a world apart from that depicted in the rest of
Machine Space, a place of concrete and distressed materiality. The players,
silhoue8ed against the window aperture, con4nue their game in darkness, these
condi4ons mimicking those in the cinema auditorium.

This is an opening for the audience to self iden4fy with the game players, ostensibly
residents of a suburban house near Detroit. It should be borne in mind these suburbs
are privileged enclaves with average incomes of over twice that of the city. This
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iden4ﬁca4on presents an opportunity for a heightened awareness on behalf of the
author of the rela4ve privilege and economic advantage of both ﬁlmmaker and
audience in the ins4tu4on of ar4sts’ cinema. The audience of this ﬁlm are sited as
complicit in this space.

Conclusion
Lefebvre’s no4on of the space of representa0on has been presented in this chapter
as closely aligned with the thought of Tuan and Massey in the realms of geography,
and by extension the no4on of place in visual art. An engagement with extant
theories of place is illustra4ve of the reach and wide applicability of Lefebvre’s
overarching produc0on of space. However, the si4ng of spaces of representa0on as a
moment within a larger scheme of produc0on has been shown to be genera4ve of
deeper and wider analysis of space.
The space of representa0on discussed as context – the large body of ruin imagery
claiming to symbolise the material and socio-economic condi4ons in Detroit - yielded
interes4ng conclusions. As reported by local academics, images of ruins can be
invested with sen4ments of nostalgia and racism. A ﬁlm using images of ruins would
need to address these very complex social rela4ons in a manner that is sensi4ve and
appropriate given a rapidly changing, challenging, contemporary socio-cultural
context.
Machine Space instead presents a space of representa0on as a suburban house.
Given Lefebvre’s inclusion of play and leisure with this spa4al moment, the
enactment of the game of LIFE in this space is a link to his theory. The suburban
house is a space of memory, and shared biography for a typical audience for Machine
Space. In the ﬁlm, the space is not presented sta4cally, rather it is a stage for
enactment, symbolising processes invoked in the other segments of the ﬁlm. The
gameplay of LIFE requires space and property to be framed as ﬁnancial assets;
referencing the processes that lie behind the spa4al injus4ces evident in the city.
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The game is an ac4vity of social reproduc0on, the transmission of ideas and mores
across genera4ons from adults to children. This transmission, the ‘reproduc4on of
society as it perpetuated itself genera4on awer genera4on, conﬂict, feud, strife, crisis
and war notwithstanding,’ according to Lefebvre, has spa4al implica4ons. (Lefebvre
1991, p.32) Thus concep4ons of the social rela4ons of space pass from one
genera4on to the next. In Machine Space, the transmission of these rela4ons as a
game, locates the rela4ons of the produc0on of space as a resource into the home.
As allegory, this is enacted across the context of this visual repertoire. This si4ng of
the economic rela4ons of the produc0on of space in this manner is a contribu4on
the ﬁlm can make to a cri0cal spa0al prac0ce. It opens up new perspec4ves on the
produc0on of space in the social forma4on of North American ci4es such as Detroit.
Finally, the spa4al arrangement of the master shot of the visual repertoire can be
seen as reﬂec4ng the cinema auditorium. The distribu4on of the family across the
image, in front of the framing of the garden landscape, mirrors the sea4ng of an
audience in front of the cinema auditorium. By this loca4ve strategy, the audience is
co-opted as loca4ng themselves in the staging of the game. This is an invita4on to an
audience to be complicit in the produc0on of space, an essen4al aspect of a work of
cri0cal spa0al prac0ce and an appropriate complement to the uncovering of the
produc0on of space in the everyday.
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Conclusion
The Spa(al Cinema // Redux
The foregoing chapters have presented an encounter between Lefebvre’s three
moments of spa0al produc0on and the cinema. Each moment of space has been
given a cinema4c transla4on in Machine Space. The ﬁlm as an assemblage presents
these transla4ons as three visual repertoires; perspec4ves on the spa0al produc0on
of the city of Detroit.
These perspec4ves oﬀer spa4al representa4ons outside the remit of the aesthe4cs
of landscape and place. Instead Detroit is portrayed through its unevenly distributed
spaces; as mobility and the spa4al experience in the city; and as a site of material
infrastructures. These framings of the city generate an artwork as a cri0cal spa0al
prac0ce – an inves4ga4on of the use and representa4on of space. (Sco8 and
Swenson 2015) In the cinema auditorium meanwhile, the work generates par4cular
spa4al experiences of spectatorship, exhibi4ng the reﬂexivity that cri0cal spa0al
prac0ces – cri0cal deno4ng an awareness of their own statuses as knowledge forms
and spa4al produc4vity - exemplify.
__________________________
Chapter One explored the representa0on of space in the ar4st’s cinema, oﬀering the
example of James Benning’s work. If the built environment is directly legible, his
California Trilogy oﬀers a representa4on of the spa0ality of capital. This research
builds on Benning’s prac4ce, replacing the formal restraint of his prac4ce with a
transla4on of the mul4ple produc0ons of space. An assemblage cinema4c form,
demonstrated in Machine Space, addresses the three moments of the spa4al as
deﬁned by Lefebvre. These framings of space go beyond the claims made for
legibility of the poli4cal economy of space by the singular representa0on of space
evident in Benning’s work.
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Machine Space adds narra4on to aerial images; as a ﬁlmic assemblage these most
distanced and omniscient images are imbricated in the social rela4ons of the spaces
they depict and create. This chapter concluded that the assemblage form is requisite
as a transla4on of Lefebvrian spa4al produc4on into the cinema. This ﬁrst chapter
sets the overall terms of engagement between Lefebvrian space and the cinema4c
form of Machine Space.
Chapter Two discussed the encounter of Lefebvrian spa0al prac0ce with the cinema
using the work of Vivian Sobchack as a mediator. For Sobchack, ﬁlm is the expression
of ‘experience by experience.’ (Sobchack 1992, p.4) In this concep4on, ﬁlm engages
all of the senses; the hap0c associated with the skin speciﬁcally invokes touch
through the sugges4on of material contact in ﬁlm. The hap0c is evident in the
registra4on of the amorphous forms and surfaces of streetscapes of Akerman’s D’Est.
(Akerman 1995) These quali4es of the image are referenced and built upon in
Machine Space.
Detroit warrants an automo4ve cinematographic panorama as the city of the car. The
visual journey also traces an obscured cartographic fact of the city – its division into
spaces of diﬀeren4al ﬁnancial risk. This journey marks the boundary between redlined areas of town, a space in which loans are withheld from residents – and the
downtown; where these decisions are made. In conclusion, the visual repertoire of
spa0al prac0ce is also able to invoke the habitual nego4a4on of structural inequali4es in the city; to mime0cally entrain an audience in their pa8erns and forms.
Chapter Three discusses the moment of spaces of representa0on in a wider context
of mainstream representa4ons of Detroit in the media and the art-world. These are
overwhelmingly images of the ruined material environment. Apel, Rosler and
Steinmetz suggest they func4on as emblems of social and economic condi4ons in f
the ‘Rust Belt’ in the US and objects of nostalgia and mourning. (Steinmetz In Hell
and Schonle 2010; Rosler 2010; Apel 2015) Given these inscrip4ons, ruins as
landscapes do not feature in the visualisa4on of spaces in Machine Space. Their use
in the ﬁlm would be at odds with the Lefebvrian framework of the produc0on of
space at the centre of this project.
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Instead, an ordinary suburban house was chosen as a visual repertoire to explore,
through an enacted allegory, the concerns raised by a Lefebvrian spa4al analysis. This
enactment is genera4ve of eﬀects of scale (a global process of the spa4ality of capital
reproduced on a game board); and spa4al context, the suburban living room ‘stands
in’ as a microcosm of the urban forma4on. The game of LIFE is an enacted allegory in
Machine Space, an ac4vity that situates a miniaturised version of the produc0on of
space within everyday play and leisure. In conclusion, these resources of enactment,
available to ﬁlm can be mobilised as allegory to illustrate the processes of the
produc4on of space as a reﬂexive spa0al produc0on.
__________________________

In his survey of Harvey and Soja’s analyses of space, Dear suggests Lefebvre’s
produc0on of space foreshadowed the passing of the certain4es of modernism’s
claim to theore4cal knowledge. (Dear 2001) ‘Lefebvre … calls for a retreat from the
errors and lies … of (the) modernist trio of readability, visibility, and intelligibility’ he
contends. (Dear 2001, p.61) In the stead of this modernist trio, Lefebvre’s mul4ple
moments of space aim to uncover the many engagements he suggests structure
socially constructed space -

The more carefully one examines space, considering it not only with the eyes, not
only with the intellect, but also with the senses, with the total body, the more clearly
one becomes aware of the conﬂicts at work within it, conﬂicts which foster the
explosion of abstract space and the produc4on of a space that is other.
(Lefebvre 1991, p.391)

The art historian Roslyn Deutsche contends space is inherently contested. These
contests may not be legible within the theore4cal framework of class conﬂict. Space
is instead ‘inseparable from the conﬂictual and uneven social rela4ons that structure
speciﬁc socie4es at speciﬁc historical moments;’ these are rela4ons of gender, race
and sexuality. (Deutsche 1996, p.xiv) Deutsche asserts these social rela4ons are
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evident in the mul4plicity of prac4ces enacted in urban space by its inhabitants. She
cites the observa4on by the urbanist Raymond Ledrut that the ‘city is not an object
produced by a group in order to be bought or even used by others. The city is an
environment formed by the interac0on and the integra0on of diﬀerent
prac0ces.’ (Ledrut cited In Deutsche 1996, p.52) As has been discussed, this is made
evident in the cinema4c registra4on of the space of Detroit in Machine Space.

Thomas Sugrue gives an historian’s account of how in Detroit, mul4ple social
prac4ces created the condi4ons for Deutsche’s ‘uneven social rela4ons.’ 63 Sugrue
observes that in this city, ‘blackness and whiteness assumed a spa4al
deﬁni4on.’ (Sugrue 1996, p.9) Sugrue’s phrase may be shorthand for segrega4on, but
a speciﬁcity in his phrase hints at the importance of the visual in ‘uneven social
rela4ons.’ Sugrue further observes -

The physical state of African American neighborhoods and white neighborhoods in
Detroit reinforced percep4ons of race. The completeness of racial segrega4on made
ghe8oiza4on seem an inevitable, natural consequence of profound racial
diﬀerences. The barriers that kept blacks conﬁned to racially isolated, deteriora4ng,
inner-city neighborhoods were largely invisible to white Detroiters. To the majority
of untutored white observers, visible poverty, overcrowding, and deteriora4ng
houses were signs of individual moral deﬁciencies, not manifesta4ons of structural
inequali4es. White percep4ons of black neighborhoods provided seemingly
irrefutable conﬁrma4on of African American inferiority and set the terms of debates
over the inclusion of African Americans in the city's housing and labor markets.
(Sugrue 1996, p.9)

63 The diﬀerence between the urban and the suburban experience in terms of income has been noted

above. The sense of this spa4al injus4ce as anecdote is recorded with great acuity in the
autobiography of Coleman Young, Mayor of the city from 1974 to 1994. (Young and Wheeler 1994) His
ﬁrst, famous public statement on becoming Mayor, was to warn all criminals to leave town, elici4ng
howls of protest from the suburbs. Viliﬁed in his long tenure, the media is currently re-habilita4ng
Young as one of the most ﬁscally responsible public servants of the city in the last century – see
further here –
h8p://www.freep.com/story/news/local/michigan/detroit/2013/09/15/how-detroit-went-broke-theanswers-may-surprise-you-and/77152028/
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Hence according to Sugrue, the appearance of the material environment feeds back
to mechanisms of resource distribu4on, further extenua4ng the diﬀerences between
urban spaces in the US. This spa4al unevenness is poten4ally a source of conﬂict and
spa4al contesta4on. At the same 4me, Sugrue suggests the visual is implicated in
naturalising the existence of diﬀerences, through the ascrip4ons of stereotypes to
the appearance of the material environment and people. (Sugrue 1996) Knowledge
based on visual appearance may conﬁrm ‘African American inferiority’ in the
percep4on of whites, re-enforcing prejudice. (Sugrue 1996)

A ﬁlm project realised within the aesthe4cs of landscape would foreground visual
appearance. In addi4on, given the speciﬁcity of the Detroit context, as Steinmetz
remarks, the ‘semio4c under-determina4on of ruins’ as norma4ve landscapes of the
city opens opportuni4es for prejudicial framings. (Steinmetz In Hell and Schonle
2010, p.299) Given this, the framing of the city within the semio4cs of landscape may
be genera4ve of crises in the inscrip4on of such representa4on. This is demonstrated
in the reports made by Steinmetz of ruin images of Detroit as supplying jus4ﬁca4ons
for racism through the ascrip4on of causality. (Steinmetz In Hell and Schonle 2010)

These inscrip4ons conﬁrm the very real socio-economic distress and disadvantage in
the city and its pervasive ascrip4ons to and with African Americans in the city. As
Sugrue shows, ins4tu4onal and ﬁnancial frameworks, with signiﬁcant spa4al
outcomes, engender this state of aﬀairs. (Sugrue 1996) Hence the landscape as a
norma4ve visual form is far from neutral in Detroit. How has this representa4onal
caveat been addressed in Machine Space? The ﬁlm uses representa4onal strategies
apart from landscape, as a work of cri0cal spa0al prac0ce would be expected to. The
cri4cal interjec4on of Lefebvre as oﬀering a more sophis4cated theory of space as
rela4onal has been is necessary to meet these challenges. These strategies will be
here reconsidered.
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In the ﬁrst chapter, the invoca4on of Lefebvre’s moment of the representa0on of
space, as a descrip4on of ‘dominant’, perspec4val images, challenged the neutrality
and comple4on of this form of visuality. The aerial images presented in Machine
Space demonstrate that the social rela4ons implied by such depic4ons cannot be
inferred from them. However, as the example of Weizman and Skeikh’s work shows,
this form of imagery can, with further informa4on, be used to contest dominant
ascrip4ons of power. Machine Space builds on this by adding narra4on to images
supplying informa4on that is not evident; in this case the urban re-structuring and
demoli4on for freeways in Detroit was achieved at the expense of the AfricanAmerican community. (Sugrue 1996) The need for narra4on to these images
exempliﬁes their inability to visualise spa4al conﬂict and enter into contesta4on
directly. Although presen4ng the material environment as a given, their
interpreta4on requires prior informa4on, or conceived approaches.
In the second chapter, the engagement of Lefebvre’s spa0al prac0ce and the ﬁlm
phenomenology of Sobchack, provides a context to situate the image as an
embodied produc0on of space. The unfolding panorama of Detroit as a visual
repertoire, as an analogue for a mobile experience of the city, is a layered, composite
image, presen4ng mul4ple refracted angles on the downtown. As the camera moves,
the image actualises the unfolding of visual space and material environment. The
shiwing visual planes suggest on-going processes, mobility and circula4on. The
resul4ng ﬂuid, morphing image can be seen as a visualisa4on of contesta4on and
conﬂict, whereby mul4ple, compe4ng registers of space remain in ﬂux. This
visualisa4on of the city is an illustra4on of the social produc0on of space as an urban
form.
The third chapter looked to the context in which visual representa4ons of Detroit
take place. The care taken by Machine Space not to include ruins in its visual
repertoire was fully inten4onal. A deliberate strategy to avoid the presen4ng ruins is
an acknowledgement of the eﬃcacy of this content to frame understandings of the
social rela4ons, as discussed above, of this city. In the stead of reproducing these
framings, the ﬁlm suggests the on-going strictures of residen4al ﬁnance con4nue to
structure the spaces of this city. The ‘lived spaces’ (spaces of representa0on) of
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suburban residence are key to an understanding of underlying processes of ruina4on
within the city limits. This mode of indirect representa4on is sugges4ve of a degree
of complicity on behalf of an audience in the social rela4ons of Detroit. In this way,
the city is not framed as excep4onal or ‘other’ to everyday experience of the ﬁlm’s
audience. It does this without showing poverty – the ﬁlm does not elicit empathy for
those less fortunate. It is rather that the everyday experience of a city like this
implies consent to these condi4ons. As Sugrue has remarked, these are structural
features of North American life.
Given these observa4ons about the visual repertoires in Machine Space, we can
come to ﬁnal conclusions. Central to the ra4onale for the framework of the
produc0on of space for the ﬁlm is the subject, the city of Detroit. Jerry Herron
suggests in his First the Facts sec4on of his contribu4on to Stalking Detroit … Detroit [is] the revealed “Capital of the Twen4eth Century,” and likely the century
ahead, because this is the place, more than any other, where the na4ve history of
modernity has been wri8en. The same modernity that has made Americans
collec4vely, and globally, what we are s4ll becoming today…
(Herron In Daskalakis, Waldheim and Young 2001)

Herron writes of Detroit as the locus of the crea4on of collec4ve social processes and
the engine of capital. This, he suggests, is the history of modernity as a collec4ve
iden4ty and the shaper of lives. He avoids the customary ascrip4ons of place as
par4cular in memory and biography. In a parallel move, Machine Space is an
inscrip4on of form arising from the a8ributes of content. The ﬁlm situates the (re)produc0on of space in the formal a8ributes of the image. The centrality of the
spa4al, across the produc0on of space and the presenta4on of ﬁlm in the cinema, is
the contribu4on of Machine Space as cri0cal spa0al prac0ce.

What poten4als may be oﬀered by a set of Lefebvrian tools for interroga4ng space in
the cinema? In a general sense, space as socially produced can be understood as a
medium of social life, thus a repository and generator of narra4ves. This linkage
between past and present was demonstrated by the content of the aerial images in
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the ﬁrst chapter; the spa4al has the poten4al to collapse temporality. This a8ribute
of space is an important contribu4on to moving image, given its insistent inscrip4on
of the present at produc4on and recep4on.

Lefebvre’s mul4ple envisioning of the spa4al is also an4-totality; it does not advance
totalising spa4al representa4ons. Instead Lefebvre’s moments of space are rela4onal,
connec4ve of levels of human and social engagement and embodiment with our
material surroundings. Lefebvre’s idea of spa0al prac0ce as informed by the
secre0on of spa4al texture is par4cularly interes4ng. This conjunc4on of the
percep4ve and the in4mate within a wider frame has manifesta4ons for the poli4cal
in cinema4c representa4on. Spa0al prac0ce realised as an i4nerary locates space as
an agent in the inscrip4on of narra4ve. In cinema4c terms, this translates into the
poten4al for a rich, mobile, cinema4c ensemble.

The scale and reach of spa0al prac0ce can register the small-scale complexi4es of
poli4cal life within a spa4al context. It also permits an analysis to par4cipate in the
object or scene of its a8en4on. A work of cri0cal spa0al prac0ce as advocated here is
reﬂexive with reference to its par4cipa4on in the produc0on of space as culture. By
these means, ﬁlm can be invested in a spa4ally responsive, or localised, resistance to
the social rela4ons invested in the materiality of the environment by capital. This,
consistent with Lefebvre’s aim for ‘a quest for spaces that allow for autonomy and
crea4vity,’ is a salient goal for ﬁlm as artwork. (Ronneberger In Goonewardena et al.
2008, p.135)

A ﬁnal point is per4nent to this prac0ce as research project. Machine Space is an
example of the assemblage form in moving image. Dense, allusive and allegorical in
form, it may be accessed only in part by a cinema audience in a screening. As
evidenced in conversa4ons about the work, and the DVD commentary by the ﬁlm
academic Dr Lucy Reynolds, these chains of interlinked allusions may not be manifest
to those in the cinema.64 At the same 4me, the work has mul4ple points of entry and
64 The DVD commentary by Lucy Reynolds is accessible on the DVD a8ached as Appendix 3.
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engagement by an audience, and thus creates the poten4al for autonomous and
genera4ve spaces of spectatorial experience.

As a ﬁnal conclusion, Machine Space models a cri0cal spa0al prac0ce in moving
image. Given its foregrounding of the discursive, cartographic, and pragma4c
framings of space as resource and medium; the assemblage and land-use approach
of the ﬁlm supersedes the framing of the space within the remit of visual aesthe4cs.
This is a contribu4on to an on-going project to revive the descrip4on and analysis of
our situa4on in the world – as makers, ci4zens or subjects, and audiences - as
spa4ally located, and as reﬂected in the cinema. If this work furthers discussion and
understanding of our spa4al experience of this world, this labour will have achieved
its goal.

Stephen Connolly
September 2017
Post-Viva Amendments - April 2018
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Appendix 1
MACHINE SPACE
38:22 mins 2016
director – Stephen Connolly
Contact : steve@bubbleﬁlm.net
DIALOGUE LIST

AUTOMATIC TRANSIT VOICE
This is the Joe Louis Arena. Sta0on.

Title

MACHINE SPACE
03:35
JULIA YEZBICK

It is a really odd thing I think, to have a city that is so bisected by highways. Even right
into the downtown. The highways themselves, you know which are this
infrastructure that we all live with, and are forced to live with, every day today - you
can’t get anywhere without driving in this city, and most people take the highway,
you can choose not to take the highway.
These highways are a way of sec4oning oﬀ areas of town.
GAME SEGMENT 01
BOY
Who should be the banker?
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MAN
Ok – we have banker.
BOY
My mum is the banker.
WOMAN
Are you seung out the banknotes Michael?
MAN
Spin the wheel and low man is the banker –
we could do it that way
or we could have a volunteer banker
MAN
Do we have a volunteer banker?
WOMAN
Yeah sure - I'll be the volunteer banker.
MAN
All right.
BOY
Okay. One hundred thousand dollars, ﬁwy thousand dollars - that is a lot of money
WOMAN
Yeah - and we get BOY
No - this is ﬁwy so it’s meant to go in here…
WOMAN
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Ok - shall I set up these notes?
BOY
You set up…
MAN
The money is…
BOY
I've got the insure - I've got the insurance on here…
WOMAN
What about the promissory notes
MAN
Good to know
WOMAN
Pro - miss - ory notes
BOY
Well they all go in the box Ii have
WOMAN
Is that what the bank promises?
BOY
Think so. Well - proof - my uncle can tell you that…
MAN
Hmmm. That’s right - the bank gives out cars and pegs
- which has already happened.
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WOMAN
Is our smallest bill ﬁve hundred dollars?
BOY
Yeah - and our highest bill is…
MAN
Can see the currency in it?
WOMAN
Yeah can I have the twen4es - from you –
the twenty thousands.
BOY
Ok and the insurances go here WOMAN
How much money do we get to start with?
BOY
Four ﬁve hundred notes.
I believe and that will equal two thousand.
WOMAN
Four ﬁve hundred notes
MAN
So spin the wheel - the high number goes ﬁrst the
others take turns going clockwise the banker
gives each player including himself a car
with a pink or blue peg in it
and four ﬁve hundred dollar bills.
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WOMAN
Four ﬁve hundred MAN
So the banker issues four ﬁve hundred
dollar bills each player
WOMAN
Okay
BOY
Three. So I'm the red one. One; two; three;
WOMAN
Excellent.
MAN
You decided to turn right.
WOMAN
So you have …
You're buying a raccoon coat so
you have to pay ﬁve hundred dollars for that.
BOY
You are very…
WOMAN
Okay
BOY
Can I turn this around?
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WOMAN
Yeah, sure. Okay. Watch your money.
BOY
I'll watch out.
WOMAN
You want the spinner near you - huh?
BOY
Uh - huh. Because it gets very confusing…
WOMAN
Yeah - especially for you.
BOY
No.
WOMAN
So you have bought a raccoon coat have you?
BOY
Don't listen to her
WOMAN
Ok. Right - soooo - you're MAN
Okay - and then we both had twos…
WOMAN
We are going to go clockwise so you're next.
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MAN
All - Right
MAN
Two
WOMAN
Two
MAN
We just like to have two these days
BOY
Uhmm that's MAN
And I get to ﬁnd - circus elephant –
collect one thousand ﬁve hundred dollar reward
WOMAN
Wow
BOY
Here’s
WOMAN
Ahaha
MAN
Banker, banker didn’t pay me - banker please
WOMAN
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Okay - here's one thousand ﬁve hundred –
you didn't buy car insurance?
MAN
Well ﬁrst you get to decide whether you buy auto insurance or not -

08:42
MARSHA MUSIC
I remember as a child, that you literally, when you jaywalked,
you were taking your life in your hands.
And this is why your parents always cau4oned you against jaywalking.
Because the traﬃc was so great on the main streets,
that you literally were in danger, trying to cross a street,
because there were so many cars.
So Has4ngs Street was the main thoroughfare that ran through Black Bo8om
and because of black people having to make an en4re life in this 4ny area,
it was also the place where black people began to develop businesses.
So in the period of about a decade, both Black Bo8om,
the centre for African American living - and - Has4ngs Street,
the main thoroughfare - were destroyed.
And in its place was going to be put a freeway - what we call the I-75 –
it was later named the Chrysler freeway.
GAME SEGMENT 02
BOY
Weekend in Las Vegas – collect ﬁwy thousand dollars.
WOMAN
Shazzam! That’s why it pays not to go to college.
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MAN
What! Fiwy Thousand dollars! Why did I go to college…
WOMAN
I collect my salary though which is a measly ﬁve thousand dollars because I passed
payday…
MAN
One – can’t land there so I go there. Find Uranium deposit – collect one hundred
thousand dollars!
BOY
Geez!
WOMAN
Be8er ﬁnd the big bills for that. Here you go sir.
MAN
Thank you.
BOY
Oh my Gosh.
WOMAN
Five.
BOY
One; two; three; four; ﬁve.
Tornado blows you back to start. Wait next turn.
WOMAN
Ok
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MAN
Wow. Sorry Michael.
WOMAN
Well you are deﬁnitely going to get another payday – so that’s good.
BOY
Or maybe I can ﬁnd another uranium deposit…
WOMAN
Or go to Vegas.
One; two; three; four; ﬁve.
Jury duty, lose turn.
MAN
And then there is a payday – interest due
WOMAN
Michael – Wait, wait, Listen.
MAN
When you pass or land on one of these spaces you must pay the bank ﬁve hundred
interest for every twenty thousand promissory note –
huh! I can’t wait un4l I get there –
you don’t have any notes so you just get your pay.
WOMAN
Ok – you just get your pay. There you go.
BOY
Whoohay, Cool!
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WOMAN
Yes it is your turn Alex.
MAN
Yes. I wonder what I am coming up to.
WOMAN
Payday?
Ten!
How do you guys always spin tens.
MAN
One two three four ﬁve six seven eight nine ten.
I’ve go8a pay twice – so I have to pay interest …
Thank you – are you giving me my pay Michael, banker Michael?
So then I have to pay interest on...
BOY
I'm not. I'm a doctor.
MAN
And I have to pay ﬁve hundred for a new set of
WOMAN
Choppers MAN
Choppers. So there's my choppers WOMAN
Yeah. Plus how much on each much on each
promissory note - ﬁve hundred?
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MAN
Five hundred. So I have ﬁve…
WOMAN
So you owe two thousand…
MAN
How many - I have six of them
WOMAN
Oh six.
Wait. Wait Michael. No no - he's paying us BOY
Oh
MAN
So - how much do I owe?
BOY
What paying you actually...
WOMAN
Oh - ﬁve hundred - if you have six of them –
six thousand - that's mean…
MAN
Yeah - thanks. Who lands on every one - that says something bad –
and even passes bad things...
WOMAN
That’s life!
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Three - who gets the lowest scores?
The lowest dials – One; two; three…
12.15
MARSHA MUSIC
There were areas people grew up in, outside of black bo8om,
but they were very speciﬁc and they had very speciﬁc boundaries.
And the people who grew up in them understood,
that they were not to cross those boundaries.
Now segrega4on per se, was de-facto –
meaning that it was segrega4on - in fact GAME SEGMENT 03
BOY
One two three four ﬁve six seven eight nine
Sweepstakes winner! Collect hundred and ﬁwy thousand dollars!
WOMAN
We are breaking the bank boy.
MAN
Nice job Michael – you really earned that.
BOY
I know – right.
WOMAN
My turn?
MAN
One; two; three; four; ﬁve; six.
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Cyclone. Wrecks home.
Pay forty thousand.
Can I get some more promissory notes?
WOMAN
Are you sure that was six – I thought that was here.
13.16
LAUREN HOOD
So whereas you would think that a city’s government would determine or people by
proxy - would determine what the city looks like –
it’s really up to the people with the money.
CHARLIE
The last…
LAUREN HOOD
So there’s a handful of individuals you can know by name,
who are determining what our three-dimensional landscape looks like here. There
are those of us like myself who choose to work inside the system and try to make
change happen that way,
but I have a lot of ac4vist colleagues that think that it is an exercise in fu4lity - if you
really want to have equitable development,
you have to smash the system and start over.

18.10
MARSHA MUSIC
There were interests that were driving autudes, fears…
Real Estate companies would call people in the neighbourhoods
and basically terrify them.
They would tell them - you know, a black moved on the next block, you be8er sell
your home right now and get out before its too late –
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your home will not be worth anything.
And you have to realise, this is during a 4me in the late 1940s and the early 1950s
where what we understand as urban crime today and crime in the ci4es was not a
factor.
You know many people sort of create memories about this,
and talk about how their people moved out because of crime
and fear your schools,
things that happened at the de-stabilisa4on of the city.
But in those early 4mes of the city - those weren’t factors.
So it was mostly the fear that was drummed
throughout the city in all areas of the city.
By describing them as having been driven out of the city,
I was trying to describe this tremendous cloud of fear
that permeated the city to try to compel whites to leave their homes.
And to turn this real estate over; and to make a lot of people rich.
20:10
JULIA YEZBICK
I can remember as a kid driving from Ann Arbor or Ypsilan4 and heading east
towards Detroit, and being in the car with my siblings and my dad saying –
ok we are geung close to Detroit, everybody lock the doors!
And experiencing Detroit as a child just through the frame of out of a car window and I think that is a lot of peoples experience unfortunately.
And the thing about the automobile is that it is a personalised bubble, you do not
have to engage with other people, you do not have to even see over the wall of the
highway if you stay in your car and you just go from point A to point B,
and you leave your house, the individual realm of your home,
to whatever the des4na4on might be.
And I think the lack of public transporta4on has had really
far reaching eﬀects on the con4nuance of the racial tensions in the city,
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the con4nuance of the racial segrega4on of the city, because it may be slightly an idealis4c perspec4ve –
but I think that public transporta4on allows for a space
where people can literally bump into each other, and have, even ﬂee4ng,
have interac4ons with people from
diﬀerent racial and socio-economic backgrounds.
So when you take this out of the picture, in Detroit, and you add to the fact that
there is very li8le public space in this city, what happens is, all of the segrega4on and
racial tensions of the mid-century and surrounding decades really - it just sits there,
it hangs, it stagnates, because there is not the right kind of circula4on of people,
happening.
If you are an aﬄuent white person that lives in the suburbs
and you want to see the Tigers play,
you hop on the highway and you get right down to the ballpark,
in the heart of the city, and right back out,
without ever even having to see the city of Detroit,
you go right through it and back out.
And that is really damaging.
If people had to drive through
the neighbourhoods to see a Tigers game,
I think they would have a vast shiw in perspec4ve.
And so the infrastructure of the city really facilitates a lot of problems
we are s4ll dealing with today and I’m not sure how to change them –
we have … there is a lot to be done…
29:28
MARSHA MUSIC
When whites began to leave the city,
I remember that
and I remember this sense of us being lew behind.
But also wondering –
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why would anybody leave this beau4ful place where we lived?
And so I began to write about the kidnapped children
of Detroit because,
I wanted to express the fact that these children
did not leave Detroit of their own voli4on.
Because I wanted to express this feeling of having watched my school mates be
snatched away, be taken away, you know like captain Hook - taking Peter and these
kids out of the city – that’s how it felt - one by one they were just taken away from
the city.
But in retrospect, what I was also doing was trying to ﬁnd a way
to engage the issue of white ﬂight
without blaming the whites of my genera4on who lew as children.
Because I think that the tentacles of fear and guilt and blame and all these things
they poison our discussions so greatly
that it is very diﬃcult for us to have clear and honest talks
about these truths that happened in this city.
31:08
LAUREN HOOD
Loveland was tasked with mapping all the proper4es in the city so there were some
almost four hundred thousand parcels in the city. If you were delinquent on your
taxes that informa4on would be on this website and we would provide a link so you
could take care of paying your taxes.
Ha ha – what is it really about or what do they say it is about?
Sure it is to get people to pay their taxes.
Really what is does is just clear out a bunch of neighbourhoods.
It was always everyone else’s conten4on that –
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I don’t want to get in trouble for saying this – but they would always say –
Lauren; no one is that smart.
Nobody that we have interacted with in city government or otherwise
is that brilliant to have orchestrated this kind of mul4-layered,
mul4-faceted plan to clear out the neighbourhoods, but it was always my conten4on
that - there are greater forces at work,
it is not just co-incidence that these neighbourhoods would end up
cleared out because of foreclosures.
32:26
GAME SEGMENT 04
BOY
Hundred thousand,
two hundred thousand,
three hundred thousand,
four hundred thousand
ﬁve hundred thousand
six hundred thousand
six hundred and ﬁwy thousand
six hundred and sixty
six hundred and seventy
So six hundred seventy
Six hundred seventy one
Seventy two
Seventy three
Seventy four
Seventy ﬁve
Seventy six
Seventy seven
Seventy eight – Six hundred and seventy eight thousand dollars.
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WOMAN
Nice job.
MAN
Good job Michael.
WOMAN
What did I end up with – not that much.
Actually how much money did you have Alex?
MAN
I have a li8le debt here.
WOMAN
Yeah. Alex is over one hundred thousand dollars in debt.
MAN
Way big debt.
WOMAN
So it’s not good. It's not good at all.
MAN
So you are the de-facto big winner!
BOY
I am - the Winner - wooo!
WOMAN
Don't celebrate too much or
you will make us feel really bad.
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BOY
Good game?
WOMAN
Good game Michael.
BOY
Let me do cross arm. Good
BOY & MAN
Game!
34:44
MARSHA MUSIC
To talk about Detroit’s streets being …
saying there is no-one in Detroit.
This is far from true - it is just not even numerically true.
Detroit is a city that has at least seven hundred thousand people.
So it is the rela4ve space that is not occupied does not mean it is empty.
But it does tend to be empty to people who view black people as invisible –
which is sort of an oxymoron because you can’t view invisible people –
but we are invisible in many ways to people that view the city,
and they simply do not see our existence here.
AUTOMATIC TRANSIT VOICE
The next sta0on is the Millender Centre. This is Millender Centre. Sta0on.

AUTOMATIC TRANSIT VOICE
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The next sta0on is Financial District.
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Appendix 2
Machine Space Informa(on Insert, Wexner Centre, 04.17
online here h8p://bubbleﬁlm.net/texts/pdf_texts/Machine_Space_Newsprint.pdf
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Appendix 3
Machine Space 2016 / Doctoral & Premiere Version h8ps://vimeo.com/198754766
Machine Space 2016 / Commentary by Dr Lucy Reynolds h8ps://vimeo.com/234194693
Machine Space 2018 / Final Screening Version h8ps://vimeo.com/269583301
all passwords - peoplemover
Machine Space 2016 DVD / Op4onal commentary by Dr Lucy Reynolds
Machine Space 2018 DVD / Final Screening Version
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Appendix 4
Machine Space online cartographic output
Cartographic suppor4ng informa4on and visual repertoires developed for Machine
Space in an interac4ve online form # 1 representa0on of space 1
h8p://www.bubbleﬁlm.net/projects/machine_space_horvath.htm
#2 representa0on of space 2
h8p://www.bubbleﬁlm.net/projects/machine_space_holc.htm
#3 spa0al prac0ce
h8p://www.bubbleﬁlm.net/projects/machine_space_spa4al-prac4ce.htm
#4 spaces of representa0on
h8p://www.bubbleﬁlm.net/projects/machine_space_spaces-representa4on.htm
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